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ORTOPHASE:

And listening can never be the same again.

"Breathtaking . .", say
the U.S. critics. "Habit
forming ...", say the
Swedes. "Heavenly
say the Danes. ". ..Cannot fail to delight
say the British. "Wonderbar ...", say the
Germans. That's how
the world responded
to the Ortophase
concept and

the spectacular
Ortofon MC2000. Now the
Ortophase principle has
been incorporated into a
full range of moving coil
cartridges. This means
that every music lover,
regardless of budget,
can take advantage
of this "breathtaking"
development. Write
for full information.
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ortofon

122 Dupont Street Painv.ew New York 11803

Send $1 for beautiful, Ortofon poster.
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AS WE SEE IT
HAPPY 1985, MUSIC LOVERS!
by Larry Archibald
Stereophile is happy to start off another
year, only one issue behind our published schedule. For most magazine subscribers, this would seem aconfession of
weakness; underground aficionadoes
will, however, know what I'm talking
about. We did in fact publish eight issues
last year, but the first one happened to
be Volume 6, Number 6(the last issue in
that volume), so that puts us still one
behind. Ambitiously Ipredict we'll get
out nine (count them, 9) issues in 1985
and catch up with our schedule.
Without adoubt, 1984 has been our
most successful year. We reviewed 114
major products last year, without counting the brief reviews Tony Cordesman
made of countless products in his
feature "Having aGrand's Time," or the
casual mentions you come across in the
Audio Cheapskate. Patting ourself on the
back? Hell, yes.
Funny thing is, it doesn't seem that
we're running out of products to review.
The current issue contains a veritable
outpouring of cartridge reviews, yet just
since we closed the issue we've received
another 10 or so cartridges, including
the Ortofon MC1000, the Shinon Red, a
high output from Azden, the Highphonic, abarely visible diamond cantilever
model from Dynavector, and abunch of
others. In other words, the harder we try
the more there is to do!
For the music-lover, though, this is all
good news. Many of the superb high
output cartridges reviewed in this issue
cost less than $500, require no expensive step-up device, and outperform the
$1000 cartridges of two years ago. And
there are very decent cartridges in the
under-$200 range. In speakers, our
2

survey in Volume 7, Number 4just barely
scratched the surface of under4 500
speakers, aprice range where nothing
particularly good was available a few
years ago. Since then we've received
significant products from Siefert, MCM
Systems, Spectrum (see the Audio
Cheapskate in this issue), and Fostex, not
to mention improvements made (in the
form of new products) by Phase Tech,
Dayton Wright, and Spica.
For those of you who can't see spending less than $2000 on speakers, we
have on hand products from Infinity,
Martin Logan, JBL (the 250 ti, which promises to be good), and look forward to
the latest from Apogee, B&W, KEF, the
updated Stax F-81s and F-835—and who
knows what else.
The amazing thing about high end
audio as ahobby is that the manufacturers keep coming up with products
that aren't just new knobs on the same
old box. The new amplifiers under
$1000 sound better than what cost
$3000 a few years ago. The new tape
deck from Revox (their B-215) outperforms their older B-710, has countless
automatic features, and costs $600 less.
Tandberg did the same thing last year
with their 3014, outdistancing and
underpricing their 3004. This is an industry where consumers care about the
substance of what they are buying—and
the only way manufacturers can survive
is by delivering better and better
substance.
And there are entirely new fields to
conquer. The interaction of good sound
and high-quality video has been highly
touted, particularly at trade shows where
dealers are trying to figure out what proStereophile

THE FINE SCIENCE OF
COMPONENT CABINETRY
• W

This fully modular,
111111 flexible cabinet

system In Natural
Oak features our
wine rack, bronze
tempered glass
doors, solid oak
doors and interior
cabinet lights.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE: Audio science and the craft of fine cabinetry are married
in the CWD modular component cabinet system. Designed to the sound
principles of audio and video performance, all CWD cabinets are hand-crafted
from select hardwoods and lovingly hand-finished.
A SYSTEM THAT GROWS WITH YOU: Start small: add as you need. The
completely modular design allows you total flexibility. Add on, arrange and
rearrange for virtually any configuration. Easy to tailor our cabinets fit both
your lifestyle and your audio/video components, even big screen. Add awine
rack, drawers, stunning glass doors .they're all part of the fine science of
the CWD system.
REMARKABLE QUALITY: You won tfind abetter cabinet for the money. From
the precision hardware to the natural oiled finish, every CWD cabinet is afine
piece of furniture you'll cherish for years. But see for yourself.
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-323-2159 for the dealer nearest you,
(in Illinois call 312-563-1745).
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High performance modular furniture that keeps pace with your electronic system
e

All CWO cabinets and accessories available
in handsome Dark Oak (shown here),
contemporary Natural Oak, and classic
Natural American Walnut
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motional strategies will ensure their survival. In truth, though, this field is in its
infancy If you think VHS or Beta Hi -Fi is
abig step up from broadcast television,
wait until you try LaserVideo discs with
a Tate decoder for rear channel ambience (airplanes flying right over your
head, for instance), and picture from a
Moss NovaBeam. JGH has branched out
into high-end video, even to the point of
starting an underground magazine called
LaserNews, and we'll be keeping you filled in on the latest developments as he
uncovers them. Never fear, though,
audio will remain our primary subject.
If there's a cloud on our editorial
horizon, it's our record reviews. Particularly with the past few issues, equipment coverage has squeezed out the few
record reviews we've had on hand. This
is fine for equipment nuts, but not so
great for those of you who want to
know about ,the latest, finest LPs and
Compact Discs. Last year at this time I
was making solemn promises about actually publishing eight times a year,
issues with 80 pages and more, and
drastically increased equipment coverage. Well, Imade good on those, so
here's this year's New Year's Resolution:
by this time next year (and Ihope alot
sooner), Stereophile will be carrying upto-date news of the latest and most
significant releases on LP and CD, and
we'll offer significant coverage of the
historic LPs that we may have missed until now. And you can hold me to it.

THE COMPETITION
As you're no doubt aware, Stereophile
is not the only publication that covers
high end audio—just the best! Interestingly enough, the three "major" hifi magazines, Audio, High Fidelity, and
Stereo Review—in order of increasing
circulation and decreasing excellence,
are devoting more and more space not
just to video (an obvious ploy to scrape
for new readers and attract those vast
video advertising budgets) but also to
high end audio. Since, except for Audio,
the advertising prices these magazines
4

command put them out of reach for the
perfectionist manufacturers we deal
with, it must be that high end audio is
what consumers are really interested in.
After numerous articles attacking the
high end as arefuge for maniacs, Stereo
Review is now reviewing Levinson
ML-9s and Linn Sondek LP-12s! And
High Fidelity has squeezed out some
equipment reviews that are frankly
critical, much to the discomfort of their
normally coddled reviewees (who, as
yet, don't happen to be advertisers).
Audio, of course, has for some time
published critical reviews, though you
had to make your way through Richard
Heyser's technical expertise to get most
of it. Under the cautious guidance of
Eugene Pitts, however, Audio is doing
much more, and even has franIdy subjective reviews from Bascomb King and our
own (!) Tony Cordesman.
We can but applaud. Give them
another twenty years and they'll have
the experience of aJ. Gordon Holt—but
of course by then, he'll have forty-five

THE ABSOLUTE SOUND
One of the less attractive attributes of
the "underground" publishing field is
the seeming need the various magazines
have to swat at each other relentlessly.
My own tendency has been to ignore
these jibes where possible, and to forego
many of our own. The most recent issue
of TAS, however, was abit much, and I
must respond.
On page 16 of Number 35 (Autumn,
1985?), Mr. Pearson—the Editor and
Publisher—states "Stereophile only
recently began paying lip service to the
notion of live music as the reference
standard," and he goes on to attack our
early stand on transistors and our current stand on digital. As Mr. Pearson well
knows, being not only arecipient of a
complimentary subscription but apaying subscriber to Stereophile prior to
starting his own magazine, Stereophile
has always used the sound of live music
as a reference. A facsimile of the first
highly specific mention in these pages is
Stereophile
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A Fusion of
Art and
Technology
Loudspeakers
designed by
William Conrad &
Lewis Johnson
Synthesis, 2817M Don rAvenue, Fairfax, Virginia 22031

reproduced below. It is from the magazine dated Volume 1, Number 8August,
1964—though there were numerous less
specific references prior to that issue.
Recently, my eye.
The concept of concert-hall realism —
the sound of an orchestra as heard in a
concert hall -- is necessary to provide a
standard for evaluating reproduced sound.
In fact, Number 35 of TAS spends alot
of time attacking Stereophile. There is in
these attacks an unusual bitterness; I
wonder why.

THANKS
Finally, a tremendous Thank You
needs to be offered to the many people
who work diligently and emotionally
(this is an emotional magazine) to bring
you this rag: Suzanne, Gail, Ken, Tony,
Steve, Dick, Bill, Larry, Anne, Allen, Alvin
—and, of course, primarily J. Gordon.
Not to mention you thousands of subscribers. On to aNew Year!
LA
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arm, Pnoei
Triptanar Tone
SOTA
Preamplifier. Klyne. Oracle &
Regulated Power Supples, Tiptoes.
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From the Amber Collection of
Fine Musical Instruments:

P.O. BOX 2015 CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22902 TLX 901601 (804) 296-5696

Now that you've taken it home
... does your moving coil
cartridge sound better than
the sales pitch that convinced you?

Ours will!
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MC cartridge
Titanium cantilever
Air-core armature
OFC coil winding
Super elliptical stylus
Anti-resonant sandwich body
0.25 mV output

High output mc cartridge
Sapphire cantilever
Parabolic stylus
OFC coil winding
2.5 mV output

Saphic
MC cartridge
Laser cut sapphire cantilever
Line-contact stylus
0.25 mV output

'JI

II

MC cartridge
Boron or Sapphire cantilever
Microridge stylus
OFC coil winding
Machine cut Almg body
ImV output (Boron)
0.2 mV output (Sapphire)

For more information contact your local dealer or write

SHINON Inc.
354A Yonge Street
Toronto, CANADA
NI5B IS5
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The CARVER C-1 Sonic Holography Preamplifier:
Appreciated for Musicality
Acclaimed for superlative performance, meticulous
engineering, high reliability and finest sonic quality, the C-1
fulfills the requirements of the most demanding audiophile.
And more. ..
The C-1 provides avery affordable way to experience
the sheer musical pleasure of SONIC HOLOGRAPHY, arecreation of the three-dimensional sound field of the original,
live performance.
Sonic Holography has been acclaimed as ascientific
and artistic achievement of significant merit. Solving the
problems of sonic imagery inherent in conventional stereophonic reproduction, Sonic Holography presents timing
and phase information that exists in stereo program material
but is normally inaudible.
With Sonic Holography, this information emerges in
three-dimensional space around the listener who is thus
able to establish the precise location of the instruments and
voices.
The Carver C-1 is aquality instrument replete with precision gold-band laser-trimmed resistors, life-time lubricated sealed switches, G-10 glass epoxy boards, and
machined solid metal parts; the C-1 provides moving coil
input, soft touch controls, an infrasonic filter, aheadphone
amplifier, dual tape monitors, variable turnover tone controls, silent muting, and an external processor loop.
Its straight-wire engineering assures that awatt of input
leaves with just 0.000000251 watts of distortion. Or less.
If you seek new levels of detail, openness and threedimensionality in an audiophile preamplifier, we invite you
to audition the CARVER Cl.
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LETTERS
CRAMPED
ELECTROSTATICS
Editor:
Iam interested in buying apair of
Acoustat 2+2s, but am worried about
their recommended placement of 4to 5
feet from the rear wall. Ihave a small
listening room (11' by 12'4') and don't
want the speakers in my lap.
I wondered if I might solve my
dilemma by treating the back wall of the
room with some kind of sound-absorbing
material, thus allowing me to put the
speakers near the wall.
John A. Martin
Brooklyn, NY
Nope, fraid not.
Most of the problems due to dipole
placement near the rear wall occur at
low frequencies, and acoustical treatment (unless drastic and custom-designed) deadens only the middle and
upper-range frequencies.
You'd be better off not using any
kind of dele system at
a high-end
speaker in the 2+2's price range that
might work well is the Thiel CS3. In the
case of the CS3 your room will benefit
great1y from acoustical treatment behind
and to the sides of the speaker. The CS3 's
profound low end will probably be somewhat lost in your small room, but should
still do well:

cially on vocals.
Ilisten mainly to popular CDs, and
while Irealize the shortcomings of multimiked analog on CD, Icannot afford the
cost of an analog phono system that would
give me comparable sound.
Could my electronics be the cause
of the trouble? Iam using a Carver M1.5t, which got a good review in the
Audio Critic. (What do you think of this
amplifier?) The preamp is the NAD 1020.
The speakers are the DCM Macrophones,
with an Audio Pro subw(x)fer.
Charles Fishbein
Brooklyn, NY
number of things could be causing
the barsimess you describe, including your

Any

Compact Discs.
Carver has never sent us anything
for testing, so your amplifier is an unknown quantity to us. From respected
ears u.e've heard that ear1y samples of the
1.5 didn't sound too great but that recently manufactured units are not objectionable. Your preamp should be okay,
and we have not auditioned the Macrophones. (We can't test everything, for
min' out loud!)
We can say, though, that everything
about -average" components will conspire to make CDs sound awful. Small
amounts of amplifier distortion will do
it, as will small, shalp response peaks in
the speakers. Then there is the possibility
that, because of CD's quieter background,
you may be unwittingly playing them at

HARSH CDs
Editor:
Irecently bought aPhase-Linear CD
player and am trying to determine why
the sound is harsh at high levels, espeStereophile

much higher l'olume than you play your
analog material, further straining the
amplifier and probably the speakers too.
Finally there's the softuare. Most CDs
bar*,so much high-end distortion on them
that they are unlistenable on a system
9

that is revealing of detail, let alone one
that exaggerates it or adds its own distortion to the sound.
We would be inclined to suspect the
CDs themselves first, your amplifier and
speakers second, the particular CD player
third. Don't take such suspicions too seriously or generally, however, since we're
really shooting from the hp.

CX TRANSITION
Editor:
Regarding CBS's CX noise-reduction
system, the transition between 2:1 and
1:1 is not gradual, as you suggest, but
rather abrupt. The system's sensitivity to
level mismatch depends on which direction it is off. OC provides afairly benign
compression, so alittle too much at -40
dB with alittle too much at + 12 will not
sound too bad. However, alittle unwanted
1:2 expansion at -40 dB will sound poor,
especially on classical material.
!suggest using reasonable care when
setting up the CX system. Secondly, it is
reasonable to expect that there may be
audible differences between different decoders. The IC chip will deliver somewhat
poorer performance than the better multiple-chip designs, which will still be
bettered by the $3000 UREI Pro encoder.
John H. Roberts
Phoenix Systems, Inc.
Manchester, CT

LIVED!
Editor:
Iam livid that you printed areview
of our Vitason VS-1000 cartridge. This was
atop-secret project, and we were negotiating with the CIA for overseas (covert)
use when you blew the whole cover. Now
the CIA isn't interested.
For your information, the armature
10

of this cartridge will track perfectly and
will not break if it is used as designed:
to play secret, coded messages embedded
in microscopic grooves in parchment
scrolls (disguised as piano rolls of music
that no one wants to listen to). These
grooves are longitudinal, running the
length of the scrolls, and thus do not
apply any sideways force whatsoever to
the stylus.
For its intended application, the .07
Hz resonance which you criticized as
being excessively low is ideal for the 0.2
I
lz resonance of the parchment. Now the
Russians know all this too, thanks to you.
(The sample VS-1000 that we sent to you
was not intended for testing, but for use
as apaperweight. That should have been
obvious to you.)
The Vitaprod Company was adummy
corporation (dummy like you, sir!), set
up by U.S. Intelligence to produce the
scrolls. You will be visited shortly by their
agents, and you had better have avery,
very good story for them, Mr. Holt. Health
foods were only that corporation's cover.
Iwas retained to run the company because I personally knew the violinist,
Mitsumo Nago (AKA San), inventor of the
VS-1000 cartridge and sometime Japanese
spy. Iowe the man something.
Twenty years ago, Iplayed flute with
the Tokyo Philharmonic, and once during
a wild rehearsal of Ravel's Bolero, Mitsumo—who is quite emotional—ran amok,
right into the end of my flute, which
blinded him in both eyes. (I had astereo
flute.) Ihave felt ever since indebted to
the man, and have wished to help him in
any way Icould.
Now you have ruined everything,
with your unauthorized review. If our
titular president Randy Hummel, who is
my wife's first cousin and drinks like a
fish, did indeed talk to you, he is finished
as far as I'm concerned. Ihave referred
this whole matter to my lawyers.
Stereophile

The Small
Yet Surprising
Morel MLP-202 Il

THESE ARE THE REMARKABLE small
loudspeakers whose smooth response
and open, dimensional sound are at
least on a par with the finest units of
many times the 202's size and price.
Morel has designed and built
speakers and driver units in Israel for
over eight years Now. with the U.S.
introduction of the model MLP-202.
Morel is prepared to otter the demanding
audiophile the highest possible quality at
an extremely reasonable cost. ($198.
each)
Morel's drivers, manufactured to the
strictest tolerances in our own factory,
incorporate several notable
technological advancements. Utilizing
hexagonal voice-coil wire, unique
magnet structures having no stray
magnetic fields, and special adhesives
and coatings, the Morel drivers are
exceptional in rise time and coherence.
Also, the oversize (3") voice coil in
our woofer and the ferrofluid tweeter will
allow Morels to handle the wide dynamic
range of your digital recordings with
plenty of room to spare.
Please write for details

morel acoustic ltd
industrial area b. pob. 140. ness ziona
70 451 Israel. tel 084-70796. telex 31951

morel,

morel acoustic usa
414 harvard street, brookline. mass. 02146
u.s.a. tel. (617) 277-6663

How could you be so mean and
nasty and unpatriotic?!
Harold C. Lucicstone, Jr.
Chairman of the Board,
Vitaprod, Inc.,
Fromage Valley, WI

image, of which you speak, and the separation of the camera lenses are linear
factors in our perception of depth (not
considering our feel for the scale of
objects). 1have experimented with "normalizing" images by increasing camera
P.S.: How interesting that the VS-1000 separation linearly with the focal length
actually plays music superbly! May Idrop of the lens.
Viewmaster images, as Irecall, exby your office some time soon and discuss
hibited more manipulation of depth by
commercial improvement of Mitsumo's
camera spacing. Most impressive of all
invention?
were small-scale models (dioramas) of
Not if you sue us!
historical sites which were made to look
full-sized by shifting the camera only by
STEREO PIX
the scale equivalent to that of eye separation. (For example, if the model's scale
Editor:
was 1:60, the camera lenses would be
Because of your obvious appreciaspaced 1/60 of the normal 3-inch eye
tion for and involvement with things
spacing.)
technical, Iwas alittle perplexed to read
Getting back to audio, since each ear
the at-least-very-incomplete explanation
by itself is hard-pressed to record what
of why Viewmaster images seem to have
might be called an image, direct analogies
exaggerated depth.
to optical phenomena are difficult to
My "stereophilia - also extends, as
maintain. Still, a major tool left to the
does yours, to the world of stereo visual
recording engineer is the relationship
images. Ihave worked with the Stereo
between microphone separation and
Realist system, but for my hobby work I
playback-loudspeaker separation. In this
much prefer the added control over depth
case, separation can be controlled to
that is provided by matched pairs of, or
some degree by both the physical separepositioned, mono cameras.
ration of the microphones and intelligent
The most direct factor influencing
mixing of the recorded material. The
the emphasis of depth in stereo images
effect of manipulation of the playback
is the ratio of the separations between
conditions is illustrated by the havoc
the camera lenses and that of our eyes.
wrought on the imaging by listening with
In aerial stereo photographs, taken to
headphones to recordings which produce
make topographic maps, depth is exagavery fine image through loudspeakers.
gerated to auseful level by taking images
For purists, some of the best imaging can
from thousands of feet apart, with the
be heard through headphones from true
actual spacing depending on the altitude.
binaural recordings.
In normal folded-path binoculars, the
John P. Schwenker
optical paths are folded to the outside in
Louisville, CO
order to enhance the depth perception
of the user. The reason things still seem
Okay, so we oversimplified the stereo
to be flattened through most binoculars photo explanation, but with some justiis because the angular magnification of 7 fication. All stereo cameras made have
to 10 times is far greater than the 2- to
used normal eye separation between the
3-times change in "eye separation."
lenses, so for most users the matter of lens
Both the relative magnification of the
separation is not discretionary.
12
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Frustrated by the look-alike equipment reports, J. Gordon
Holt started stereophile in 1962 to let consumers know
how components actually sound. He's still at it, and we're
still at it, maintaining abalance between technical fundamentals and the evidence of our ears. stereophile is a
reader-supported magazine, and we invite the queries and
comments of our subscribers—let us know how you feel!!

TO SUBSCRIBE:
Send check or credit card number/expiration date for $18. Send
$26 (US Funds) for first class mail to Canada. Send $40 (US
Funds) for air mail outside of North America.

BACK ISSUES:
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ZIP

There is another factor which can
affect the separation of a recording: microphone directivity. Microphones occupying exactly the same lateral position
(le., one above the other) will produce
separated "images" if each mike fat ,
ors
soundç at which it is directly aimed—

cause output-tube failures.
If the had contact happens to be on
the screen-grid pin, the failure can be
both spectacular and disastrous!
W. R. Hitchens
Mountain View, CA

provided, of course, they are aimed in
different directions. In fact, this arrange-

THE OVER-300 CROWD

ment protides the most precise and stable
imaging achieteible

Editor:
In his review of the Billy May for

THE ITTOK, FER SHURE!!

President album, JGII pointed out that
the album would be of interest to people
aged "over 35 and under 55. - Iassume

Editor:

then that alistener should be 190 years

I like my Shure V15-V enough to
want to hang on to it, but have been
considering anew turntable and arm. The

old to enjoy Schubert and 228 to appreciate Mozart. Bach and Handel would be
strictly for the over-300 crowd. (I would
mention Monteverdi but I'm afraid that
would date me.)
H. Kenneth Hayes
River Forest, IL

Linn LP-12 'IT and Inc* arm have been
highly recommended, but I'd like your
opinion. Would these be agood choice?
Sam Ryburn
Louisville, KY
The LP-12 is an excellent choice, but the
1ttok arm is one of the worst choices you
could make for use with the Shure V15-

RN NELSON-REED

LOUDSPEAKERS

The cartridge requires a low-mass
arm—ideal!)' one with an effective mass
of 7grana or less.
Choice, No. 14,
measured the Ittok:s effective mass at over
13 grams. The best arm for use nit!) the
Shure is probably the SIM: 3009 Series 111,
although the more expensive Alphason
(see Volume 7, ,Vumber 3) can be set up
with an effective mass of as little as 10
grams, which might work with the Shure.
We haven't tried the combination.

BAD SOCKETS

The Nelson-Reed Pro
Phase-Coherent Design
120 dB SPL Peak Output
0 35 ,eTHD

Editor:
Regarding tube failures in early-production Conrad-Johnson Premier 1amplifiers, bad tube sockets definitely can
14

110 OB 200 Hz to

,5kHz

15810 Blossom Hill Rd.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 356-3633

The world's finest
audio interconnect
cable.
How to buy a $2000
preamplifier for $80
Unbelievable but true
Interlink Reference will improve your sound
system to a degree normally associated with some of
the world's finest preamplifiers and electronics.
Recall that first exciting moment when playing back one of your favorite recordings
over a new piece of equipment ... The music sounded incredibly real. Details that you
never knew existed on the record revealed themselves with stunning clarity. That's what
you'll experience when you play your favorite recordings back using Interlink Reference
cables in your sound system.
Interlink Reference sets a new standard for cable performance with Monster Cable's
"Bandwidth Balanced" multiple wire technology. Each of the two "balanced" conductors
incorporates 3 separate wire "networks" for highs, mids,
and lows. ¿Patent pending).
in your
Usesound
Interlink
system
Reference
(including
to connect
your S2000
all thepreamp)
components
and

I

REFERENCE

experience an entire new world of interconnect cable
performance.

Meet the
digital challenge
With the Alpha 1
moving coil cartridge
by Monster Cable...
Analog or digital ?
The Alpha Imeets the digital challenge by
reproducing your conventional analog disks with
unprecedented accuracy. The new Alpha 1utilizes
sophisticated computer analysis of amplitude and phase response to produce superb
dynamics, smooth quick transients, and apanoramic soundstage that recreates the original
musical event with startling reality.
A rigid boron cantilever with a unique dual damper provides exceptional clarity and
dynamic range without the -harsh" sound typical of moving coil designs. The Alpha l's
unique "magnetic feedback" control circuit eliminates unwanted "eddy currents" for a full
soundstage and precise imaging.
So meet the digital challenge. Audition the new
Alpha Iat your nearest Monster Cable dealer. And
rediscover how good your analog records can sound.
-
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MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE
Monster Cable Products 101 Townsend St. San Francisco CA USA 94107
14151 777-1355 telex:470584 MCSYU1

The new
Dual 505-2.
Rated "best buy"
by Britain's
prestigious publication
Hi Fi CHOICE.
Write for details
Cheers!

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
THREE TUBED POWER AMPS AT THE VERY EDGE
THE FUTTERMAN OTL-3 POWER AMPLIFIER

JULIUS FUTTERMAN
OIL AMPLIFIER

All tube output-transformerless mono
power amplifier. 100 watts/ch into 16
ohms, 30 watts/ch into 4 ohms. Bandwidth: -3 dB at 2 Hz and 200 kHz, full
power. Dimensions: 17 1
/ "W by 18" D
2
by 71
/ "H. Weight: 55 lbs. Price: 85800
2
per pair. MANUFACTURER: New York
Audio Laboratories, 33 N. Riverside
Avenue, Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520.
(914)271-5146.
The enthusiasm for tubes ultimately boils
down to aspecial sweetness or delicacy in
the upper six octaves and a dynamic
response that no transistor amplifier—
Stereophile

with the possible exception of the Krell
KSA-50 or larger mono amps—has yet
matched. Many audiophiles are willing to
pay several thousand dollars more for this
sound, and put up with the occasional
problems inherent in today's tubes, just to
get this difference
The Futterman OTL-3 is probably the
ultimate example of this sweetness. Driving the right speaker, its fiat, extended upper octaves give it perhaps the most consistently musical sound Ihave ever heard
from any amplifier. Ifeel that it may be
outclassed in pure accuracy by the
Conrad-Johnson Premier Five and pro17

bably in pure detail by the Berning 2100,
but there is no question the Futterman
OTL-3 is asuperbly musical product.

THE TECHNOLOGY

I am always reluctant to get into the
technical side of the equipment Ireview
for the simple reason that only someone
who designs equipment is in aposition to
separate the endless flood of claims, geewhiz advances, and outright lies that accompany every audio product from the
few lasting technical advances that survive
prolonged listening, and the next product
introduction.
Nevertheless, the Futterman amplifier is
atechnology which is interesting precisely
because it is a refinement of a unique
technology that is now celebrating its thirtieth anniversary. Each amplifier has 6
tubes and provides up to 100 watts per
channel. Each has the unique feature that
it does not have an output transformer.
The OTL-3's design goal is to get the very
best in terms of linearity, soft clipping,
dynamics, and less audible forms of harmonic distortion. The lack of an output
transformer is intended to reduce the rolloffs and phase distortion inevitable in any
use of atransformer.
The manufacturer makes his case for
this design at length in a book called
Understanding Tübe Electronics, and I'd
suggest you buy it just for fun. After all
some one should try to explain why so
few transistor and tube amplifiers all that
much sound a quarter century into the
transistor/styrofoam food era. Acouple of
words of caution, however: some of the
technical data in UTE on tubes versus transistors go back to 1973, and quite a
number of audiophile transistor manufacturers have done far better since—and
sound like it. Further, an awful lot of the
content is simply assertion rather than
technical analysis. Interestingly, the Futterman's rated IM and harmonic distortion
do not measure particularly well by current transistor standards, and the audible
importance of the Futterman's bandpass
and phase characteristics is still asubject
for debate, as far as I'm concerned.
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Elimination of the transformer also requires the signal to pass through alarge
capacitor, and means that the OTL-3
works best into that wide range of nonexistent speakers with a16-ohm nominal
impedance. Its power is cut to 50 watts into 8ohms and 30 watts into 4ohms. This
would seem to be amajor tradeoff, but I
would hasten to add that the all-3's
power transfer into a wide range of
speakers—like the Quad ESL-63 and the
power hungry Celestion SL-600s—was
excellent and the rated wattage bore little
relation to perceived loudness. See Peter
Moncrieffs technical tests in the IAR
Hotline #28 for what seems to be agood
explanation of the reasons.'
The Futtermans are available in any color of rack-mount black your wife happens
to like. As for quality of assembly and
ergonomics, they are built like laboratory
equipment, and functioned extremely
well, with the exception of a fault in a
turn-on relay that probably came at the
tender hands of the shipper rather than
the amplifier's manufacturer. The OTL-3's
are well metered and bias can be easily adjusted from the front panel, though they
were precisely on the recommended setting when delivered and stayed there during my tests. They are comparatively light
and compact for tube units—although the
Berning 2100 wins hands down on size
grounds—and they run relatively cool.
The tubes are individually fused and
obviously are operated well below their
limit, being warranteed for two years
rather than the 90 days available from
most of the tube competition. Iregard this
as amajor selling point, and Ihave personally suffered enough from early tube
failure to feel that a 180-day warranty is
essential for any tube amplifier given the
numbers of failures involved.
In fact, let me clue you in on the fact
that the limited warranty issued with some
tube amplifiers (or any other piece of hi-fi
I There's agood chance the Futterman's power
shortages would be more evident on notoriously ineffecient speakers. IAR is available by writing IAR,
Vista, CA, 92083.
LA
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equipment including tape decks and cartridges) may not be legal in your state.
Check with alawyer, or with your local
consumer protection office; you may have
an actionable claim against your dealer or
the manufacturer if atube or other part
fails within six months or ayear You also
can often claim for any service bills to the
amplifier or assnriated equipment, and
some small claims courts will consider
damages for any prolonged or unusual
waiting period for service or parts.

tionally smooth and extended, and have a
sweetness that Inormally associate only
with live music, although Iwould again
opt for the Conrad Johnson Premier Five
for the most detailed and accurate upper
octaves Ihave yet heard, and place the
Berning 2100 second.
The midrange is superbly natural. I've
tried to find something to complain about
and I'll again give the Premier Five aslight
edge on detail, but it's both aquibble and
amatter of taste If you like aslightly warm
or soft sound balance you will prefer the
NOW FOR THE SOUND
Futtermans. If you are looking for the ultimate in midrange detail without the slight
'Riming to the sound, Ihave aproblem.
hardness of the new Audio Research
The problem is that you have to pay
designs 3or the lack of transient life in the
$5800 apair for your OTL-3s, and there
Berning 2100s, you will go for the Conrad
are many very good amplifiers in the
Johnson.
world for under $1000. The PS Audio
Bass and lower midrange performance
2C +, the new Hailers, the Belles, etc. etc.
being cases in point. 2 How in hell do I is speaker and speaker cable specific It
can be outstanding, but Isuggest you try
judge whether that special upper octave
before you buy. The Futtermans do not
sweetness and those superior musical
exert apredictable control over agiven
dynamics are worth the money to you?
The most I can ultimately do with a woofer—which is not to say they interface poorly with all speakers, merely
review is to inspire you to listen to this
some The bass is excellent with the Quad
unit against the competition and judge for
ESL-63s, for example, which are aquasiyourself.
demonic load.
So let me try alittle inspiration. When
the Futterman's "lock in" with a truly
This critique, however, has about the
same value as awine snob ranking four
compatible speaker—and Icannot predict
how well they will lock in with any given
excellent wines on the basis of some
model or even nominal speaker impeabstract scoring system. The point is that
dance—an amazing amount of recorded
the Futtermans rank with those few luxsource material has anatural timbre. The
ury products that merit conspicious conimaging is natural in every dimension.
sumption on the basis of their sound
Other amplifiers can provide more detail
alone, rather than brand name or status.
and depth—the Conrad Johnson Premier
Five is acase in point—but the Futterman's soundstage seems to provide an extraordinary approximation of alive performance or concert hall.
Transients are excellent, although
marginally surpassed by the Krell KSA-50
and Premier Fives. The highs are excep-

2 Other candidates are the B&K ST-140, the Denon
POA-1500, the VSP 150, the Acoustat 120, and the
Quicksilver mono amps. Note also that the same
price criticism applies equally to the Premier Fives
and ARC D-250 reviewed below.
LA
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3 Pay close attention, however, to the ARC series 11
amps reviewed below.
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THE CONRAD JOHNSON
PREMIER FIVE POWER AMPLIFIER
All tube mono power amplifier. Power:
200 watts/ch into any load from 4to 16
ohms. Bandwidth: -3 dB at 5Hz and 70
kHz, small signal. Dimensions: 20 1
2 "by
/
19" by 9". VVeight: 81 lbs. Serial Numbers:
5301034/35. Price: $6000 per pair.
MANUFACTURER:
Conrad-Johnson
Design, 1471 Pathfinder Lane, McLean,
Virginia, 22101. (703) 528-8650.
Icannot totally decouple my reviews of
the Futterman OTL-3 and the ConradJohnson Premier Fives, although both
deserve individual attention. Both are
superb mono tube amplifiers and both are
definitely luxury items at roughly $6000 a
mono pair. They directly compete with
the best competing tube amplifiers such as
the Audio Research D-250 and D-160B
(also $6000), and with more limited production items like the Berning 2100M
($2800). They also compete head-on with
the best transistor amplifiers (Thresholds,
Krells), and compete for the title of best
power amplifier around.
I like both the Futterman and the
Premier Five agreat deal, just as Ilike the
new Audio Research amplifiers and the
Beming 2100M. My nod, however, goes to
the Premier Fives. To my ears, they are the
best power amplifier yet. In fact they are
as musically exciting apower amplifier as
is the new Audio Research SP-10
(modified) in the preamplifier realm. They
may not have the most innovative technology, but they reperesent anew level of
refinement in pure musicality.
Pausing briefly for the technology, each
mono Premier Five provides over 200
watts into a4, 8, or 16 ohm load. It uses
all triode voltage amplifiers and six EL-34s
in an ultralinear output stage. EL-34s have
proved more durable than 6550s, and are
driven well below their limits. C-J
estimates about 1500 hours of life per set
—an estimate Ilacked the time to verify
with astatistically relevant sample!
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The Premier Five has reasonably extended bandwidth—about 60-70 kHz,
but it is aclassic tube power amplifier
with the output transformer the Futterman rejects. The Premier Five does,
however, use specially chosen proprietary capacitors and alow impedence
power supply. The space and power provided by amono chassis for each channel allow the provision of an exceptionally stiff power supply and more
consistent use of polystyrene capacitors
(which are significantly larger than alternatives) than previous C-J designs, but
the magic is more in the execution than
in any fancy new circuitry. It also is in
the size: each amplifier weighs 81
pounds and measures 20 1
/ "by 19" by
2
9". Controls consist of slot-headed
speaker cable terminal connection
cerifiers and an extended binary power
shunt control with a user adjustable
analogue power protection system.
(There are screw speaker terminals, an
off-on switch, and fuses.)
Now for what counts—the sound.
The Conrad-Johnson Premier Five
power amplifiers are not all things to all
men, the best in every category, or clearly above the competition. They are,
however, one of those very few audio
products that come in for review which
emerge from record after record with
the kind of sound one expects from
music, and which become more impressive with each record. It is their
listenabilitly and realism in countless
small details which make them outstanding. It is their overall balance or
synergy which makes them worth the
luxury-class price tag of 16000 per pair.
The Premier Five is not as sweet as the
Futtermans. It is not quite as detailed as
the Berning 2100M. It is not quite as extended and flat in the highs as the Audio
Research D-160B or the Berning. It cannot deliver the kind of tight control over
Stereophile

the woofer, complex crossovers, or drive
networks that you find with the Krells,
nor the deep bass and upper octave extension you find with the Krells. Yet, it is
the least tube-sounding amplifier that
Conrad Johnson has ever made. This
may not please tubaholics that are looking for awarm and syberetic sound, but
it will please anyone that listens to music.
It also means that the Premier Five's
other virtues can shine with only afew
minor areas of inferiority.
Let's take imaging. Many amplifiers
have more dramatic imaging. Many etch
or place the instruments more firmly,
particularly in the top two octaves. Many
give you amore holographic sound. The
problem is that such imaging is far more
dramatic than real.
The Conrad
Johnsons keep exposing more detail in
terms of musically natural imaging than
any other amplifier Ihave yet heard.
The soundstage size and depth have
this same exceptional character and provide aspecial synergy with the placement and spread of instruments. These
characteristics have to be heard with
really good source material and speakers,
but they make the Premiers much better
than the Berning 2100M in this regard,
and somewhat better than the Futtermans and Audio Researches. This
superior soundstaging combines to provide the best overall soundstage Ihave
yet heard on a very wide variety of
music. This is coupled to superior
dynamics.
The power handling capability of the
Premier Fives (and they will go way over
200 watts) shows up in amuch more effortless ability to provide musical transients and power than smaller amplifiers.
It joins with the Fives' imaging power to
free you from the consciousness of listening to arecorded performance which
prevents you from enjoying the overall
movement and activity that is the essence of live music. Once again, the
Premier Fives slightly outpace the Berning 2100M, Futtermans, and Audio
Research in this regard.
The Fives function superbly into a
Stereophile

wide range of loads. It is the first
Conrad-Johnson amplifier that is fully
comfortable with my Quad ESL-63s,
with my cone speakers of the month,
with some of my trick loads like the
Spendors, and anything else Ican borrow. They are much superior to the Futtermans in this regard and probably
about equal to the Bernings. The Audio
Research amps also excel in compatability, and the Krells are just abit better than
either ARC or C-J in this area. The latter
superiorities, however, are minor in
terms of practical impact. The key point
is that the Premier Fives are considerably
better than the C-J's Premier One and
Four in this regard.
The Premier Fives have excellent
highs. They will often be unfamiliar
highs because they provide a unique
blend between transistor and tube
amplifier, and Imust caution you that
this gives them aunique character. They
don't sound "tube" or "transistor"; they
sound like music.
You hear all the highs that are musically natural when the highs are present,
but you hear the hardness or analytic
quality of the highs when the source
material has these problems. There is no
comforting or enfolding warmth or
sweetness that was common in both CJ's Premier One and the old Audio
Research amplifiers.
Yes, the Futtermans have sweeter
highs, and the new Audio Research
amplifiers and the Bernings and Krells
have more extended and analytic highs.
Iwould argue, however, that the Premier
Fives have highs which sound more consistently right with the vast majority of
high quality source material than anything else around. Appreciating their
balance is a little like appreciating the
best white wines. You are seeking clarity and assessing the quality of the aftertaste, rather than seeking bouquet or
body. The Premier Fives give you the
balance of the best French white wines
without the sweetness or fruitiness of
most German wines or the extension
and lack of character of most California
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whites. If this comparison sounds abit
strained, the point is that the highs in the
Premier Fives don't. They strike a
balance of qualities in the highs that I
feel will support more prolonged listening to music than any competition now
available.
The midrange is the ultimate test of
any piece of high end equipment and
here the Fives again have aslight but important edge. Most tube amplifiers do
best in the lower and middle midrange (I
can barely refrain from referring to the
middle middle midrange as the ultimate
test of audio quality: it determines
whether aproduct is middle class!), 4 and
show warmth in the upper midrange.
The new Audio Research amplifiers and
the Berning 2100Ms avoid this warmth,
but are slightly dry and distant in the
case of the 2100Ms and vary from abit
bright to slightly hard in the case of the
Audio Researches. There is avery fine
line between the Bernings, CJs, and
Audio Researches, but the Premier Fives
seem to have it almost all right.
As for bass, Iwould argue that the
Premier Fives combine power and control with flat and extended bass to an extent that no other tube amplifier can do.
Once again, this will be load dependent.
A Futterman is superb with the right
load. The Berning and Audio Research
can "lock in" with agiven speaker and
outperform the Premier Fives. But, the
Premier Fives are the first Conrad
Johnson amplifier I have heard that
worked well with every full range
speaker Icould find, including complex
loads like the Quad ESL-63s.
They provide both power and control. Past CJs have tended to have more
power than control and to vary in the
lower octaves according to the load. The
Fives again fail to call attention to
themselves. They deliver the best bass I
have yet heard from the speakers Ireally know well. They work superbly with

4 Or maybe the class of the middle—in the middle.
LA
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the Quads, Fusetiers, Vandersteens,
Thiels, and Celestion SL-600s.
Your choice may be more comples,
however, if you multi-amp. Ihave spent
afair amount of time listening to various
amplifiers on a friend's multi-amped
Magneplanar Tympani lys, and on the
Infinity IRS's at Excalibur Audio. In the
process I have become aware that
amplifiers change character when you
shift the bass load, just as they do when
you change speaker wires and interconnects. I will stick to my previous
generalizations about the Premier Fives
on the basis of what Ihave heard on
these two multiamped systems, but the
Premier Fives were not quite as good
with the IRS's as they were with most
speakers. I'd make sure to borrow before
Ibought if Iowned acomplex multiamp
and crossover system. We are talking
nuance here, and such asystem can alter
the balance of an amplifier in many
subtle—or not so subtle—ways.
This leads me to close this review with
amore general caution. Ihave discussed
my feelings about four sets of amplifiers:
the Conrad-Johnsons, the Audio Researches, the Berning 2100Ms, and the
Futterman OTL-3s. Ifind the Premier
Fives to be atruly exciting product, and
Ihave made apersonal choice in favor of
them. My preference for the Premier
Five, however, is based on a very tine
balance of qualities that come together
only after careful system adjustment,
and are the result of prolonged listening.
The choice is not made on the basis of
order-of-magnitude differences. Icould
easily live with the Berning, the Audio
Researches, or the Futtermans. On some
material Iprefer each of these competitors, and on some days Imight prefer
any one of them on all material. It is a
very close thing, and Icannot quite ignore the fact that the Berning 2100M is
competitive in virtually all respects, and
yet only (only?) costs 82700. Irealize no
audiophile cares about $3300 —its the
sound that counts—but ....
I'd advise you, therefore, to do alot of
listening to see if your taste really matStereophile

ches mine. For the privilege of dropping
S6000, you should be able to borrow the
amps and try them on your system—or
at least have aright of return. When you
do try them, Ican promise you will get
fine sound out of the Premiers right out
of the carton. I would advise sou,
however, to let them burn in for at least
20-30 hours, and spend a lot of time
with interconnects, speaker cables, and
cartridge VTA to ensure you get the very
best the amplifiers can deliver (this
would of course be true for the competition as well). Remember too that my
preference is based on my conclusion
that these amplifiers sound natural and
accurate over a very wide range of
material, and not on their ability to
sound exciting or tube-like.
Further, Ican promise you music if
you buy, but not the audio equivalent of
the "raid over Macho Grande." If you only want today's certified hest and most

expensive status symbol, you should
probably keep buying magazines and
reading reviews—don't ever actually
buy an amplifier. The high end is as
competitive today as it has ever been.
There may he aBerning 2100N or 220 by
the time this review comes out, Ihave
been told there will be anew Krell stereo
100-watt amplifier, and anew Futterman
with a regulated power supply. I'd be
amazed if Bill Johnson didn't have
another improvement to his D-250
somewhere in his circuit board or back
pocket.
Put your money where your taste is,
and listen to the music. The Premier
Fives will reward that set of values for
years. They will do so long after some
other amplifier has won the Rave Review
of the Month Club, or provided the illusion of six more inches of apparent
depth.

THE AUDIO RESEARCH
D-250 II POWER AMPLIFIER

•

Vacuum tube stereo amplifier. Power:
250 watts/channel. Bandwidth: -3 dB at
12 Hz and 60 kHz, full power. Dimensions: 19" by 10 ½ "by 20 3
/ ". Weight:
4
140 lbs. Price: $5995. MANUFACTURER: Audio Research Corporation,
6801 Shingle Creek Parkway, Minneapolis, MN, 55430. (612) 566-7570.
Serial Number: 23530009.
Well, sometimes you just can't win. I
finished my reviews of the Futtermans
and Conrad Johnson Premier Fives,
making all sorts of comparisons between
the Premier Fives and the "ncw" generation of Audio Research amplifiers. Ieven
got them off to Stereophile before
deadline. The next thing 1know, Audio
Research sends me the even "newer"
generation D-250 II. This turns out to be
the flagship of Audio Research power
Stereophile

amplifiers, all of which are available in a
"II" form, and it is far too superb aproduct to ignore.
Iend up having to write yet another
review right in the middle of the
holidays. Not only that, hours of enjoyable music and the prospect of a
$5000 check 5 (for writing this review)
do not necessarily make up for my
creative trauma. We reviewers are
sensitive—and we hate to change our
minds.
Speaking of change, the "II" series of
Audio Research amplifiers does not involve massive changes compared to the
previous generation, nor is it unusually
expensive to upgrade your D-250 to the
Il version. It introduces anew driver cir-

5 Ha!
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cuit, and it changes some key components like bias pots to improve the
sound. The changes come at aprice: the
good news about the D-250 is that it
does not cost $6000; the bad news is
that it does cost $5995.
The D-250 II does, however, give you
an incredible number of tubes per dollar
invested. It uses some 32 vacuum tubes,
of which 16 are 6550 power tubes used
for amplification, 4 are 6550 power
tubes used for electronic regulation, and
the rest are smaller tubes used for the input amp (6DJ8), cross coupler (7004),
driver amp (6DJ8), driver cathode follower (7044), and regulator drivers
(12AT7).
Once you plug in all these tubes, they
cover three of the four sides inside the
top cage. Looking down into a"lit up"
Audio Research D-250-II is like peering
into apower reactor where someone is
in the process of removing all the damping rods. There really aren't all that
24

many more tubes than in a pair of
Premier Fives, but when you see them
all in one place. ..Well, Dante would
have loved it!
More seriously, you do get one hell of
alot of technology for the money. Further, Audio Research is now using 6550
output and regulator tubes that are made
by Philips (USA) rather than by GE. Bill
Johnson indicates that the Philips tubes
have an order of magnitude less internal
gas than the GEs and will average about
2,000 hours of tube life. The fusing and
key circuit resistors have also been
changed, and combined with the "soft
start" in the D-250, the risk of amajor
tube short taking aresistor with it, rather
than just the tube, is minimized. 6 These
changes largely eliminate any risk that a
tube defect will produce a real "melt
down," and require aservice call.
6 See AHC's review of the ARC D- 160B in Volume
7, No. 3.
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Bias, DC balance, and AC balance are
all user adjustable, although my unit was
right on the mark without tweaking.
The only other adjustments are gain
pots to adjust input level and balance, an
off-on switch, and astandby switch that
limits power drain during the warm up
period and when the amp is not being
used. This cuts power drain from 900
watts at idle (with up to 2kilowatt peaks
if you drive the amp to full rated power)
to about 450 watts. This is a useful
feature, given the cost of electricity, and
given the 30-minute warmup time needed for the D-250 II to perform at its best.
The speaker terminal strips, incidentally,
have been greatly beefed up in comparison with the D-160B—a very useful
change and one that allows easy termination of better speaker cables.
Size is equally impressive. The AR 250
II weighs about 140 lbs, and moving it to
fit the tubes makes it feel like about 200.
Given and weight and the dimensions,
rack mounting using the front panel
seems amite optimistic. I'd look for a
permanent location with plenty of
clearance and settle for mounting on the
floor. Note also that the 250-II uses four
cooling fans and makes a slight bit of
noise.
Technically inclined audiophiles will
be glad to know that the unit does come
complete with technical specifications,
and that there is no extra charge. The
D-250 II is rated at 240 watts per channel into 16 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz and
with typical harmonic distortion levels
of .005%. The power bandwidth (-3 dB)
is 12-60,000 Hz. IM distortion is less
than 1% at 1dB below rated output. Input senstivity is 1.2V RMS, and input impedance is 75,000 ohms. The slew rate is
25 volts/microsecond, rise time is 3
microseconds, and negative feedback is
19 dB.
There is even one fairly useful
specification. The D-250 II is similar to
all tube amplifiers in having arelatively
low damping factor (about 20). This has
the practical meaning that it cannot be
used to control apoorly damped woofer
Stereophile

—although few users are likely to pay
nearly six grand for an amp and use a
speaker with poorly controlled woofers.
Further, Ishould note that damping is
not the entire story. llibe amplifiers do
not seem as prone to changes in sound
character with increased power demand
as are transistor amplifiers. This means
that ahigh power tube amplifier with a
really good power supply can often provide better bass from top loudspeakers
than all but the most expensive Krells,
Thresholds, etc.
So much for techspec. Now we come
to the rub from areviewer's viewpoint,
although the news is nothing but good
from the viewpoint of an audiophile. My
review of the Conrad-Johnson Premier
Five spends several hundred words saying why the Premier Fives had better
sound than the Audio Research D-70,
D-115, D-160B, and D-250.
Inow have to revise those words, and
say that the Audio Research D-250 II is
so good that it is a direct sonic competitor to the Premier Five. Idon't mean
by this that the two amplifiers sound the
same; in fact, they have notably different
sound balances. Both, however, are the
kind of audio product that makes their
stratospheric prices seem ajustifiable extravagance, and even what the Irish call
a"fine madness."
Let me begin with the "II" part of the
Audio Research D-250 II. The practical
effect of the technical modifications
described earlier is amajor improvement
in dynamic range and articulation. The
D-70, D-115, D-160 B, and D-250 all exhibited apparent limits in speed and
dynamics. This gave the upper octaves a
slight touch of apparent hardness. It also
sometimes gave the impression that the
amps were slightly lacking in power. The
midrange image did not always float
quite as cleanly as the treble and this
could produce the feeling that the treble
and midrange were not in ideal balance.
The D-250 Il corrects virtually all of
these defects—which were not too
serious to start with. The D-250 II is not
as "sweet" as the Futtermans, but it pro25

vides more upper octave detail and not a
trace of hardness. The treble, upper
midrange, and midrange are in tight and
proper balance. They now "float"
together in amusically natural way and
never in astartling or unnatural manner.
The treble to midrange spectral
balance gives the D-250 Il amore forward character than the Premier Fives.
The D-250 Il seats you in row B-D in
terms of its presentation of the upper
five octaves versus the Row L-P presentation of the Premier Five. This sound
characteristic of the D-250 is even less
likely to please tubaholics looking for a
"warm" sound than that of the Premier
Fives, but Imust emphasize that the
D-250 II is revealing and precise without
producing any listening fatigue that is
not in the source material. Ithink it is
fair to say that the D-250 II really does
redefine transparency in the upper
octaves.
Although the highs are musically
natural when the source material is excellent, you will hear the hardness or
analytic quality of the highs when the
source material has these problems.
There is no comforting or enfolding
warmth or sweetness of the kind that
was common in older Audio Research
designs or in the C-J Premier One.
As for imaging, the D-250 Il contrasts
with the Premier Fives in that it provides
more forward and dramatic imaging. At
the same time, it places instruments
firmly and naturally and when the
material provides the imaging data, the
D-250 II provides an exceptionally
holographic sound. It does not,
however, do this at the cost of "etching"
the image. The D-250 II is only more
dramatic than real if this is how the
record is miked. The result is that you
tend to get anatural close-in image to
match the D-250's close-in timbrai and
dynamic balance. This versus the
midhall naturalness of the Conrad
Johnson Premier Fives.
The D-250 II provides asoundstage
size and depth which often appears to
extend beyond the edge of the speakers,
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and to provide amore immediate sense
of depth. It achieves the same special
synergy in the placement and spread of
instruments as the Premier Fives, but
puts you in adifferent place in the hall.
The sound with bad recordings, incidentally, is worse than with the Premier
Fives. Clumsy multitrack ing or multimiking produces a more immediate
sense of sound stage confusion using the
D-250 II. These recording errors tend to
blur or dull the sound with the Premier
Fives.
Both the D-250 Il and the Premier
Fives have superb dynamics and power
handling capability Each will deliver far
more than 200 watts, and each has an effortless ability to provide musical transients and power. Both join power with
superb soundstaging to free you from
the consciousness that you are listening
to arecorded performance.
Let me give you an illustration of the
effect of this power and dynamic
capability. Ihad my Quad ESL-63s with
spike footed stands hooked up to the
D-250 II in the same room where Ihad
temporarily located two subwoofers. An
audiophile friend came in while Iwas
playing one of the more recent Sheffield
rock attempts, and virtually refused to
believe the subwoofers were not hooked
up to my system. The Premier Fives and
Audio Research D-250 II provide afeeling of bass power that no other power
amplifiers Ihave ever heard can match.
They may not provide the control or
power into undamped loads of aKrell or
Threshold, but with decent woofers and
reasonable loads they provide incredibly
credible bass.
Like the Premier Fives, the D-250 II
functions superbly into awide range of
loads once you're out of the bass region.
Iwould probably have to give a very
slight edge to the D-250 II in terms of
bass control and to the Premier Fives in
terms of bass power. The differences,
however, are heavily cable dependent.
Neither amplifier is particularly cable
sensitive in terms of apotential loss of
bass power, but both will reveal the inStereophile
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herent character of the interconnect and
speaker cable. I'd tentatively recommend
the Randall and Brisson cables with the
D-250 II, but you should also try
Straightwire and Discrete Technology.
The D-250 ll's magic does not really
come through if the speaker cable does
not fully transfer bass power or if it
softens or rolls the highs.
As for the midrange—which is the
ultimate test of any high end equipment-no other amplifier Iknow of can provide the close-in frequency balance and
dynamics of the D-250 II and still present the impression that all the lower
midrange and midrange data is present
and in natural balance. Once again, this
comes at the cost of spotlighting the forward miking or multi-tracking in many
recordings. The Premier Five's midrange
balance is slightly warmer and is slightly
more merciful with such recordings. As
to which is right ...well we're back to
the issue of taste.
Ihave to admit that Iwould dearly
love to own either the Audio Research or
Premier Five, and the advent of the II
series of improvements has definitely
brought the Audio Research up to the
level that makes apersonal choice between them very difficult. Both of these
amplifiers are so musically right, given
their different sound balance, that I
would almost say that your choice in
seating position should determine your
choice of amplifiers.
If you like a more exciting close-in
sound, buy the Audio Research 250 II. If
you like amore controlled and midhall
sound, buy the Premier Five. If you have
enough money, buy both. 7 Above all,
take the opportunity to listen to both.
These amplifiers may cost an arm and a
leg, but they are what the high end is all
about. You owe it to yourself to pester
your dealer to hear them—even if you
don't have $6000 in loose change.

7As far as I'm concerned, that statement absolutely
takes the cake as far as amplifier recommendations.
Amazingly enough, lm confident there are some
out there who will take it.
LA
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This brings me to some further good
news. The same technology that has improved the D-250 has been applied to
the D-70 II and the D-115 II. Further,
you don't need to kick yourself for buying the earlier versions; in the case of the
D-250 you can congratulate yourself. It
will cost you $175 to get your D-70
upgraded and $200 for your D-115, both
of which II versions sell for the same
price as the originals. The D-250
upgrade costs $300, which ain't cheap,
but it is less than the increase in retail
cost of the D-250 II.
There also will be a new mono
amplifier called the M-100 selling for
about $2495 (each), thus falling between
the D-115 and D-250 in price. The
D-250 will stay at the top of the line, and
the M-100s will have about the same
power per channel as aD-115. They will,
however, allow the amplifier to be placed directly at the speaker, enabling you
to use long interconnects and short
speaker cables, which will help in some
systems. The basic circuit technology
will be the same as the rest of the Audio
Research line, but the M- 100s will have
an exceptionally powerful power supply per watt, anew D.C. balance circuit
that will hold the balance within a
millivolt or so, and an LED array to allow
rapid and precise front-panel bias
adjustment.
Further, Conrad Johnson has applied
some of its Premier Five technology to
an improved version of the Premier
Four, so there is alower-cost C-J alternative as well. Ican't imagine why you'd
want to spend less than $6000 on
amplifiers, but the Audio Cheapskate will
be happy to know that you have some
very good options.
AHC
-
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TWO SOLID-STATE HEADAMPS
THE ONYX AUDIO MODEL 1100 and THE SOTA II

"I didn't learn that damn and 'headamp'
were two separate words until I'd been
an audiophile for three years." The
foregoing remark from a friend, upon
learning I'd been assigned to do this
review, fairly well sums up the attitude of
many audiophiles towards headamps.
And a justified attitude it was on the
basis of what was available a few years
back. 1 bought my first moving coil
about seven years ago. Since Ilacked a
preamp with sufficient gain to run a
moving coil straight in, Ispent several
weeks auditioning step-up devices at
almost every high-end dealer in
Chicago. Ifinally bought alittle box with
a transformer in it. The result wasn't
wholly satisfactory, but it walked all over
the headamps I'd heard.
To say that headamps have improved
in the last seven years is more than a
mild understatement. They are now the
preferable step-up device for most low
output MCs, in my view There's been a
price to this improvement: about S-00
for a Klyne SK-2A has been the
minimum entry fee for state-of-the-art
level performance, and one easily can
spend over $1,000 for atube unit.
At the other end of the scale is the PS
Audio HB-3, which for 8200 will
amplify alow output moving coil sufficiently that you can hear it, and is probably the best such device in its price
range. Much better than the extra gain
stages included in some preamps and integrateds, by the way. Still, the PS adds
something of an electronic sound, and
simply can't be considered in the same
league with the Klyne. Since most low
output MC enthusiasts purchase those
cartridges specifically for their sonic excellence, and most such cartridges cost
in at least the multi-hundreds range, it
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cloesti .tmake sense ti saste their sound
with an inexpensive step-up device.
The purpose of this review is to evaluate the performance of two products in
the S500 range. Is their performance
comparable to, or better than, the Klyne?
If not, just what do you give up in saving
S150-200?

ONYX AUDIO
MODEL 1100
HEADAMP
Solid state headamp. Gain: 26 dB. Input
impedance: selectable. Output impedance: 300 ohms. Input overload:
100 mV. Bandwidth: I MHz. Price:
8560. MANUFACTURER: Onyx Audio,
Inc., Rte. 3Box 14 7,Leesville, SC 29070.
(803)532-5664.
The Onyx is one of the most visually attractive high-end audio components I've
encountered. Its looks are sleek—almost
stunning. The case is along rectangular
block of black anodized, extruded
aluminum with amethacrylate base. At
one end are four gold plated Tiffany
RCAs, agold plated ground lug, and an
input jack for the power supply At the
other end is avery small, red LED that
indicates whether the unit is on. A small
transformer with a built-in AC plug
serves as the power supply.
The Model 1100 is supplied with a
plastic case of assorted Resista brand 1%
metal film resistors which allow the user
to select the proper input impedance.'
Most common load settings are includI The Onyx comes from the factory set at 100
ohms.
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ed, and by paralleling resistors virtually
any desired setting can be obtained. To
change impedance it is necessary to
remove three slot head screws in the
base and slide the head amp out of its
case. The resistors fit easily into sockets
near the center of the PC board. The
gain circuitry is FETs claimed to be matched over six parameters. Passive components consist principally of IAR
Wonder Caps and Resista metal film
resistors which the advertising literature
describes as "premium grade passive
components well known throughout
the audio industry for sonic merit."
After allowing the Onyx to warm up
for several days Iput it to the test using a
Sumiko Talisman Scartridge and aKlyne
SK-5 preamp. A Goldbug cartridge and
PS Audio IVH and Precision Fidelity C-8
preamp were also used during the
course of the review.
The sound of the Onyx was clean,
detailed, and quick, but on the light side
and quite forward. In fact, it offered
about as clear and detailed performance
as I've heard from a headamp. Separation of individual instruments and
voices was excellent and the lateral image was quite stable, with good centerfill. However, Ifound the tonal balance
was somewhat off. The upper midrange
and low-to-mid treble were quite prominent. This flaw in tonal balance did not
come with a concomitant tendency
towards harshness or glare, and the
Onyx remained easily listenable for extended periods. Possibly as a result of
the upper midrange and treble prominence, the lower midrange seemed
understated and lacked authority. Violins
seemed to overwhelm celli, and the harmonic structure of notes with primaries
in the lower half of the midrange was
not presented properly. For example, it
often was difficult to distinguish between various types of saxaphones, and
violas sounded too much like violins.
The soundstage was well forward and
a touch shallow, but had excellent
height. Dynamics were good, hut the
lack of authority in the lower midrange
Stereophile

robbed the music of some of its impact.
Transients were sharp and quick and intertransient silence was very good. Bass
was tight, but the overall lack of impact
noted above carried through into the
bass.

SOTA HEADAMP II
Solid State headamp. Gain: 28 dB. Input
impedance: selectable. Bandwidth: 1
MHz. Price: $500. MANUFACTURER:
SOTA Industries, P.O. Box 7075,
Berkeley, CA 94707. (415)527-1649.
In contrast to the sleek looks of the
Onyx, the SOTA is downright folksy in
appearance. The circuitry is a bipolar
design enclosed within a bent sheetmetal case with wood endpieces, which
match SOTA's oak finish turntable. 2 The
detachable power supply is housed in a
separate unit, and has acord of sufficient
length to allow the power supply to be
placed
well
away
from
other
components.
As was also the case with the Onyx,
the SOTA was very quiet and showed no
susceptibility to EMI, RFI, or other forms
of hum or noise. Input impedance is set
by arow of DIP switches on the back of
the unit. Inoticed only one ergometric
problem with the SOTA —the lack of any
sigh that the unit was on or off. The
switch on the power supply is not marked and there is no indicator light. Since
a36-hour warmup is required to achieve
optimal performance, it is recommended that the unit be left on unless it will
not he in use for an extended period.
Using the same cartridges, preamps,
and associated equipment as with the
Aulos, Ifound the overall balance of the
SOTA to he slightly warm with apleasant
sweetness and very musical character. I
suspect the warmth is attributable to a
mild emphasis in the lower half of the
2 It should he noted that the SOTA headamp Il
reviewed here in no way resembles their original
hcadamp. which was cylindrical.
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midrange. On the whole, the SOTA's
balance was more natural than that of
the Aulos, but the SOTA lacked the deuil
of the Onyx. Harmonic and dynamic
contrasts were presented in a very
believable manner, with excellent inner
detail—surprising in light of the SOTA's
rather mundane ability to render overall
detail.
High frequency performance was exceptionally open and pure, and the
lower to mid-treble had good ambience
and air. There were problems at the high
end, when compared to best headamps:
HF notes sounded rounded and ashade
too sweet. Bass had excellent level all the
way down, but was somewhat loose
sounding in the bottom octave and ahalf
or so. The effect was to make bass drums
sound mushy; the natural buzz of low
organ notes was slightly blurred when
heard on speakers with well extended LE
performance.
Imaging and soundstage are the
SOTA's strong points. The image is very
3-dimensional, to the point of being
holographic. Individual instruments and
voices are well defined and have a
realistic body and sense of physical
presence. The soundstage is wide and
depth excellent, and the image remains
stable. The imaging is very similar to that
of good tube products; in fact, this imaging characteristic in combination with
the somewhat warm and musical
character of the SOTA produces asound
which could easily pass for tubes.

CONCLUSION
While both the Onyx and the SOTA offer
good to outstanding performance in
some areas, neither can match the sound
quality of the best headamps available.
When kept in context of their price, it is
possible to he more positive about these
products. The SOTA's sound is similar in
many important respects to tube gear
and it has no serious flaws; this should
not be taken to mean that you can get
the same performance from the SOTA as
from the headamps from Conrad
Johnson and Audio Research. Still. 1
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found it most enjoyable and suspect it
would be a good choice for one who
would prefer atube headamp but can't
afford the price or tolerate the noise of
tubes. Its mellow and musical character
also should help tame asystem which is
too aggressive or hard sounding. Consequently. Ibelieve the SOTA will have an
easy time finding aniche in the market
and will be quickly accepted by many
audiophiles.
The Onyx. on the other hand, gives
you excellent detail (better than the
SOTA) and probably more accurate low
frequency performance. It will liven up
a system which is too mellow or flat
sounding. Also. I've noted that many
audiophiles prefer the extra sense of
presence gained by emphasizing the upper midrange and lower to mid treble,
which the Aldus seems to do. So. Idoubt
the Onyx will be lacking for potential
takers. There is aless expensive version
of the Onyx. the Model 100, which
retails for S380. The Model 100 lacks the
gold Tiffany connectors and the FETs are
matched within four, as opposed to six
parameters, but in theory a Model 100
could perform on the sanie level as the
1100. We did not have aModel 100 for
review, but if you can find one that
comes close in performance to the
Model 1100. it should be areal bargain.
Given the cost of the moving coil you're
likely to be using, Ican't really recommend the 1100 with its S135 price difference from the Klyne. Change that difference to $315, though, and the 100
becomes one of the better bargains in
headamps.
Going back to my original question—
How do these S500 units compare to
state of the art headamps?— Ihave to say
that on agood system Iwould save my
money and buy the Klyne SK-2a or one
of its more expensive competitors. For
those stuck at the S500 price point, 1can
recommend either of these products
with the limitations noted above. They
sound distinctly different and will correspondingly complement different
systems and tastes.
SWW
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THE SAEC AQ-407 TONEARM

Pivoting tonearm, gimbal bearings.
Effective length: 221 mm. Effective
mass: 20 grams. Source: Importer Loan.
Serial Number: 63568. Price: 1495.
AQ-16 headshell (supplied with arm):
weight,
16 grams; price, 135 if
purchased
separately.
Importer:
Audioquest/Livewire, 3857 Birch Street,
#610, Newport Beach, CA 92660. (714)
720-1995.
Publisher's Note:
The SAEC tonearm is imported by two
sources to the U.S. The product under
review here is modified by Audioquest/
Livewire before sale. The modification
consists of supplying their AQ-16
headshell, which uses Livewire headshell leads, and supplying Livewire
tonearm-to-preamp interconnect. In
other ways the arm is identical to SAECs
supplied elsewhere in the U.S. and Japan.
The name "SAEC," by the way, stands for
"Sound of Audio Engineering Company." This is the tonearm used by AHC
for his High Output cartridge survey in
this issue.
One would think that half acentury of
experience would make the analog disc
player a mature technology. In my
opinion, we're still close to the "black
magic" stage when it comes to finding
the ideal blend of cartridge, tonearm,
and turntable. The more each individual
element of a record playing system is
improved, the more our ignorance tends
to be exposed. We are now learning that
we really don't know what kind of mat is
best, what cable is best, or even what
Stereophile

headshell is best.' Yet, the differences
between each of these relatively minor
elements of a disc playing system
become steadily more apparent as the
other elements improve.
Tonearms are particularly subject to
analysis by black magic. We can make
some resonance tests, we can check the
geometry, we can test for friction and
bearing play, and we can examine mass
and vertical and horizontal resonance.
We cannot really, however, agree on the
exact sonic meaning of most of these
measurements, or even on the merits of
a given geometry. Does a straightline
arm really have better average geometry
in all planes than apivoting arm? Should
pivoting arms minimize average distortion or distortion at the inner groove? It
1 Al-IC is correct in pointing out our ignorance, but
I think that the term "black magic" does not
adequately allow for the advances that have recently
been made. There is getting to be almost a
consensus that methacrylate turntable platters and
platter "pads" have advantages over other materials
because of their synergistic interface with record
vinyl; regulated power supplies for turntables have
regularly wrought significant improvements;
tonearms with significant internal damping
mechanisms (whether part of the tube or part of the
headshell) have over and over again been found to
be of benefit, particularly with low compliance
cartridges. These are but a few of the bits of
knowledge that have recently been acquired in the
field of analog record-playing.
LA
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is easy to theorize, but little serious
technical or listening test data exist
which allow anyone to make achoice. 2
The SAEC AQ-407 arm is agood case
in point. It is the $495 flagship of aseries
of tonearms which use knife bearings at
atime when virtually all other designs
use some form of servo-mechanism, ball
bearings, or air bearings. The SAEC knife
bearing system, however, demonstrates
that such bearings can compete with
some of the best arms on the market.
The AQ-407's bearing :assembly has a
far better feel than the knife bearings on
any SME that Ihave owned or tested. It
uses a double knife edge with two
upward facing and two downward facing
edges, and the resulting assembly is as
tight as the better arms I've tried. The
SAEC does not have the SME's tendency
to vibrate vertically, and it is far less
prone to resonance. If the SME has taken
on the character of amuseum piece, the
SAEC is fully contemporary in terms of
bearing design and overall quality of
manufacture.
The AQ-407 has a number of other
features which justify its price tag, and
give it considerable flexibility in setup
and compatability:
It is available in two versions: the
AQ-407/23 with minimum distortion at
the inner groove and the AQ-407EX
with minimum distortion averaged over
the record. I'd opt for the EX just on the
grounds that all the best cartridge
alignment tools use this setting. Damn if
Ican hear any major differences.
The arm is a "J-type" using a
lightweight alloy. It is superbly—even
beautifully—machined and finished. It
is heavy (effective mass is dependent on
the headshell, counterweight, and
bracket or other damping accessories
used). It is 311 mm long, with a221 mm
effective length, and a specified
overhang of 12mm. The arm, incidentally, is too heavy for relatively light
2 One source of interesting data and at least reports
of listening confirmation can be found in the
owner's manual of the Eminent Technology
tonearm.
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suspension turntables like the Linn, Pink
Triangle, or Thorens. 3 This arm is best
suited for suspension turntables that can
take big arms with considerable weight
—such as the SOTAs, VPA, or Oracles—
or the Japanese designs that use mass
rather than suspension damping. The
arm assembly is heavily mass damped, a
system that works better than any fluid
damped arm that Ihave encountered,
regardless of character.
The arm uses a convenient lateral
weight adjustment to ensure proper
balance in all planes.
There is astring and weight bias or
antiskating adjustment calibrated at halfgram intervals from 1 to 2.5 grams
tracking weight.
Three different counterweights are
available for use with cartridge headshell
combinations of 6-10, 15-25, and 23-33
grams. 4
There is a lever-type cueing device
which functions smoothly and returns
the stylus to the groove it left.
A height adjustment screw in the base
allows
moderately
convenient
adjustment of VTA.
A very good Livewire output cord is
provided but the arm works well with
the Randall, Monster, Straightwire,
Discrete
Technology,
or
Petersen
interconnects. You can balance your
interconnects to suit your system.
The arm uses detachable headshells. It
is supplied with a $35 Audioquest
headshell, which is an improved version
of the old Orsonic D101 headshell with
Litz Wire, Allen head azimuth adjust, and
Allen head cartridge screws. If you are
wealthy, there is a unique 18 gram
ULS-3X aluminum oxide ceramic
headshell which is probably the most
inert headshell Ihave encountered. This
costs $130 if you buy it as a separate
accessory, but does a superb job of
3 The importer reports that they've tried the
AQ-407 with specifically these turntables and had
no problems; perhaps it would be wise to urge
caution but not to discourage experiment.
LA
4 Obviously a different headshell, weighing less
than 16 grams, would be necessary for the 6-10
gram combination!
LA
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damping out vibration from moving coil
cartridges with "live" or vibrating outer
bodies. There are also the cheaper and
lighter-weight ULS-2 (7.3 grams) and
ULS-2X (Composite aluminum-titanium,
9.5 grams), and the AQ-407 will accept
other standard JIC headshells.
It has awell designed headshell to arm
tube connection which is far more rigid
than that in most other arms with
detachable headshells. While it lacks the
kind of azimuth adjustment Iwould like,
it minimizes the inevitable cost of using
aseparate headshell.
The arm requires an exceptionally
rigid and preferably inert mounting
plate. Several accessories are available to
accomplish this, including an arm
bracket and separate arm stabilizer that
hangs from the bottom of the arm and
mass damps acoustic feedback.
An unusually precise overhang gauge
(G-1001) is provided to allow exact
adjustment of cartridge overhang. This is
necessary because the Dennesen and
most other alignment devices expect a
slightly different geometry than is used
on the SAEC.
This list of features means that
Cartrotonearmophileomaniacs can have
afield day in rapidly shifting from one
cartridge to another, or in setting up the
arm precisely for a given cartridge.
While the SAEC AQ-407 is best suited
for cartridges with medium to low compliance and moderate to heavy mass (i.e.
moving coils), it offers a remarkable
flexibility in fine tuning mass to get the
horizontal and vertical resonance right
for agiven cartridge and presenting it
with the effective mass that best suits it.
This flexibility also means, however,
that Ihave to return to my comments
about the "black magic" in evaluating
tonearms the moment I start talking
about the AQ-407's sound. The SAEC
permits so many different combinations
of headshell, counterweight, and cable
that its sound depends heavily on a
particular choice of combinations and I
could not find any clear "science" as to
how to find the best mix to fit agiven
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type of cartridge.
The sound of the AQ-407 does have
some constants. It always sounds abit
bright and "quick." It tends to make
cartridges sound "live" and to emphasize
transient speed. It gives you excellent
imaging and depth, but is not quite as
solid in the bass and lower midrange as
the best competition. In fact, it is
sonically somewhat like the Souther arm
in that it reveals life and detail rather than
bass and dynamic impact.
You can, however, do agreat deal to
adjust the arm to your sonic taste, and I
would recommend that you do so. The
SAEC 407 only gives its best performance right out of the box if you use
moderate to heavy cartridges (10 grams
plus) which have moderate to low
compliance. Much also depends on
whether a given cartridge has body
vibrations or needs mass characteristics
which benefit from the ceramic headshell. The Audioquests, Dynavector
diamonds and rubies, and Accuphase 2
& 3cartridges benefit from the Audioquest headshell, as does the Linn Asak.
The Goldring Van den Hul, the Argent
Diamond, and Koetsu behaved about
the same with the cheaper Audioquest
headshell. Other cartridges—such as the
Adcoms, Grace F-9E, Shure V- 15MR,
and Ortophons performed best using a
lighter counterweight and the U1S-2
headshell.
Many fairly compliant cartridges
would acquire improved bass and lower
midrange solidity at the cost of upper
octaves performance when Iused the
lighter weight ULS-2 headshell. Shifting
to other headshells produced different
results, and often produced significant
changes in imaging and midrange detail.
This was true even when Iwas careful to
make sure that the vertical and
horizontal resonances were in the
proper range, and each cartridge was
tracking well. Failure to observe these
elementary
requirements
often
produced musically interesting results,
but led to bass stability problems and
other colorations.
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The SAEC 407 also varies in sound
character according to mounting on the
turntable. It needs a rigid mount to
provide the cleanest detailing and image.
It worked fine on the SOTA and VPI
when it was clamped down as tight as
possible, something made exceptionally
easy by aspecial wrench supplied with
the arm. Leaving the arm slightly loose
will seriously degrade the sound. Ialso
would tentatively recommend using the
Audioquest mat when using this arm,
although this is ahard choice to make.
The SOTA, for example, benefits from a
combination of a hard mat like the
Goldmund and asoft tacky mat like the
Audioquest. 5Japanese direct drive and
the AR turntables benefit from using the
Audioquest alone.
Interconnects make another difference. Ifound the Livewire produced
excellent upper octave detailing and
imaging on my system, but that the
Monster Cable produced the most
realistic overall timbre. Alternating the
Straightwire, Discrete Technology, and
Petersen produced a sound character
somewhere in between, but varied
depending on the cartridge.
Ishould also note that getting the
ultimate out of this tonearm may require
areasonable amount of dealer support,
or conversation with the importers.
Although the SAEC is easy to set up and
has excellent instructions, and works
well without tweaking, it will only do its
best if it is properly set up for agiven
cartridge. This happens to also be true of
the Alphason, the Fletcher arm, and
most other high end tonearms. You
don't just pay for the product, you pay
for adealer who will give you honest
advice and help make the tonearm work
in your system.
This makes hard and fast judgments
difficult. A properly set up SAEC
consistently outperformed my Premier
MMT, a borrowed Lustre, and a borrowed Fidelity Research 64X—in every
respect. The difference between the
5 Interestingly, this is exactly the combination
SOTA has come up with for their new, premium
mat.
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SAEC and the MMT was particularly
striking and confirmed my nagging
impression that while the MMT is agood
value for the money, it is not agreat
tonearm. The MMT headshells are resonant and do not connect firmly to the
MMT arm socket. The MMT arm is also
more resonant than Ifirst thought. The
MMT and even the Lustre simply do not
have the neutrality for today's cartridges.
While substituting the Audioquest
headshells will help these arms, it will
not compensate for the problems in the
arm tube and headshell socket.
Iwould suggest that if you are buying
an expensive cartridge and want the
advantages of interchangable headshells,
you should pay the difference for a
tonearm like the SAEC, although an
improved version of the MMT is promised and my tests of aprototype of the
new Grado arm indicate that it may be
strong competition for the SAEC. Agood
tonearm is probably even more important than agood turntable, and there is
no point in buying even an AR quality
turntable if you use amidfi arm with it.
The Harman Kardon T-60 or T-65 will
give you the same results at less expense.
At the same time, Icould not get the
same overall clarity, transient detail, or
imaging information with the SAEC that
Idid with the Sumiko Arm, the Zeta, or
the Alphason, all of which have fixed
headshells. The differences were slight,
however, compared to the differences
between the MMT and the SAEC, and I
sometimes preferred the SAEC to the
fixed headshell arms on agiven record
or with agiven cartridge.
In summary, Iwill say that the SAEC is
the best detachable headshell arm that I
have yet tested. Accordingly, the ultimate
choice of whether to buy the SAEC
AQ-407/23 is likely to depend as much
on whether you want the detachable
headshell feature, and like a slightly
"live" upper octave sound, as anything
else. The SAEC is not cheap at $495, but
it is a superb piece of audiophile
machinery, and it can be tuned to match
awide range of cartridges and associated
components.
AHC
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YAMAHA VC-1000
OVING COIL CARTRIDGE
Moving coil phono cartridge. Frequency
response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, + 2.0 dB.
Output voltage: 0.17 mV. Impedance: 30
ohms. Stylus: 8 urn x 40 urn special
elliptical. Total equivalent mass: 0.105
mg. Compliance: 12 cu horizontal, 6cu
vertical. Cantilever: beryllium tapered
pipe (diamond coating). Weight: 5.3
grams. Tracking force: 1.2 grams. Price:
$275. MANUFACTURER: Yamaha Electronics Corporation USA, PO. Box
6660, Buena Park, CA 90622.
Yamaha has recently emerged from the
mid-fl nether world with the release of
the CD-X1 Compact Disc player, asurprisingly inexpensive device with strikingly good sonics. Even so, Iwas not anticipating any revelations as Isat down to
listen to their latest moving coil cartridge, the MC-1000.
The MC-1000 is packaged attractively
in atransparent case, but arrives without
astylus guard, aserious oversight for a
cartridge with anonreplaceable stylus.
The output pins are spaced precariously
close together, and Ihad to use amagnifying lens to adjust the tonearm lead
connectors so they would not touch and
short out this device's tiny voltage. The
remainder of the set-up went smoothly,
aided to some degree by the MC-1000's
very prominent cueing line in front.
Priced towards the lower end of the
MC marketplace, this lightweight, lighttracking cartridge features aproprietary
cantilever. I interviewed its inventor,
Toyasaki Matsumoto, chief engineer of
Yamaha's Design Group II, over lunch
recently.' He expressed considerable
pride in the development of the
beryllium tapered tube, which he believed to be as stiff as diamond. Japan has

1 See "My Dinner With Toyasaki" in Volume 7
Number 6.
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led the way in the production of exotic
cantilevers, particularly in the synthetically grown sapphire crystal materials by the Namiki and Dynavector
groups. The MC-1000's diamond-like
cantilever was joined to a V-H crossshaped, high-impact plastic core armature. The entire cartridge turns out to
be relatively light in weight, has low tip
mass, and shows compliance in the low
to middle range. Like the CD-Xl, also
created by Mr. Matsumoto, this cartridge
was targeted to produce high-end sonics
at amid -fi price.
The MC-1000 did very well in the
unipivot Magnepan arm. Tracking was
exemplary for an MC, particularly on
some high velocity piano recordings and
even on the terribly difficult inner
groove Beach Boys cut on the Telarc Test
Record. Low frequency resonance occurred at avery respectable 11 Hz in the
Magnepan arm, which has an effective
mass of 13 grams. The output of the cartridge was quite a bit lower than my
other MC cartridges, and at 170 mV is
less than half the output of the Koetsu
Black. Obviously, astep-up device will
be necessary if your preamp doesn't
have an MC input. The Levinson ML-7 I
used has a high-gain moving-magnet
board, and with the input impedance
load set to 800 ohms and the gain to 43
dB, just enough output was available to
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drive my Levinson ML-9 to standard
listening levels. Ilater added an Audio
Standards MX-10a head amp for more
detailed evaluations of the cartridge's
dynamic range, which turned out to be
considerable.
The sonics of the MC-1000 are totally
natural. The typical MC upper midrange
brightness and sheen is less prominent
than is usual, but still present to some
degree. Those of you [like JGHI who
can't abide the typical MC high end probably won't like this cartridge, but you'll
have less justification than you did
before. Compared to my Accuphase
AC-2, there was no brightness and grittiness (sort of ahallmark of the AC-2).
Perhaps related to this lack of brightness
was the impression that the music was
slightly distant. 2 The cartridge portrays
more than adequate 3-dimensionality,
but its strongest feature is an ability to
generate stable, clearly defined imaging
in the lateral plane. Individual instruments remain well separated. This
cartridge's strong imaging characteristics
combined with aneutral top end make it
awelcome change from my usual MC
cartridges.
Yamaha has met their design target
with the MC- 1000 and we all benefit.
The smoothness and ease, the lack of
strain and hardness really benefit the
finer analog recordings. The detail, ambience, depth, and lateral perspective
come with a naturalness Imiss from
many of the Compact Discs Ilisten to.
All for $275; this one's abargain.
W

SIGNET MODEL
Xl<35 LOW MASS
TONEARM
Type: pivoted, gimbal bearings. Effective
length: 91
2
/
". Acceptable cartridge
weight: 2-9 g. Cable capacitance: 75 pF.
Price: $250. MANUFACTURER: Signet
Division, Audio Technica U.S. Inc., 4701
Hudson Drive, Stow, OH 44224.
Some time ago, while Iwas searching for
a low mass arm to use with the incredibly compliant Signet TK1OML cartridge, Signet suggested Itry their own
XK35 arm. And they were kind enough
to provide me with areview sample.
The arm tube is tapered to minimize
resonances,' and appears to be made of
aluminum. The headshell is cast from a
graphite-like
material
and
is
nondetachable. The arm incorporates a
couple of interesting design features. A
silicon fluid reservoir is located on the
side of the bearing assembly, and asmall
paddle attached to the arm moves
through the damping fluid, which helps
to suppress the normal low frequency
pickup-system resonances.
Then there is what Signet calls
"Planar-Pivot Tracking." In this arm, the
plane of the vertical pivots has been
lowered to below that of the stylus tip.
Signet claims that this geometry
minimizes tracking force variation, thus
improving trackability. 2 Under dynamic
conditions, the tracking force applied by
astylus normally changes as it is lifted up
and then dropped by record warps.

1 Since resonances are dimensionally related (for a
given material, the smaller the vibrating body, the
higher the resonance frequency), tapering an arm
reduces the amplitude of its resonances by broadening the resulting peaks. (The same amount of energy
over awider frequency means asmaller peak.)
2 Sounds like a brightness range suckout to me,
something that has plagued MCs from time
immemorial.
JGH
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2 Not only does Signet claim it, it's true! A little
thought about the geometry of tonearm pivoting
either above the plane of the record or in the plane
of the record will reveal why
LA
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With a magnetic cartridge, this only
causes some periodic losses of tracking
cleanness, during those phases when
stylus force is too low, but it does not
usually cause severe subsonic problems.
However, with astrain-gauge cartridge
like the Robertson/Iverson and the Sau
Win, stylus-force changes can cause
severe subsonic interference, because
such cartridges actually have flat
response down to 0 Hz. (Magnetic cartridges generate output only through
stylus motion: the faster it moves, the
greater the output. Strain-gauge cartridges are position-responsive: that is,
any position other than "at rest" causes
signal output.) Ihave had to use 4grams
of tracking force with my Win to obtain
decent tracking—something that gives
JGH the willies!

market today: the Linn Wok and the
Fidelity Research.
Itried the XK-35 arm on both the
Thorens 160S turntable and the C.J.
Walker. It was a perfect fit with the
Walker deck, but was definitely
awkward to install on the Thorens. I
auditioned the arm with both the Signet
TK1OML and aPromethean Green cartridge—both high-compliance types.
Low frequency behavior as well as overall trackability were very good with
both. The arm/cartridge resonance frequency with the Signet was measured at
8 Hz and with fairly low amplitude. 4
With the Promethean the resonance frequency was at an ideal 12 Hz, but the
resonance was sharper and had greater
amplitude.
Sonically, the arm is quite neutral,

The Signet arm does seem to reduce
problems due to tracking-force changes,
but I'm not as sure as Signet that this is
entirely because of the lowered pivot
plane. Isuspect that the arm's dynamic
balance may be an even more significant
factor here. In this type of arm, once the
arm and cartridge are balanced out to
zero downward force with the counterweight, aspring arrangement is used to
apply the tracking force. Spring tension
rather than gravity provides the force. To
my knowledge there are only two other
dynamically balanced arms 3 on the

with agood but not great sense of focus.
It also gives up some ground in the areas
of bass impact, resolution of detail, and
dynamic range, all of which are just pretty good when compared with the best
there is. Having also auditioned the
above cartridges in other, much more
expensive arms, Iwould venture to say
that in the Signet these cartridges only
realize about 70 percent of their full
sonic potential. But that sure isn't bad

3 Dynamic balance means that there is equal inertia on both sides (front and back) of the tone arm's
pivots. With perfect dynamic balance, jarring of the
arm will not materially change the force applied by
the stylus to the groove, either laterally or vertically.
Static balance, obtained by using aspring to supply
all or most of the balancing force, does not stabilize
the arm in either plane.
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4 That's still too low!!! In all our tests of the Signet
TK1OML cartridge we found a major problem in
matching its very high compliance (approx. 35 Cu.)
to any tonearm at all (see the review in Vol. 7, No. 5).
In the case of the TK1OML. the resultant problems
have been significant instability of the tonearm/
pickup when subjected to any outside vibration.
The fact that their own tonearm yields similar
results makes us wonder what Signet was doing
when they established the compliance of the
TK 10M L.
JGH
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for a$250 arm!
With the stil growing popularity of
moving-coil cartridges, which generally
require fairly massive arms, truly lowmass ones are getting harder to come by,
and most are costlier than the Signet.
The XK-35 offers good value, and probably comes close to the best that can be
achieved with low mass designs.
DO
JGH Addendum:
I am surprised at DO's observations
about the XK-35's bass performance.
Every viscous-damped arm Ihave tried
has had superb, if sometimes a little
overdamped (dry), bass. In fact, Iam
skeptical about the wisdom of even attempting to describe the LF character of
any arm or cartridge, because this is
almost entirely dependent on the cartridge or arm it is used with. To me, this
is only more evidence for the need to
start offering components as matched,
integrated packages.

ODYSSEY RP]-XG
TONEARM
Pivoted tonearm. Effective length: 230
mm nominal. Net weight: 650 grams.
Lead capacitance: 150 pF. Cartridge
weights accepted: 2to 12 grams. Mounting base: SME type. Arm tubes
available: heavy, medium, low mass.
Price: $895. IMPORTER: Odyssey
Engineering, 565 Pilgrim Drive, Suite A,
Foster City, CA 94404. (415) 341-6181.
Beautifully crafted, and finished in 24K
gold-plated brass and satin anodized
aluminum, this exotic looking tonearm
is areal attention getter. When was the
last time you flipped out over the appearance of atonearm? Most can be accurately described as businesslike and
functional in appearance. The Odyssey,
by contrast, with its beautiful finish and
gracefully curved tube, is an objet d'art!
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And incredible as it may sound, it was
actually designed by aScotsman, John C.
Gordon, and is entirely made in
Scotland. Idon't mean to cast aspersions
on Scottish engineering, but my impressions of their audio design have been,
perhaps unfairly, based on the not-toosuave execution of the Linn Sondek
turntable and its related accoutrements.
The Odyssey tonearm is of the "fixedpivot" variety and so—at least on
theoretical
grounds—gives
up
something in accuracy of tracing
geometry to the linear tracking designs.
The arm, however, combines several
design features that make it unique.
Hemispherical terminations for the arm
tube and pillar are used to damp standing waves. The ball bearings are located
in the plane of the stylus to improve
tracking stability. The counterweight's
center of gravity is also at stylus height
for the same reason. The headshell is fixed (nondetachable) and is made out of a
solid chunk of metal to minimize vibrations and ensure efficient transfer of
energy from the cartridge to the arm
tube. From avisual standpoint, the arm
definitely impressed me.
"If only it sounds as good as it looks!"
Iwishfully thought as Iprepared for the
chore of mounting the arm on my
reference table—the Pink Triangle. And
that was when Iencountered my first
problem with the Odyssey.
The arm tube is located agood inch or
so above the plane of its bearings, so in
order to allow for proper VTA-adjustment range, the arm mounting board
needs to be about 11
/ inches below the
2
disc surface. Pushing the Odyssey's base
pillar as far as it would go into the Pink
Triangle base still left the arm 1
/
4 inch too
high, relative to the disc.
Icomplained to Odyssey. They provided me with a thinner mounting
board that gave me that extra 1
/
4 inch of
arm height adjustment Iwas looking for.
But that did not solve the installation
problem. Now there was inadequate
clearance between the arm base and the
tabletop under the turntable. In order to
Stereophile

clear the tonearm cable, Ihad to prop up
the base of the 'table on 1-inch thick
pieces of wood.'

Odyssey turned out to be an excellent
arm. To date, I've tried the arm with the
Signet TK1OML, Promethean Green, and
Win cartridges. Overall, the arm's sound
Needless to say, Ido not recommend
character is very neutral, with rockthis arm for the Pink Triangle. It is,
steady imaging and excellent focus. The
however, compatible with the Michell
attacks and decays of musical transients
Gyrodeck. That's the table with which it
are clean and unfettered by overlying
was demonstrated at CES. According to
fuzz. It excels in conveying asense of
Odyssey, the arm should also work with
the Linn Sondek and SOTA tables, but I solidity even through complex orchestral passages. Its clarity and fine
can't personally vouch for that.
transient-tracking behavior mean that
Ihave two more small criticisms. The
inner detail and ambience clues are
first is really minor, and concerns the
superbly resolved.
lead wire connection at the arm pillar. To
Clearly, the Odyssey is in the top rank
facilitate arm tube interchange (3 tubes
of
today's tonearms, and is easily the
are available of high, medium, and low
best pivoted arm I've used to date. I
mass), the lead wire exits the arm tube
don't think, though, that it's any better
and clips onto four pins on the arm
than the Eminent Technology air bearing
pillar. Ifound the clip-on connectors to
arm Ireviewed not too long ago (Vol. 7,
be rather loose-fitting, and would like to
No. 5), and may in fact not quite equal
see a better connection scheme used
the ET in dynamic contrast capability.
here.
Neither is it the bargain that the ET arm
The second and potentially more
serious problem concerns the lack of represents. But the Odyssey has the advantage of being able to partner awider
provision for proper torsional alignment. The arm's specifications list a ±5° range of cartridges than the ET arm, including high compliance cartridges
torsion adjustment range, and Ifail to see
when the various arm tubes are used.
how this could be accomplished. The
arm tube is fastened to the pillar with a On the basis of looks alone, no other
arm comes close (although the new
single screw in such a way that no
Shure Series V may outdo it there, if one
twisting motion is possible. Iwas in
can judge from photos.) An arm of this
luck: the torsional alignment was right
high caliber deserves the best cartridge
on, but you may not be as lucky. (And
and turntable money can buy. But be
personally, Ihate using shims to adjust
sure to verify that 'table's compatibility
this parameter.)
in turms of tonearm mounting.
DO
I've contacted Odyssey about this and
Ihope they can shed some light on the
problem at alater date. (They have not
responded yet.)
There is ahappy ending to this story.
When 1finally got to listen to it, the

I Without having either seen the Odyssey or heard
it in action, Icannot comment on either of these
points. But Iam distinctly worried about the arm's
compatibility with most high-quality turntables.
The Pink Triangle is lower in profile than most, but
not by much. The fact that it had to be lifted an inch
in order to accommodate the arm means that similar
problems are going to be encountered with 2 lot of
other turntables, and Iam not convinced the arm is
good enough to offset the amount of botheration
that will be involved in installing it.
JGH
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HIGH OUTPUT CARTRIDGES:
GOOD NEWS -AND GOOD NEWS
by Anthony Cordesman
Even ayear ago, Iwould not have believed Icould obtain the results Ihave
obtained from this survey. My last experience in surveying arange of high output cartridges was far more negative than
positive. The high outputs lacked the life,
dynamics, and detail of low output moving coils; they were not particularly good
trackers,
upper-octave
frequency
response was erratic, and bass was generally poor. At best the older high outputs offered amarginal advantage over
moving magnets, and were generally
poor value for money.
Idid turn up afew problems in quality control with the current group, but
nothing compared with past efforts. All
of the cartridges presented at least adequate sound, and many were directly
competitive with most low output moving coils. In fact, several high output cartridges were directly competitive with
the best low output moving coils—particularly if one is willing to consider two
important trade-offs: (1) the generally
low quality control and sonic inconsistency found with many of the highest
priced low output moving coil cartridges, and, (2) The price difference between a high output cartridge and the
best low output cartridges-plus-stepup
device, which could buy you the best
turntable or tonearm on the market or
one hell of an improvement in electronics or speakers.

TVVEAKMANSHIP
Let me introduce the survey with some
40

comments on setup and adjustment. My
basic references were the SOTA Sapphire
turntable with the MMT and SAEC arms
and awide variety of headshells. Idid my
best to find headshells that matched each
arm, and Ifound this to be critical in getting the best sound out of each cartridge.
Iexperimented with lead weights attached to the headshell in several cases, and I
used a wide variety of test records to
check for adequate tracking ability.
Ageneral piece of advice: several of today's high output cartridges are extremely sensitive to getting the right headshell
for agiven tonearm. Igenerally prefer
the new Audioquest headshell (an improved Orsonic), but you will almost certainly need to experiment, and you may
want to try gluing lead weights to fixedheadshell arms. The Ortofon 0001 test
record is very good for making an initial
check of both tracking and tonearm
resonance. You should slowly increase
the tracking weight until a further increase no longer improves tracking, provided that you stay within the manufacturer's limits, or very close to them. It is
always better to track abit heavy than a
bit light, and this will generally be better
for record life as well.
Such adjustment should then be verified with music. Ifind side two of the
Shure ERA IV test record to be particularly good for this purpose, and it also has
some excellent tonearm resonance tests.
You may then need careful listening
with a range of headshells and/or
tonearm counterweights to be sure that
Stereophile

the tonearm mass and low frequency
comparison. This was not fair to the carresonance give you the best performance
tridges under review, since this reference
with music. It is usually best to have
system uses a far more expensive turmeasured resonance around 9-11 Hz, but
natable and tonearm than the regular
you can have arelatively poor low freSOTA plus MMT or SAEC combination I
quency resonance result on records and
used for the review, but it served as a
still get excellent sound—or vice
means of constantly comparing each carversa—because aspecific cartridge may
tridge to a specific system that never
require aparticular kind of contact with
changed.
the headshell, or may prefer or reject
The main preamp was the improved
high vertical mass.
Audio Research SP-10, and the amps
You'll be amazed how much some carwere the Audio Research D-160B, Futtertridges change in sound quality as you
man 03s, and Conrad Johnson Premier
experiment with headshells, headshell
Fives. Ialso used the PS Audio IVH
weights, and loading resistors. You can
preamp and Two C+ amplifier, the
often do agood job of tuning acartridge
Yamaha A-1000 integrated amplifier, and
to your system or taste, although you
a Denon receiver to see how the carcannot change the cartridge's basic sonic
tridges fared with lesser electronics.
fingerprint. My suggestions for each carSpeakers included the Quad ESL-63s,
tridge are agood starting point, but then
Fuselier 3+3 Improved, and Celestion
try whatever alternatives you have
SL-600s.
available.
As for VTA, Iadjusted for it using both
TECHNOBABBLE
the manufacturer's instructions and my
Just for the hell of it, Itook advantage of
ears. The correlation between the best
some test techniques developed by Adsound and the manufacturer's instruccorn to see how frequency, tracking, and
tions was better than I've experienced in
separation tests correlated with the
the past, but not good enough. You must
sound. There were some correlations,
play around to find the sweet spot where
but also major exceptions.
the upper octaves sound natural.
The frequency sweeps used the CBS
Iexperimented with tonearm cables
STR -170 test record sine wave sweeps.
and headshell leads; the stock cable on
The curves are calibrated so that each
the Premier MMT, for instance, veils
division represents 0.5 dB. Nevertheless,
many critical details, and would make a the rising high end shown with many
high-priced investment in cartridges abit
cartridges implies afar higher rise than
silly. In fact, this has been my finding
appeared sonically, and aflat measured
with most stock tonearm cable and has
response can sometimes sound dull or
led me to recommend against tonearms
veiled.
with which it's not replaceable. Ifound
Good separation is a sign of good
that headshells with Litz Wire, and
quality control and usually produces
Straightwire and Discrete Audio intergood imaging and soundstage, but
connects, provided the best overall
without excellent setup and electronics it
reponse with my system, but also that
will frequently lead to "hole in the midthe choice of cable must be made on the
dle." Isuspect that many listeners Lwill
basis of which sounds best with aspecific
prefer aslight loss of separation in the upset of components. Petersen, Livewire,
per octaves as ameans of stabilizing the
and Monster Cable all came out on top
soundstage.
with at least one cartridge.
Isuspect that separation may be less
important than phase in determining apREFROMANIA
parent imaging and soundstage, but
Iused aSOTA Star Sapphire, The Arm,
phase cannot be fully tested because the
and the Argent Diamond as astandard
tests tend to destroy the cartridge.
Stereophile
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soundstage. Icould go on forever about
Ironically, the tests that have been done
the finer differences between these proregarding phase indicate that poor phase
ducts, but such differences are overresponse may be responsible for the
romantic sound and imaging of some of
whelmed by the sound variations produced under different conditions of use.
the highest-priced low output Japanese
moving coils. Out of phase may be better
Iwill limit myself to what Ithink you
than "accurate" in providing the illusion
will probably hear with most reasonable
of music.
setups.
The tracking tests use the German Hi All this makes me increasingly leery of
Fi Institute Test Record Number Two.
cult descriptions of the finer nuances in
They can help spot abad cartridge, but
any piece of audio gear. Yes, the ear is inthey fall far short of being musically accredibly sensitive, and yes, all gear
curate. Careful listening to the Shure
sounds different. Anyone who denies
musical tracking test records indicates
this shouldn't be a reviewer. Yes, matthat test-tone records fail to indicate how
ching the best cartridge to a specific
a cartridge will track both upper
system does wonders for that system.
midrange and treble, and complex
But if my system is not your system—
musical dynamics. Many cartridges that
and it almost surely isn't—you should
give only moderate results on test
question the relevance of 200 extra
records are more musical and natural in
words describing minute differences in
complex musical passages than those that
depth, imaging, air, and detail.
track at 10-20 microns more on test
records.
SWEEPINGGENERALIZATIONOLOGY
In summary, let me stress that the
Now for the results, and let me begin
technical results in this article are largely
with ageneric comment. Iused some
to help you understand as much as possivery expensive low output moving coils
ble about the cartridges under review,
as areference during these tests, and yet
and not ameans of ranking cartridges.
Ihave to say that the best high output
cartridges outperformed my Argent Diamond, a $3500 Japanese wonder, the
HOC'S ON FIRST?
Dynavector Diamond, the Accuphase 3,
WATTS ON SECOND!
etc as long as Idid not use top-rated and
Let me speed on to another point. Some
top-priced electronics such as the Audio
cartridges were definitely better than
Research SP-10 preamp, the Klyne head
others, and Iwill say so. But several of
amp, or the improved Conrad Johnson
the best offer radically different sonic
head amp with the low outputs.
choices. I assume that you take any
The state of the art in cartridges has adreviewer as no more than aguide, but let
vanced more quickly than the state of the
me stress that my key finding in this
art in high gain stages. This is true even of
survey is that four or five of these cargood ones like the PS Audio head amp
tridges combine to form a "gourmet
and preamp. In the case of the Yamaha
menu" of sonic flavors; you can use the
level products—which did better than
menu to match their sound to your
most mid-fi equipment—any cartridge
specific system and taste.
that forces you to use the extra gain stage
Another reason Iam not ranking the
should be avoided.
top cartridges is that the sound can vary
In practical terms, this probably means
sharply according to system and setup.
that most audiophiles should now conTonearm and headshell performance,
centrate on getting the best high output
acoustical
and
mechanical
cartridge possible, and avoid low output
breakthrough, cables and electronics
cartridges and the necessary stepup
can all radically alter the details of the
devices or extra gain stages unless they
treble, bass, dynamics, imaging, and
can afford the very best.
42
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THE ADCOM FAMILY
All of the new generation of Adcoms
sound exceptionally flat in frequency
response. All have good separation and
what seems to be exceptional phase performance. This can produce excellent imaging on agood system, but it can also
produce aslight hole in the middle if the
speakers are inadequate or poorly placed,
or if the electronics are abit weak.
All the Adcoms have a controlled
sound like that from amaster tape. They
do not sound like conventional moving
coils. There is no rising high end to provide all the emphasis on imaging or
detail. There is no added warmth to the
midrange or bass. There is no special emphasis of dynamics.
If you like areally clean 15 ips tape, you
will like the Adcoms. What you will get
with each step up in price is alittle more
resolution, alittle more speed, and alittle
more upper octave detail. The depth and
imaging also tend to improve with price,
although none produce the kind of forward image, sound to the right or left of
the speakers, and holographic depth that
you can get with some of the more
romantic moving coils. The Adcoms tend
to image like atop ranking tape deck.
The Adcoms merit good fast speakers
like the Spicas, Quad ESL-63s, etc. They
sound alittle slow or dull with speakers
with aslow midrange and tweeter. They
match the Thiels rather nicely, but not
speakers with arolled off high end. They
are also relatively merciful with mid -fi
transistor electronics, although Ishould
hasten to say that this is not because they
are colored, but because they don't have
the rising high end that exacerbates
mediocre transistor sound.
Their tonal balance also tends to put
your listening position in the concert hall
at about Row F-H, versus Row A-B for
the Decca and Talisman Alchemist, Row
M-0 for the Grados—and the conductor's armpit for some of the moving coils.
If you like this sound, they are excellent value for money. A word of caution, however: they do best with medium
to medium-low mass headshells and
Stereophile

tonearms, with Litz Wire headshell wires,
and with interconnects like the Petersen
and Livewire. Careful attention to
azimuth is mandatory, as it is with virtually all the cartridges in this review. VTA
sensitivity varies by model.

THE ADCOM HC/E II: $140

This is an excellent medium priced cartridge, although the Grado Signature 8M
is strong competition (though with adifferent sound), and the MAS Econocoil
will give you slightly more of the transparent life that most people associate
with moving coils. It is flat, extended,
and well controlled. There is less life and
detail than with the higher priced Adcoms, and less air. The result is aslight
hardening of the upper midrange and treble, and less good imaging and depth.
All in all, however, the Adcom HC/E II
does very well. It is musical with awide
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The addition of avan den Hul stylus extends the amount of high frequency
detail and gives the impression of aslight
increase in speed and air. Many will feel
the extra $60 well spent. I, however, feel
that the HC/E Il reviewed above has a
smoother upper midrange and slightly
more natural and consistent imaging.
You also need very careful tuning of
VTA to get the benefits from the vdH version. Careless adjustment will make it
sound harder than the HC/E II, and will
exacerbate any hardness in transistor electronics. Good value, but not as good to
my particular set of ears as the HC/E II or
XC/MR II.

The XC/MR Il seemed faster than the
two previous Adcoms and has the best
midrange—particularly
upper
midrange—of all the Adcoms. It seems to
be a bit smoother throughout the frequency spectrum, and for some reason it
produces slightly more dynamic bass
while also slightly improving control. I
also find abit better tracking with complex music like flute and very demanding
string passages.
All in all, the XC/MR Il makes music on
records sound more like amaster tape, or
the very best digital processors, than any
other high output cartridge I've heard,
and only the Argent Diamond, Audionote, and EMT van den Hul do abetter
job of providing this kind of linear and
accurate sound in the low output world.
The lack of romance or coloration means
that it takes prolonged, careful listening to
realize just how good ajob it does, but I
keep coming back to it when Iwant to
know exactly the tonal balance and imaging on arecord. My favorite in the Adcom
line and one of my favorite cartridges.

ADCOM XC/MR II: $325

ADCOM SXC/VDH: $450

range of records, suits most medium priced electronics, and is comparatively easy
to set up. It may lack the excitement of
competing cartridges on afew records or
instruments, but it never gets its revenge
by degrading or falsely emphasizng other
records or instruments. Nice job at an
even nicer price.

ADCOM HC/VDH II: $220

The Adcom XC/MR Il ranks with the
Argent Ruby, Decca van den Huls, Grado
Signatures, and Talisman Alchemist as an
outstanding example of a given set of
sound characteristics. It adds to the
evidence tending to make me think that
the Micro-Ridge Stylus works better than
any other new stylus shape.

Well, you get atubular sapphire cantilever
and a van den Hul stylus. You get the
fastest and most detailed sound of all the
Adcoms, you get cleaner upper octaves,
and the precision of imaging can be truly outstanding. All in all, this is an excellent cartridge.
Iam back, however, to the feeling that
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the upper midrange is just slightly harder
and less natural with the Adcom van den
Huis than with their Micro-Ridge or elliptical stylii.
I suspect that many
audiophiles will disagree and prefer the
speed, highs, and superior imaging of this
cartridge over the MR, but Ireally don't
hear live music with this much in the way
of high frequencies, and Ihear alot of
live music that lacks any trace of hardness
in the upper midrange. Higher Fi-ers may
want to get it all out of the groove, but /
want the sound to seem as natural as
possible. I prefer the MR precisely
because it doesn't have the edge over the
SXC/VDH.

THE ARGENT FAMILY
The Argents and the Talisman Alchemist
have one thing in common: their rising
high frequency response (as shown on
the frequency sweeps) is not easily detectable in the sound. Ironically, the lesser
amount of rise in the Audioquest is.
Damned if Iknow why.
As for the rest, the Argents are abit
similar to the Dynavector Diamonds in
that they tend to be quick, clean, and a
bit analytic. If the Alchemist is slightly
warm, the Argents tend to stress transient
detail and air over dynamics. They are
very tight and nicely controlled in the
bass, though that characteristic is
sometimes too controlled for me. They
tend to put you forward in a modern
concert hall that has a considerable
ADCOM SXC/VAN DEN I-111

amount of high frequency reflection.
There are, however, important differences among the various Argents.

ARGENT 500H: $200
This version of the Argent has aBoron
cantilever and is the cheapest of the 500
series. Ironically, it has the smoothest frequency test response, and a relatively
hard upper midrange. The imaging is not
as well defined or stable as the best competing moving coils, and there is alack of
sweetness and air in the upper four octaves. It is not abad cartridge, but Iwill
pass quickly on to the next.

THE ARGENT 500HS: $260
In contrast, the Argent 500HS is very
close to the Dynavector Diamonds in
that it provides extended highs and a
great deal of upper octave detail and life,
without hardness or roughness. The up-

ARGENT MC-500H
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per octaves may not be quite as fast as
with the Dynavectors, and are more
elevated, but they are very smooth indeed, and they bring you close to the
performance in ahighly enjoyable way.
Whether this is the result of converting
from Boron to Sapphire Ileave to the
gemologists. In any case, the imaging is
excellent and very stable. Air is very
good. Depth is a bit limited, but still
good. The soundstage suits the close-in
tonal balance of the cartridge and the
spread of instruments is good.
The midrange is abit lean with an emphasis on the upper midrange, but it is
generally very clean and natural. The
same is true of the bass. A bit lacking in
dynamics, perhaps, but very good in
terms of tightness and control.
The 500HS does benefit from the
Discrete
Technology,
Interlink
Reference, and Straightwire cables, and it
will need aslight amount of fiddling with
the VTA, but set-up is otherwise easy.
By and large, the 500HS is excellent
value for money if you like a classic,
slightly analytic, moving coil sound. You
may get more if you pay much more, but
the 500HS is certainly better than most
comparably priced low outputs. It makes
anice contrast to the control and mastertape sound of the comparably priced Adcorns, and it is agood step up from the
MAS.

THE ARGENT 500HR: $300
The 500HR uses aruby instead of asapphire stylus. Since the technical literature
seems hopelessly divided over the magical/scientific merits of such changes, I
will confine myself to their sound. The
end result is abetter and more refined
500HS. You get asmoother and more
detailed sound with better transients and
more air and dynamics. The bass is abit
more solid and extended.
The end result is that the 500HR is a
very nice cartridge indeed. It works exceptionally well with tube electronics
that have aslightly warm or sweet sound,
and with slightly softer transistor electronics like the Yamaha and Threshold.
Depending on your personal taste, the
midrange can sound abit lean compared
with the Decca or Talisman Alchemists,
or it can sound better controlled and
more accurate. The rising high end
brings you in closer than the Adcoms
and gives the impression of more high
end speed and transient detail, but the
best Adcoms have aslightly more natural
upper midrange. All in all, decide on the
basis of the tonal balance you prefer and
the needs of your system.

AUDIOQUEST T-5M: $295
This is agood cartridge, but my sample at
least is outpointed by the competition.
The sound is well balanced, but the rising

ARGENT MC-500 HR

ARGENT MC-500 HS
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highs shown in the graph sound that
way, and the upper midrange sounds a
bit hard while the rest of the midrange is
a bit lean. Bass is also good, but not
outstanding.
Imaging is not quite as stable or clear
as much of the competition, and depth is
a bit short. Ido not hear the fine harmonic detail Ihear with the best competing cartridges or the kind of subtle
low level information Ilook for in quiet
passages. The soundstage is certainly
good by comparison with most older
cartridges, but is no longer top-ranking;
the state of the art is improving that fast.
Idon't mean to knock the T-5M with
these comments. It is agood cartridge
and will work well with many systems.
Loading it down with lower impedances
and using afairly high mass and resonance-free headshell like the Audioquest,
or atonearm like the SAEC, will help get
the treble into better balance and make it
more compatible with transistor electronics that have aslight edge. I'd opt for
the other medium and high output
Audioquests I've tested, or the competition. It is avery competitive life in today's world of high output cartridges

DECCA VAN DEN HUL (AUDIO
ACCESS)': $450

You are also going to have to fiddle
with headshells and weights. The cartridge works reasonably well in a
medium mass tonearm, but it does not
permit solid cartridge- to- tonearm contact, and Iended up with alead-damped
MMT headshell, and then the new Audioquest headshell. There is no doubt that
this cartridge could be greatly improved
by designing it for use in a standard
tonearm, rather than limiting it to a
second-rate adapter that means alot of
tweeking with screws, weights, and

1 Caveat emptort Repcau.s.1 calls u, Audio Access
could not elicit aresponse from president Andy Liu.
We doubt that the cartridge reviewed here will he

widely available. Please note that this is not the Decca Super Gold (with van den Hul stylus) marketed in
the U.S. by Precision Sound Marketing.
LA

AUDIOQUEST 1-5M

20

Under review here is aDecca Gold cartridge modified by Andy Liu of Audio Access by installation of avan den Hul-type
stylus, and it seems to be considerably
better than the one reviewed previously
in Stereophile (Vol.7, No. 4), and, as you
can see, the price is alot lower. Its tracking performance, for example, was
outstanding on my test records. It is,
however, typical of Decca that it came
with at least one screaming design problem. The cartridge tended to fall out of
the adaptor/holder needed to mount
Decca cartridges in regular tonearms, and
had to be held in place with aspot of
glue. Nothing Decca builds ever seems to
be perfect right out of the box, no matter
how well the importer inspects the
product.
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counterweights. This could also probably reduce aslight residual tendency
toward hum.
Aside from these practical problems,
the Decca is one of the most seductive
cartridges on the market. It is by far the
most dynamic cartridge available. It produces avery sharp, quick contrast between low and high level passages
throughout its entire frequency range.
No competing cartridge gives music so
much life or excitement at any price. The
Talisman Alchemist, for example, is a
very dynamic cartridge, and outperforms
all but the very highest priced moving
coils, but the Decca seems to extract virtually every bit of detail from the groove
and gives it to you with amazing speed
and grace.
This dynamic "life" can get abit unnatural, particularly since Ihear aslight
rise in the bass that does not show up on
the frequency sweep and arise in the treble that does. It never, however, gets
unpleasant or unmusical. This is very
definitely afun cartridge.
To be more specific, the soundstage is
well delineated, although not perhaps as
wide or well defined in depth as the best
of the competition. The treble response
is never hard, in spite of the slight rise in
response, and only the very best low
output moving coils can get any more
upper octave information out of the
grooves.
The midrange is abit warm—like the
expensive Japanese moving coils—and
euphonic, rather than linear or accurate.
Many, however, won't care because of
the dynamic nature of the cartridge. The
data that characterizes the placement of
each instrument may be abit lacking on
occasion, and the Argents, Grado
Signatures, and better Alchemists do better in this area, but no one is going to
complain about aweak midrange.
The bass is abit of aweak point. It is
very strong and deep, and exceptionally
quick and dynamic, but it needs to be
tighter. It is definitely abit romantic. It
also requires careful adjustment of the
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tonearm to get it at its best. You do have
to obey the resonance rules here, and
may well have to use a resonance test
record. This is normally adealer job, but
be sure you are there when it is carried
out.
Far too many dealers trust cartridge setups that they fail to verify on a test
bench, but areputable dealer will always
test tracking and channel balance.
Wealthier dealers will also check separation and frequency response—something Ifeel is absolutely necessary when
you are selling cartridges for more than
$500. If there is ahigh priced moving coil
that is reliable and consistent out of the
box, Ihave never found it in five years of
reviewing. Even worse, Ialso have to say
that some strange astrological (or
alphabetic) principle seems to make this
particularly true of products that begin
with the letter K.
One important additional feature: the
Decca Van den Hul performed reliably in
spite of several tonearm mountings and a
fairly hard set of knocks. More importantly it gave its best on avery wide range of
material. There are all too many low output moving coils, whose price and level
of coloration are as high as or higher than
the Decca, which seem to really "lock in"
with only afew records. The Decca Van
den Hul locks in on virtually any decent
record and can salvage quite anumber of
mediocre records—which may have
outstanding performances.
All in all, this is one of the most
musically exciting cartridges ever made.
Its reproduction of sound is the virtual
antithesis of the master-tape sound of the
Adcoms, but it is certainly no less
musically valid if your test is enjoyment
of the music played through the cartridge
rather than some theoretical level of accuracy It is, however, a cartridge you
must audition carefully to decide
whether it is your sound. You must listen
long enough to get over the first impact
and think about listening to for several
years.

Stereophile

GOLDRING ELECTRO II VAN
DEN HUL. $550
The Goldring Electro Il van den Hul was
the first "new generation" high output
moving coil Ireviewed, and this led me
to give it high marks in Audio. Well, it is
all of six months later and it drops to the
upper third of the pack. It still is agood
cartridge, but it now comes across as
slower than the best: the highs and the
top end of its upper midrange are abit
rough compared with the best cartridges
in this survey.
Otherwise it is avery nice cartridge indeed. The soundstage is well balanced in
size and depth. The imaging is stable, well
spread out and natural. There is aloss of
air and of the locatable harmonic detail
associated with individual instruments,
but this loss is mild and takes top quality
electronics to detect. Bass is good and
dynamics are good to very good.
The Goldring requires a medium to
high mass arm and a resonance-free
headshell. It benefits from loads of
10,000 ohms or less, the Audioquest
headshell, and the Livewire and Petersen
interconnects, all of which help make up
for the slight loss of high frequency
speed. On the other hand, it does better
with slightly warm or soft electronics.
Still a very nice cartridge, but the
challenge these days is not to be good or
even very good, but to equal the rapid
advances in the state of the art.

GRACE F-9E: $200 SUPER,
$300 RUBY
An oldie-but-goodie that is getting more
moldy than goodie. Its great strength used to be good performance over the full
frequency spectrum, plus more extraction of upper octave detail than most
moving magnets and superior performance in low-level musical passages.
However, the better high output moving
coils in this survey consistently outperformed the Grace F-9E in these respects.
The Grados —subject to my later comments about tonal balance—were far
more musical in terms of detail,
dynamics, depth, and imaging.

This is still agood cartridge, but you
can now do better. Let me add that the
ruby stylus produces more treble detail
but is slightly harder and less natural. If
you buy the ruby stylus version, jewe'll
regret it.
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THE GRADO FAMILY
Like most Rumanian Gypsy Heldenhoenzolleran tenors of Sicilian descent, Joe
Grado prefers the moving iron principle
of cartridge design. Having given you a
comprehensive technical explanation, I
will now turn to the sound.

THE GRADO GTE +1: $19.95
The GTE +1 is so cheap that some dealers
won't carry it because of the low profit
per cartridge. It is, however, probably the
best single buy in hi-fi. It is abit bright
and "moving coil" sounding, without being excessively so. While it lacks the detail
and transient speed of much of the
higher priced competition, it is not hard
or unpleasant. It complements most low
and medium price equipment quite well.
The midrange is good—which is
outstanding at the price—and the bass is
acceptable. The concert hall position
tends to be close in, but not too close.
Imaging is good, and depth is adequate.
Tracking is adequate and setup is easy.
The nice thing about the GTE +1 is
that you can listen to it for avery long
time on awide range of music and not
have to think about what the cartridge is
and is not doing. Many competing cartridges do most things as well or better,
but the lower price Ortofons, Shures,
Pickerings,
Stantons,
ADCs, Audio
Technicas, etc. all tend to have more of a
sonic fingerprint in some area that makes
them stand out in some way. The Or-

tofons and A-Ts, for example, tend to
harden the highs, the Shures tend to
soften them too much, etc.
I will not pretend that this is the
ultimate cartridge. It is, however, as
musically natural as most cartridges
costing four to five times its price, and it
allows you to put your money into a
good low cost turntable like the Acoustic
Research or Harman Kardon T-60, rather
than the usual el junko.

GRADO
SIGNATURE
8M
($200) AND 10M ($400)
Joe Grado never leaves well enough
alone, and the Signature series is constantly being upgraded. Both the 8M and
10M are part of a family of cartridges
which have long been famous for a
midrange that competes with anything
around, at any price. In recent years this
midrange has been complemented by
much more tight, extended, and well
controlled bass, and better articulated
and more detailed highs. The Grado
Signatures do, however, have a unique
sonic character. They do not have the immediacy or brightness of moving coils.
Grado argues that this is because they
lack the resonances and distortioncausing effects of moving coil designs.
Perhaps, but the end effect is that they
place the listener in the middle or rear of
the concert hall on records where most
cartridges tend to put the listener on stage
or only as far back as Row D.
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This concert hall placement seems to
be the result of the amount of perceived
high frequency energy, and is certainly
not the result of the amount of musical
detail presented by this cartridge. The
highs are extended and the low level
detail is excellent. Iwould have to say
that no cartridge produces amore natural
concert hall sound or operatic performance with anything like as wide arange
of records as the Grado Signature 8M and
10M. They sound like live performances
in large halls.
Where the Signatures may full down is
with jazz, smaller chamber groups, and
music where immediacy and aclose-in
sound is natural and desirable. This too is
amatter of taste. Ihave been struck by
just how different live music can sound
when a particular group shifts halls,
when Ishift seating positions, or where
some element of artificial sound reinforcement is added.
As for the other aspects of performance, the Signatures demand an excellent medium- to low-mass, and lowresonance, tonearm. They give their best
performance in aresonance-resistent but
low to medium mass headshell, and Ican
testify that they do superbly in Grado's
new headshell and Laboratory Signature
tonearm. Like all the best cartridges in
this survey, they benefit from the best
possible cables. Iwould recommend the
Monster Cable Interlink Reference or the
Straightwire because they best complement the Signatures' midrange. If you
want more extended highs, try the Randalls, Petersens, Discrete Technology, and
Livewires.
With this set-up, you get a truly excellent product in virtually every respect.
VTA and azimuth adjustments are important, but not crucial. The Grados are
merely good to very good trackers, but
the imaging and depth are superb. The
Signature 10M is notably better in dealing
with very subtle soundstage information
than the 8M, particularly in low level
passages or in movements of asinger's
voice or an instrument.
Both cartridges provide extraordinary
Stereophile

soundstage information, and are competitive with even the best moving coils.
Choral music, for example, is exceptionally well defined and articulated. Percussion and strings have very stable placement without exaggerated width or
depth, or "etching" of the upper
frequencies.
The midrange is sweet, fluid, and
dynamic. It lacks the upper midrange excitement of most moving coils, but it also
lacks the tendency to emphasize the upper midrange. The 10M again outpoints
the Signature 8M in this regard because it
gives the midrange better placement and
air. The full range of musical detail is provided for each instrument, while there is
aslight blurring of that detail for the 8M.
The result can, incidentally, be abit jarring when the sound engineer has played
around too much with the miking and
mix. The combination of midrange and
soundstage information can make you all
too aware that many recordings image in
away that is only natural if you happen to
be standing in the middle of the
musicians.
Bass well be heavily dependent on
your tonearm, but it is very good with
the Signature 8M and excellent with the
10M. Both take you all the way down
without warming or emphasizing agiven
part of the bass spectrum. Iwould have
to confess that Iprefer the bass excitement and dynamics of the Talisman
Alchemist or Decca van den Hul with
many records, but then the Grados do
better on other records. The main point
is that the bass is musically consistent
with the overall balance of the Signature
series and provides both the full range of
bass data and a bass that matches the
midrange and treble.
To sum up, both Signatures are excellent cartridges, but they are very much
matters of taste. They have aunique tonal
balance and they tend to put you in a
slightly different part of the hall. The
question is not whether this is right or
wrong, but whether it is where you want
to sit. Ican unhesitatingly recommend
the 8M and 10M and will even grudging51

ly say that the $200 price increase for the
10M seems justified—at least in aworld
where it seems to cost $200 for an oil
change. You should, however, listen to
the Grados and the other top cartridges
in this series. All strongly reflect the
designer's taste; your choice should
reflect your taste.

MAS ECONOCOIL: $129
A hands-down winner for the cartridge with the least attractive name in
the survey, but the name is perfectly accurate. This product sells for around
$129---dirt cheap by today's moving coil
standards. It is also subject to reasonably
high production standards, and has good
separation and smooth
frequency
response. It is a good to very good
tracker, and did not exhibit any great setup problems in the MMT.

As for the sound, the cartridge is
smooth, with a slight upper midrange
depression that seems well calculated to
complement the kind of transistor electronics it is likely to be used with. It is not
as quick or detailed as most of the more
expensive cartridges in this survey, but it
is still quicker than moving magnets and
is at least good in this respect. Its speed
was, for example, the equal of the much
more expensive Goldring van den Hul.
Overall recovery of transient detail is
good, although low level musical
passages do lose some information and
there is atrace of hardness.
The soundstage is stable and consistent. The imaging is less finely delineated
than with higher price competitors, but is
still good. Depth is alittle lacking, but only alittle. The soundstage is not quite as
wide as it should be, but the proportions
are right and it takes very careful speaker
placement to tell the difference.
The treble is smooth and extended. It
sounds slightly reticent but very pleasant
and works with awide range of records.
The midrange is good with perhaps a
slight irregularity in the lower midrange
where the generally high quality is slightly veiled and there seemed to be aslight
loss of imaging detail on percussion. Bass
is good, although not as tight or extended as the best high priced competitors.
In short, this is agood cartridge and
provides value for money. It is well suited
to anyone with mid -ri transistor elec-
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tronics. It can also be improved slightly in
some setups by loading it down to
5,000-10,000 ohms. This seems to produce aslight increase in speed and transient detail, which are the main things
you don't get when you spend $129 instead of $600. Ihave to note in making
this comment, however, that Iassume
you have very fast speakers. None of this
speed difference was apparent on aconventional set of acoustic suspension
speakers—which are the most likely
speakers to be associated with a $129
cartridge. 2

SHURE V-15 VMR: $275
This cartridge seems to divide high-end
reviewers more than any other, and largely along class lines. If you are a cardcarrying highender, it is definitely
declasse. If you bemoan the fact that high
end audio now consumes more of the
GNP than nuclear weapons, and are
frightened of Carl Sagan's warning that
cumulative emissions of upper octave
music can cause an "audio winter," then
fans of expensive moving coils are effete
snobs.
My own general impression—which is
formed from a position of godlike
wisdom and objectivity—is that the
newest Shure is good value for money at

2 For adifferent point of view on the MAS Econocoil, see The Audio Cheapskate in this issue.
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the $130 it generally discounts for. It is
justly famous as an excellent tracker, and
it is important to note that it tracks music,
not just test tones. It sounds slightly rolled off in the upper three octaves, does
not resolve low level detail as well as its
higher priced competition, and lacks
upper-octave sweetness and life. Its
dynamics are less natural than those of
the better high priced competition. The
latest MR stylus is, however, considerably
better in providing natural highs than its
predecessor if you tweak and adjust the
cartridge body to get the best sound. Unfortunately, Shure seems to have given up
on the full range of precise setup jigs and
gauges it issued with the first V-15 Vs, and
there is no way you can visually align this
cartridge because of its irregular shape.
Playing with VTA and azimuth—
particularly azimuth—can make a real
difference.
In fact, setup is suprisingly critical. The
fact that the Shure V-15 VMR works adequately in most tonearms in no way
means that it works its best in most
tonearms. It needs Litz wire in the
headshell—if possible—and fast, extended interconnects. The Straightwire,
Livewire, and Petersen are advised. The
bass is loose in medium to high mass
tonearms; low to medium mass combinations are advised. In the right tonearm,
however, the bass can be quite good if
less than fully dynamic, and slightly less
tight than the best competition.
The V-15 VMR also benefits from a
hard platter mat and clamp combination
like the Goldmund or SOTA, or standard
VPI. This gives it alittle more life without
sacrificing its smoothness and tracking. I
do not advocate removing the stylus
brush from contact with the record. This
will give the V-15 VMR more life, but it
also means a slightly rougher and less
detailed upper octave performance, and
more problematic bass in medium mass
arms.
The end result, however, is close
enough to agood open reel tape to be
recommended. Imaging and soundstage
are quite natural if the setup is good. The
53

cartridge's excellent upper octave separation means you must adjust your
speakers, have good electronics, and adjust your balance control carefully to
avoid ahole in the middle.
The apparent rolloff in the high end
complements most medium priced transistor electronics. Demanding, complex
passages of music come through with exceptional clarity—although always with
some loss of upper midrange and treble
detail. The bass is as natural as anything
in the price range. Reliability is excellent.
Neither agod nor agoat, but simply
good value for money. 3 (Only an idiot,
however, would pay list!)

TALISMAN ALCHEMIST: $425

in terms of low level passages in the upper octaves.
The treble does not sound anywhere
near as elevated as the frequency sweep
would indicate. This probably reflects
the fact that the Alchemist needs a
relatively high vertical mass, a neutral
headshell that will damp it abit (try lead
glued to the top of the MMT headshell or
the new Audioquest headshell), and
careful VTA adjustment with the rear of
the cartridge abit down.
Clumsy setup can make the Alchemist
sound hard or bright, and will not match
it to most mid -fi transistor electronics.
The Alchemist also benefits from careful
matching of cables to system. The Interlink Reference, Straightwires, and
Discrete Audios may do better with transistor systems than the RandalIs,
Petersens, or Livewires.
The midrange is excellent. The
dynamics are exciting without any trace
of exaggeration. The balance is slightly
warm without being too warm—a la
Koetsu. The upper midrange blends
smoothly into the treble without exaggerating voice. Voice sibilants, for example, are reproduced much more accurately than in many competing moving coils.
Lower midrange is also very good, with
anice sound on piano and alot of detail
in drums.
The bass is perhaps just slightly up, but
it is tight and exciting when the music is
tight and exciting, and dull when the

Like most of today's more elfin West
Coast mesomorphs, Dave Fletcher has
struggled for years to make ahigh output
moving coil cartridge that would meet
two design objectives: first, to equal the
better low output moving coil cartridges
on ano-holds-barred basis; second, to
name a product after his distinguished
ancestor Frodo Baggins—from whom
Dave gets the hairiest toes on the San Andreas fault. 4
The Alchemist is successful in meeting
both design objectives. If you like the
moving coil sound, a properly set up
Alchemist will rival any moving coil
under $1000 and provide truly excellent
musical performance. In fact, the
Alchemist provides close to the most
dynamic sound Ihave heard in amoving
coil; it is outpaced only by the Decca van
TALISMAN ALCHEMIST IIIS
den Hul in this respect.
"
Soundstaging is excellent. The sound
is just slightly forward and is extended to
both right and left without loss of centerfill or instrumental placement. Depth is
just slightly short of the $1000-plus competition, but this is arguable. Air is excellent although slightly warm in terms of
low level midrange detail and abit bright
3 For an alternate point ot view, see The Audio
Cheapskate in Vol. 7, No. 5, as well as JGH's review
of the Signet TK-10ML in the same issue.
4Whose fault is that? For that matter, whose fault is
this whole survey??
LA
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music is dull. There is no one-note bass
exaggeration, although upper bass imaging is better on anumber of competing
cartridges. The bass can also be further
tightened by loading the cartridge down
below 5000 ohms, although for some
reason this tends to deaden the Alchemist
slightly and is not really recommended.
Whether the Alchemist is preferable to
the mix of advantages and disadvantages
from any competing low output will of
course be a matter of taste. It is,
however, atrue competitor. For example, Iprefer the flatter upper octaves and
air of the Argent Diamond. At the same
time, Ifind the Alchemist to be more
musically detailed and naturally dynamic
than the Alpha 1and Accuphase 3, and to
be amore accurate and exciting cartridge
than the Koetsu Black, with less exaggeration of warmth, faster transients,
tighter bass, and cleaner highs. Iprefer
the upper octaves of the Dynavector Diamond 17DS, but Iwould give the Alchemist the edge in the lower octaves.
And so it goes. The issue is one of
nuance, not absolutes, and the Alchemist
gets you away from astepup device or
high gain stage. It is aclassic moving coil
you can actually listen to without demanding that your electronics do their
worst. 5

to a range of sounds you can choose
from to tune your system.
Ialso hope you will understand my
emphasis on high output cartridges as a
means of avoiding an extra gain stage that
Ifind to be one of the really major problems in the average home system. I, for
one, can't listen through transistor noise
or tube hiss, and Ifind that the hardness
or other problems in most high gain
stages is sufficiently unpleasant that
bypassing them is a major sonic
objective—as well as afinancial one.
You pays your money and you takes
your choice. In this case, however, you
can be assured of some pretty good
shopping.
AHC

STOP PRESS:
SOME SUPPLEMENTS TO THE
HIGH OUTPUT SURVEY

Idid say that technology was changing
quickly—well maybe its changing too
quickly! Here are some last minute
supplements.

AUDIOQUEST T-7M: $495

Audioquest recently decided to bring out
acompletely new version of the T-7M
cartridge. The result is asuperior product
with many of the virtues of the Argent
Diamond low output moving coil—
SUMMINGUPMANSHIP
which remains one of my favorite carIhope it is clear from the above reviews
tridges at any price—and aserious rival
that Iam presenting you with amenu of to the Argent HS-500R.
sonic flavors, and not coming down
The Audioquest T-7M is much more
from Mount Sinai with ten cartridges in
detailed and transparent than the same
hand (although Irather like the idea of company's T-5M. The highs from the
Dionysian Moses). A year or so back, I T-7M do not sound the way they look
would probably have damned outright
on the frequency response graph. The
about halfthe high output cartridges then
upper midrange sounds slightly lean, but
available, damned the rest with faint
it does not sound hard. The result is
praise, and picked the best simply to prodetail and transparency. The rest of the
midrange is flat and bass is very good,
vide you with an option. The world has
moved on, however, and my main thrust
although the mid and low bass may be
in writing this survey has been to give
overly controlled and slightly lacking in
you enough information to start listening
bottom end.
The imaging is quite stable and exhibits excellent height and width,
although depth is slightly shallow. The
5 JGH reviews the Alchemist in this issue to much
T-7M provides the fine harmonic detail
the same effect.
Stereophile
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of the best competing cartridges,
although the emphasis on treble and upper midrange detail exacts the penalty of
slightly masking lower midrange detail
and warmth. Using amoderate to high
mass arm like the SAEC or Koetsu, and a
relatively aresonance-free headshell like
the Audioquest, will help ensure that you
get the treble into proper balance.
The Audioquest T-7M is directly competitive with many far more expensive
low output moving coils. If you want excellent imaging and a quick, detailed,
close-in sound—but without excessive
etching of the highs—the Audioquest
T-7M may be just the cartridge you want.
It also makes afascinating alternative to
the Argent 500HS. The Argent 500HS has
alittle more upper octave air and speed,
but a slightly less smooth upper
midrange. The 500HS also has slightly
more bass, but alittle less control. Both,
however, have the same general sonic
"earprint."
See graph for Audioquest T-7M on page 59

GARROT
$440

DECCA:

ABOUT

Having fallen half in love with the Decca van den Hul, Inow have fallen twothirds in love with the Garrot Decca. The
Garrot arrived too late for computer
measurement, but sonically edges out the
Decca van den Hul in virtually every way
but tracking, where it fell into the
mediocre 80 micron category.
The Garrot version of the Decca is in
many ways similar to the Decca van den
Hul. It is rebuilt by hand, and tipped by
Garrot with what they call amicroscanner stylus, which attempts to replicate
the shape of the cutting stylus, though in
ashape somewhat closer to amicro ridge
than avan den Hul. The Garrot is also
similar to the van den Hul in that has acquired asolid reputation for reliability
and life expectancy when used as
instructed.
You can buy adecent cartridge body
adaptor from the Garrot importer. You
still need amedium to high mass tone
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arm, and/or one with damping. The AR,
Alphason, MMT, Linns, etc. are abit too
light. The Rega 300, The Arm (but you
can't use the mounting adaptor), the
SAECs, Koetsu, new Syrinx, and Zeta are
all ideal, with the Rega and Zeta offering
the best match. 6
The Garrot does everything the Decca
van den Hul does in the highs. If
anything, the sharp, quick, contrast between low and high level passages and
transients is cleaner, but smoother. The
slight rise in the bass is better controlled,
and the highs lack the touch of overemphasis Ican't get out of the Decca van
den Hul no matter how Iload it.
The
soundstage
remains
well
delineated, and is wider and better defined in depth. The midrange remains abit
warm, rather than linear or accurate, but
seems slightly better balanced in terms of
the highs. The bass is still strong and
deep, and exceptionally quick and
dynamic, but is not quite as loose as in
the van den Hul. You do, however, still
have to obey tone arm resonance rules,
and should check your set up with a
resonance test record. The Garrot version of the Decca thus edges out the Decca van den Hul. It is also more accurate
than the van den Hul, although it still
does not compare with the master tape
sound of the best Adcoms, and it's far
less flat in frequency response and less
accurate in pulse and square wave
response
than
many
competing
cartridges.
Let me also warn you that buying a
Garrot isn't easy. Iwould probably never
have done so without the inspiration of a
rave review by Ken Kessler in Hi Fi News
& Record Review. You have to import
the cartridge from the Parabolic Stylus
Company, P.O. Box 38, Torquay, TQI
1BW, England. (I suggest that you call
first: the number is 011-44-803-26791.)
You must pay with abankers check in
sterling and the total cost is 347 pounds

6 At radically different prices-5240 for the Rep
versus $795 for the Zeta.,
LA
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(about $410) including the headshell
adaptor. This means risking a considerable amount of money on this
reviewer's
notoriously
unreliable
description of the cartridge's sound, then
several weeks of notoriously unreliable
auidophile patience before the cartridge
arrives. The only good news is that Garrot is so sure you will like it that you can
return undamaged units for a money
back refund.
Set-up is also abit cumbersome. The
VTA/SRA is normally best with the tonearm sloping down slightly from the
pivot. Each cartridge is hand adjusted individually so you must track at the force
recommended for your particular sample. There is some argument about
whether the Deccas phase invert, and
you will have to fiddle with tonearm
connections and grounding to get hum
down to the lowest possible level.
The manufacturer also recommends
15,000 ohm loading, although Ifound
this slightly damped the bass; Ileave
mine at 47,000 ohms most of the time.
You must never use aconventional electric or hard brush stylus cleaner. Use
Stylast
instead
as
a combined
cleaner/treatment, or asoft brush like the
ones that come with the Signet, Audio
Technica, and Last record cleaners. You
must always be careful to brush back to
front. One mistake (and this goes for the
Decca van den Hul as well) and you have
instant junk.
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GRADO SIGNATURE 8M

REVISED ($200)

Did Isay that Joe Grado never leaves
well enough alone? Damn right. Imade
the fatal mistake of discussing my results
with him, and out came new versions of
the 8M and 10M. The new Grado Signature 8M (which has no identification of
the revision except that shipment began
in late November, 1984) resolves many
of the issues raised in my original review
(see above). It also has asonic character
which sounds much like the curves
shown on the attached frequency sweep
—although the audible rise in the upper
octaves is far less steep than the one in
the chart.
The Signature 8M now has much of
the immediacy of moving coils. It places
the listener nearer the front and middle
of the concert hall and is better balanced
for jazz, smaller chamber groups, and
music where immediacy and aclose-in
sound is appropriate. The end result is
that the 8M preserves all the virtues listed
above, but now has amore commonly
accepted tonal balance and soundstage
character. This undoubtedly makes it
one of the best buys around.
Iam now less certain, however, about
the merits of Signature 10M. The 10M remains something of an experiment—a
product in aconstant state of change—
but my latest version sounds roughly the
same as the one Ireview above. Icannot,
therefore, say with much certainty that
you will get $200 worth of sound improvement over the 8M—in the 10M's
current state of development. 7 The 10M
is probably still good value for money
and retains all the virtues I've described,
but Ican't help feeling that Joe Grado
doesn't know exactly what sound he
wants from this cartridge. Ithink the
Signature 8M is now so good so that I'd
be tempted to put the extra $200 into a
better tonearm, or wait and see exactly
what tonal balance and sound characteristics will emerge from the Signature
10Ms of 1985.
AHC
TO BE CONTINUED,
BUT NOT, THANK GOD, IN THIS ISSUE!
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FREQUENCY RESPONSE CURVES:

THE CURVES THAT COME IN THE CARTRIDGE BOX

Ever wonder how valuable those neat little frequency response curves are that
come in the box with some cartridges?
Well, no set of frequency curves really
tells you all that much about apparent
frequency response. They only measure
the cartridge's performance with one
type of continuous wave form, and
music is all complex pulses and transients. They at best warn of the general
character of acartridge's treble response,
and are normally useless in the bass and
lower and middle midrange because the
deviations from the norm have to be so
gross to warn you about the sound
character that no one would sell the product in the first place.
The curves provided by manufacturers with their cartridges, however, are
even worse. As Peter Moncrieff pointed
out some time ago, virtually all such
measurements use techniques that
smooth the curves to the point where
they are useless. If you want to check
this out for a given brand, go to your
dealer and compare the slow frequency
scan response curves used in this review
with the manufacturer's curves that
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come in the box with the particular cartridge you are interested in.
Or, compare the sample response
curve the manufacturer provided with
the Audioquest
Figure 1, with the
curves run for our review, Figure 2. The
T- -M is a very good cartridge. but the
curve that collies with it tells you
nothing about its sound character. The
slow frequency scan used in this review
at least hint at why the
-NI sounds
detailed and has aclose-in soundstage.
Audioquest is merely agood example
and should not be singled out: no other
set of manufacturer curves that come
with any of the cartridges included in
this survey were any more useful. This
leads me to the conclusion that manufacturers only provide frequency response curves with their cartridges with
the deliberate intention of disguising
their true frequency response irregularities with meaningless technical hype.
Any who feel there is a real defense of
the curves they supply are welcome to
respond in these pages with specificity
as to the test records they use.

AHC
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CARTRIDGE TEcHNoMEASUREMENTS
MODEL

OUTPUT (mu)

BALANCE (Haul

L2.30
R 2.30
L2.30
R 2.30
L2.20
R 2.20

± 0.0 dB

80M @ 2.0 grams

± 0.00 dB

90M @ 1.90 grams

± 0.0 dB

80M @ 2.0 grams

L2.40
R 2.40
L 1.60
R 1.70

± 0.0 dB

70M @ 1.6 grams

± 0.5 dB

60M @ 2.0 grams

I. 1.40
R 1.60
L 1.70
R 1.80
L0.89
R 0.94

± 1.0 dB

60M @ 2.0 grams

± 0.5 dB

70M @ 2.0 grams

± 0.75 dB

70M @ 2.0 grams

Adcom SXC/VDH
Adcom XC/N1R I
I
Adcom HC/VDI-1 II
Adcom HC/E II
Argent 500 HS
Argent 500 H
Argent 500 HR
Audioquest T-5M

TRACKING

Decca (Audio Access)

L3.70
R 3.70

± 0.0 dB

100M @ 2.0 grams

Grace F-9E

L2.20
R 2.40

± 0.75 dB

90M @ 1.5 grams

Grado (8M)

L3.70
R 4.00

± 1.0 dB

70M @ 1.5 grams

Grado GTE +1

L3.70
R 3.80
L 1.60
R 1.60
L2.20
R 2.30
L3.20
R 3.50
L2.40
R 2.40
L 1.80
R 1.80
L 1.20
R 1.20
L3.50
R 3.50

± 0.5 dB

70M @ 1.5 grams

± 0.0 dB

70M @ 1.5 grams

± 0.25 dB

90M @ 2.0 grams

± 0.50 dB

100M @ 2.0 grams

± 0.0 dB

90M @ 2.0 grams

± 0.0 dB

70M @ 2.0 grams

± 0.0 dB

80M @ 1.75 grams

± 0.0 dB

80M @ 1.5 grams

Grado 10M
MAS
Shure V15-VMR
Talisman Alchemist IIIS
V.D. Hul-UK
Audioquest T-7M
Grado Signature 8M
Revised

TEST RECORDS USED: CBS STR-170, GERMAN HI FI INSTITUTE TEST RECORD #2
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THE TALISMAN ALCHEMIST III CARTRIDGE

Type: High-output moving coil. Frequency range: 10 Hz to 60 kHz. Output
voltage: 2 mV. Source impedance: 90
ohms. Recommended load: 47,000
ohms. Compliance: 15 cu. Recommended tracking force: 1.5 to 2.5 grams.
Channel separation: 30 dB at 1kHz, 25
dB at 10 kHz. Weight: 6.7 grams. Price:
$425. MANUFACTURER: Sumiko, P.O.
Box 5046, Berkeley, CA 94705
High-end audio has taken alot of knocks
in recent years from the scientifically
disposed, who claim that it is too much
magic and too little science. Our efforts
to counter that view have not been
helped by the Talisman cartridge, whose
very name is that of a magical amulet
with powers to ward off evil. (Begone, 0
Grundgy, black spirit of the Sonic
Crudde!!) Now, from the folks that
brought you banishment of evil, we have
the transmutation of baser sounds into
golden sounds. Behold, the Alchemist!
Right off, the Alchemist Ill has two
things going for it. It has enough compliance and low enough stylus mass to
allow tracking at 2grams—moderately
high for an MM but relatively light for an
MC. And it has high enough output to be
fed into practically any MM phono preamp, without the MC's usual soundfouling step-up device. (Yes, I know
some step-up devices are very good, and
Ihave heard at least one case where a
good one actually gave "better" sound
than none at all, but Irefuse to admit
that any step-up can have as low distortion as no step-up at all.)
Talisman also makes an Alchemist IA,
which we have not tested. Actually, we
weren't supposed to test the III either. It
was purchased by one of our reviewers
and sent to the magazine office instead.
Ifigured it wouldn't hurt if Itook just a
little listen before forwarding it.
Stereophile

The IA and the III differ only in cantilever material: The IA has an aluminum
-magnesium-alloy cantilever, the III
has—would you believe—a hollow sapphire cantilever, providing extreme stiffness with very low mass and,
presumably, negligible tolerance for
physical abuse. Both use what Talisman
calls "intensified focus," which is
nothing more than a magnetic field
which is directed to where it is needed
rather than being allowed to spray all
over the place. The focused magnetic
field, along with high-potency samarium
cobalt magnets (the most powerful
permanent-magnet material available for
such applications), is what accounts for
the
Alchemist's
unusually
(and
remarkably) high output. But of course
none of that impresses me.
It's common knowledge among Stereophile readers that Ihave not much
cared for MC cartridges—at least not the
ones I've auditioned. I have been
bothered by their brightness-range
suckout and their tendency towards
what Ifelt to be acompletely unnatural
high-end hardness or outright shrillness.
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(I am convinced that, if the audiophile
community communed more often with
live music, the MC cartridge would never
have become so popular.) So Iwill not
pretend that Iwasn't skeptical about the
Alchemist, high-output and step-upless
or not. It was going to have to be alot
better than good for me to give it more
than my usual perfunctory nod, after
which I would have probably mentioned that Icouldn't stand listening to it
for more than ahalf hour, and would
have gone back to my Technics 100C
Mark IV.
As awarning to all component manufacturers, Ishould mention that Iam an
impatient installer. If acartridge is inordinately difficult to mount Ibecome irritated, and my irritation is likely to carry
over to my listening, inflating every
minor sonic imperfection into amajor
flaw. If, on the other hand, installation is
abreeze, my Initial Positive Reaction to
the product tends to induce tolerance
for its minor deficiencies. (For this
reason Ialways have to revise my reports
just before Ihand them to LA, to try and
put my initial prejudices into rather better perspective.)
Sumiko should be happy to know that
installing the Alchemist predisposed me
to tolerance of its "horrible" MC flaws.
Its mounting holes were in the right
places, Icould get at the screw heads
without angling the screwdriver at 30
degrees, and the output pins were
perfectly dimensioned, so that Ididn't
have to squeeze or pry open the tonearm
clips to get asnug but easy fit. These
sound like minor considerations, and are
certainly of no concern to the person
wealthy enough to pay his dealer to
agonize over the installation, but they
are important to the audiophile who
does it himself.
Asuggestion, though. Because the entire cartridge, including its connecting
pins, is angled downward from the headshell, some difficulty may be encountered in connecting the cartridge
clips after the cartridge is mounted on
the headshell. Ifound it easier to install
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the clips first and then mount the
cartridge.
Recommended tracking force for the
Alchemist III is 2grams, which appears
to be right on. Below 2, some mistracking was audible on difficult program
material; above 2, there was no improvement. The optimum VTA requirement
for the Alchemist is unusual: it requires
a "negative" orientation. That is, with
the rear of the tonearm lower than the
front by enough to give the cartridge a
2-degree (roughly) backward tilt.
Despite its modest compliance rating,
the Alchemist III proved to be an outstanding tracker, coping easily with the
nastiest material Icould throw at it (including Telarc's cannons). Even really
challenging stuff like loud french horns,
piano, and contralto fazed it not at all.
This was using it in the Souther arm with
extra headshell weighting.'
The Alchemist III does have arising
high end, and on ameasurement basis
it's areal doozey (see graph)! But unlike
the rise in most MCs, the Alchemist's
starts at arelatively high frequency and is
not preceded by a broad brightnessrange suckout, so it does not have a
tremendous effect on the sound. Instead
of hardness or steeliness, all it adds is an
increased feeling of airiness, detailing,
and delicacy, plus aslight "tizzy" quality to vocal sibilants and brushed
cymbals.
Without (for the first time) having to
"listen past" this cartridge's high end, I
was able to appreciate as never before
the positive attributes of MC cartridges,
which this one has in abundance. Iwill
not recite the litany again; you've all
heard or read it many times before. Suffice it to say that Ifound it very hard to
fault this cartridge.
But is it accurate? I'm not at all sure.
With the Klyne SK -5 preamp, which is
probably the most accurate preamp I
I Additional headshell weighting was found to be
crucial for good tracking in the Souther with a
number of cartridges. See JGH's report on the
Souther in Volume 7,Number 7.
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know of, the Alchemist III sounded very
much like the 15-ips tapes of the same
discs except for its conspicuously greater
high-end output. Comparing analog
discs and the CDs of the same recordings, the Alchemist had somewhat
more top, but not much. So, what constitutes "accurate"?
Because of the (known) losses that
normally occur in analog disc reproduction, CDs tend always to have more apparent (and probably actual) HF content
than their analog-disc equivalents,
which is only to be expected. Thus,
while the Alchemist may not have been
reproducing, literally, what was on the
discs, it was coming very close to making them sound like their CD counterparts. (And perfectionist CD manufacturers have acknowledged that the CDs
generally sound more like their master
tapes than do their analog disc releases.) 2
In other words, the Alchemist was probably coming very close to eliciting
master-tape sound from most discs. The
Alchemist III's sound was almost exactly what would be expected on the basis
of its measured HF response.
Using the Conrad-Johnson P‘' -5,
however, made the Alchemist slightly
brighter (and Irefer to middle treble
here, not upper treble) and slightly more
forward than the Klyne SK-5, but with a
less noticeable HF rise. There was adifferent set of differences between analog
discs and the comparison sources, but
the degree of difference was not greater
or less.
Ireally do like the feeling of transparency and aliveness, and the remarkable
detailing, that this cartridge extracts
from discs (and that detailing is not just
aresult of the HF rise). Once it was installed, Ihad no inclination whatsoever
to go back to my previous cartridge (the

Technics 100C Mk 4), which Istill feel is
equal to the Talisman although its
strengths lie in other areas. (And Istill
find the Technics "sweeter" high end
more musically satisfying.)
The Talisman Alchemist III is one MC
cartridge Ican recommend, although I
should perhaps tack acaveat onto that
recommendation: Many speaker systems
sound more or less soft at the high end
when fed good analog material. And
they tend to sound just about right-on
with CD sources. With the Alchemist Ill,
those loudspeakers sound a shade
tipped-up at the top, although not aggressively
so.
But. ..there
are
loudspeakers, most of them electrostatics, that tend to sound somewhat "hot"
with most analog sources, and these
could reveal more of the Alchemist's
high-end rise than you would care to
listen to.
JGH

Truth in Listening

Through innovative design and construction,
rigorous hand-selection of components. and uncompromising quality control. the NYMPH recreates dimensionally and dynamically the
visceral excitement of the live performance.
Write or call your nearest dealer

2 Iknow that Telarc makes the statement that their
CDs sound more like the master tapes than do their
vinyl discs, but Idoubt you'll find Sheffield or
Reference Recordings making that statement, to
mention a couple of perfectionist record
companies.
LA
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THE WELL TEMPERED ARM

ILLUSTRATION FROM PATENT APPLICATION

Pivoting, silicon-damped tonearm.
Nylon monofilament pivots. Length: 9
inches. Effective mass: 10 grams. Price:
$500. MANUFACTURER: William H.
Firebaugh, 3108 McKinley Way, Costa
Mesa, CA 92626.

A full review of the Well Tempered Arm
must await afuture issue, but we have
reproduced here the drawing from Mr.
Firebaugh's patent application. The key
elements appear to be the .010" thick, 1
/
4
"diameter, stainless steel tonearm tube
filled with sand; the floating suspension
of the tube by two nylon monofilaments
(this is entitled a "convergent skewed
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bifilar ligament suspension" by the
manufacturer); and the damping of
tonearm movement by a paddle in
silicone.
None of this would matter except that
the tonearm is by far the most inert
we've ever tested, and provided the most
natural high end from awide range of
moving coil cartridges that we've ever
heard—see JGH's remarks following.
Have no doubt about it, this is agreat
tonearm. Congratulations to William
Firebaugh for what would seem to be a
totally original design. There are afew
niggling problems, mostly relating to
ergonomics, but they look easy to
correct.
LA
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FOUR MORE MC CARTRIDGES
Editor's Pre/ne:
Initially. this report was prepared on the
basis of the sound of these four cartridges in aSouther linear-tracking tone
arm. All four received terrible reviews
because of varying degrees of high-end
sizzle which Iattributed to their clearly
measurable rising IIF response. Although most of my reviews devoted to
moving coil cartridges have been negative—and for precisely that reason—
readers should not think that Ilike to
write such reviews. Nor do I
enjoy the
listening which leads to them. Iwas
discouraged that yet another batch of
MC cartridges should sound the same
way. Until... I tried a unique new
tonearm called the "Well Tempered
Arm. - (From here on this will be abbreviated W'TA—not to be confused
with VTA!)
The Souther arm has areputation for
extracting about as much extreme high
end from cartridges as any arm you'll
find. Unfortunately, that was not what
these MO; required. The WTA, on the
other hand, has atendency to sweetenout the high end of any cartridge used in
it, and that alone made the difference
between the acceptability and rejection
of most of these cartridges. "Aha!" you
may say;
WTA is coloring the
sound, while the Souther isn't. - Idon't
think so. and here's why. The measured
high-end response of all of all four cartridges was exactly the same in both
arms, up to the 50-kHz limit of my
measurements. So it was obvious that
the audible differences were not
response-related.
So what else could account for the
disparities Iheard in the sound of these
cartridges between the two arms? Well,
what things besides frequency response
can affect apparent frequency response?
There are only two: distortion, and
Stereophile

resonances. Both an increase in distortion or an increase in HF resonance will
sound like rises in IIF response. Zero
distortion (Ha!) and minimal 11F
resonance both produce the least apparent apparent energy through the HF
range. Therefore, it is logical to conclude
that the "true sound of these cartridges
is more likely to be that which Iheard
when they were used in the WTA. By
implication, this would then suggest that
the Souther's "more open - high end is
the result either of higher distortion or
less-effective
suppression
of
HF
resonances.
It is important to note that Iam speaking here of objective performance characteristics, which do not always reflect
subjective judgments. The bottom line
in all audio reproduction is how the
system sounds. as well as how that particular sound is evaluated (like/don't like)
by the listener. Every component in the
system affects its sound, and every
listener has his own (often unique) concept of how reproduced music sbould
sound. And HF content---relative to the
rest of the audio spectrum—is one area
where atremendous range of variability
exists, both in sound produced by different components and in different people's personal assessment of that sound.
The average audiophile in fact
demands more HF content than one
normally hears from live, unamplified instruments. And there's agood reason for
this. Practically all audio systems are
more or less deficient in transient
response. and hyping the high end has
the apparent effect of improving transient response (while at the sanie time
exaggerating
the
more-steady-state
musical overtones). If said audiophile's
electronics and his loudspeakers won't
give him this hyped high end, he seeks it
out from the cartridge he uses. If he hap-
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pens to own acartridge whose high end
actually measures flat (which few do),
and associated components that add little additional top, he will prefer the
results obtained from atonearm that, for
whatever reason, seems to "open till" the
high end, as does the Souther.
There is nothing intrinsically wrong
with this aproach: perfectionists have
been balancing off aberrations in one
component against those of another and
assessing the result by ear ever since
audio got started. It can be argued that a
tolerance for exaggerated overtone content is intrinsically wrong. hut any further elaboration of that would involve
philosophical considerations that Ihave
no intention of examining here and now.
We can, however, neatly sidestep the
whole issue by reaching for our little
amulet marked "Accuracy" and fingering
it reverently.
The gospel according to St. Verity
states that, if each component in a
reproducing
system
is
absolutely
accurate- -that is, if it puts out exactly
what is fed into it. adding or subtracting
nothing—then the ultimate sound of
that system will be absolutely faithful to
the sound of the recording. (For convenience, Ishall ignore the fact that absolute accuracy, like absolute virtue, does
not exist.) Thus, we do in fact have a
reasonably valid criterion for subjectively assessing the "quality" of any component. Such as acartridge. Or atonearm.
By this "accuracy" criterion, the better
of two tonearms will he that which contributes the least of its own character to
the sound of acartridge. And the better
of two cartridges will he the one which
seems to he the more accurate when used in that arm. During all of this, we
must remember that "more accurate"
will not necessarily equate with "better
sounding."
Since the WTA consistently extracted
what I judged to he more-accurate
sound from these cartridges than did the
Souther, the following observations are
based mainly on their use in the WTA.
As for you. Iwould suggest that you
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assume that most tonearms will have
neither the high-end openness of the
Souther nor the sweetness of the WTA,
and that if you actually intend to buy
one of these cartridges. you should anticipate a resulting level of "accuracy"
somewhere
between
these
two
extremes.
Iwill make one other, rather tentative,
generalization about tonearms. based on
my findings through the years: If an arm
is viscous-damped, it will probably
sound more like the WTA than the
Souther. Isay this because the \X'TA is
the third arm Ihave encountered that
seems to "sweeten" the high end of any
given cartridge, and all three of those
arms were viscous damped. (The other
two were the Decca "Professional" and
the SME 3009-Ill.)
The following reviews are presented
in alphabetical order by brand name.
Publisher's Comment:
Ithink the observations above make the
issue too complicated. One of a
tonearm's principal functions is to absorb energy from the cartridge body. In
a cartridge with high compliance this
energy is relatively small and the influence of the tonearm in this respect is
relatively less important: with low compliance cartridges, the amount of energy
transferred through the cantilever
suspension is high and the effect of the
tonearm will be great. Moreover, within
agroup of low compliance cartridges,
some seem to he more active—or have
more active cartridge bodies—and to
therefore require amore inert tonearm
tube.
Essentially the same argument applies
to tonearm pivot bearings. A "live" cartridge body that transmits lots of energy
to the tonearm will sound worse in an
arm whose bearings are not tight: the
bearings will literally rattle, and this will
he picked up and reproduced in your
system.
The Well Tempered Arm is unique in
employing a %.ery thin wall tube filled
with sand. The "bearing." if you can call
Stereophile

it one, seems to take place within the
nylon monofilaments by which the
tonearm tube is suspended. This arm,
when placed on astationary record with
preamp gain turned up full, produces
less of a tone when tapped than any
tonearm we've ever heard—apparently
the sand does an effective job of absorbing energy from the tonearm tube. In
practice, the cartridges reviewed below
all sounded markedly less "tipped-up"
in the WTA than in either the Souther or
other arms in which they've been tried,
probably because the sound they transfer to the tonearm was damped rather
than reflected back to the cartridge. LA

FIDELITY RESEARCH MC-44
Type: Moving coil. Output: 0.2 mV. Frequency range: 10 Hz to 40 kHz. Recommended tracking force: 1.4 grams.
Channel separation: 26 dB at 1kHz; 18
dB at 15 kHz. Compliance: 20 cu. Load
impedance: 3 ohms or higher. Weight:
6.2 grams. PRICE: S199.95. IMPORTER:
Fidelity
Research
division
of
Giorgi.Com, P.O. Box 1079, Simi Valley.
CA 93062. (805) 584-1445.
As one of the only MC cartridges to be
priced at (barely) under S200, this
represents an economic if not aperformance breakthrough. The attractiveness
of the MC-44's low cost may. however,
be offset by the cartridge's low output.
which dictates the use of an external
step-up device with any preamp that
does not include its own MC inputs. And
good step-ups don't come cheap.
The MC-44 has as high acompliance
as Ihave seen in amoving-coil design.
(Dynavector. Ortofon and Kiseki make
similar or even more-impressive claims
for some of their models, but Ihave't
tested those as of this writing.) This high
compliance means that the 44 is not well
suited for use in the high-mass arms that
are currently popular for use with other
MCs. But it did work very well in the
Well Tempered Arm.
Installation was straightforward and
Stereophile

hitchless. Despite the low output, the
cartridge proved to be unusually humfree; so much so that it was not even
necessary for me to connect the tonearm
to system ground. (This may not be the
case with other installations, but arm
grounding is simple enough if called for.)
Istarted out with the recommended 1.4
grams of tracking force, and found no
need to make further adjustments.
In view of its compliance. Iwas not
surprised to find the MC-44 to be a
superb tracker. Nothing, but nothing,
gave it any problems, either at the upper
or lower ends of the audio hand. This
represents real progress in MC design!
Prior to this year, Ihad not found a
single MC cartridge that could track as
well, at as low astylus force, as this new
breed seems almost consistently able to.
The MC-44 retains two other qualities
that Ihave found objectionable in most
previous MC designs: abrightness-range
suckout and ahigh frequency rise. In this
case, neither is severe enough to disqualify the cartridge, but both are nonetheless audible—the suckout as asubtle
and certainly-not-unpleasant "sweetening" of the sound of violins and high
percussion. the HF rise as a slight tizziness and graininess in massed-violin
passages and vocal sibilants. Interestingly. of these four cartridges, the MC-4-i
exhibited the widest variation in HE
quality between the Souther and the
\X'TA arms. While quite listenable in the
WTA, it was intolerably sizzly and grittysounding in the Souther.
In other respects, Ifound the MC-44
to be neither better nor worse than MCs
in general. It provides awide soundstage
with superb (perhaps somewhat exaggerated) depth, good center fill, and very
good imaging specificity. It does not
however have quite the lifelike presence
nor the inner-detailing resolution of the
Talisman Alchemist II, which is still the
best-sounding MC Ihave tested.
If this were priced at $500 it would
have gotten a polite review; Ihave my
objections to its sound, detailed above. If
a moving coil cartridge is what you
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desire, and 5200 is what you have to
spend. the MC-44 deserves alisten.

cartridge—high enough to feed many
MM phono inputs without apre-preamp
or transformer step-up, and with more
than adequately low noise. That's a
MONSTER CABLE ALPHA 1
strong point in favor of any MC, because
stepups degrade the sound. no matter
Moderate-output moving-coil cartridge.
how good they may be. And there are
Frequency response: 10 Hz to 50 kHz:
other nice things that can said about the
±1 dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Alpha I. It images very well, it has very
Recommended tracking force:
1.7
good depth and so undstage breadth,
grams. Stylus: 6 by 35 micron lineand it tracks beautifully at aforce comcontact. Recommended load: 40 to 100
parable to that of the better NINIs.
ohms. Compliance: 15 cu. Output
Imust admit. though. that even in the
voltage: 0.3 mV. Weight: 6.5 grams.
\\TA Idid not much care for the sound
Price: $475. MANUFACTURER: Monster
of the Alpha I. All of its performance
Cable Co., 101 Townsend St., San
parameters were good. but none was
Francisco, CA 94107.
outstanding. It sounded very pleasant.
but the sound seemed at all times to be
rather
liMess and just alittle murky. As
When I first auditioned this several
months ago in the Souther arm. Ifound the saying goes, it did not move nie. It is
it to he one of the most thoroughly dis- more than possible that other combinaagreeable-sounding cartridges I had tions of preamp. power amp and loudheard for many moons. It sounded hard. speakers would make the Alpha Isound
better, but with my system (which
spitty. and coarse, even through a
s( wilds superb with most other program
speaker system that Iknew had aslight
tendency to soften high end. Remember- sources), it just didn't come to life. For
ing the sound of the Acoustat 2+2s, I almost 5500. I would have expected
could easily imagine this cartridge driv- more of this. (The Shure \- IS VMR —
ing listeners screaming from the room if list-priced at 52 -5and widely, heavily.
discounted—is comparable in most
heard through those speakers. Iwas, in
respects and has a more natural high
short. completely bewildered by the
end.)
rave reports Ihad read and heard about
At the price. Icannot really recomthe Alpha I. and could not understand
mend this.
why so many exhibitors were using it at
the 1984 Summer CES. Nly initial report
on the Alpha Iwas biased, defamatory,
and insulting. Iam now happy that the
report was bounced from our last issuc
because of space limitations.
In the \X -FA, the things Ihad hated
about the Alpha Iwere virtually gone.
Its high end sounded alittle tizzy. hut all
other audible signs of the Alpha l's
measured HF rise had been banished.
The word "dramatic" is much overused
by audiophiles to describe qualitative
differences, but it is appropriate in this
instance.'
This is a moderate-output MC
I -Dramatic - may even he an understatement: it
was mare like night and day
LA
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MONSTER CABLE ALPHA 2
Type: Moderate-output moving coil.
Output: 0.3 mV. Frequency response: 20
Hz to 20 kHz, ±1 dB at 10 kHz.
Recommended tracking force: 1.75
grams. Compliance: 15 cu. Weight: 6.5
grams. Price: $650. MANUFACTURER:
Monster Cable, 101 Townsend St., San
Francisco, CA 94107.

While Iwouldn't go so far as to say the
Alpha 1 and 2 are a tossup, I found
relatively little sonic difference between
them. They have the same basic character—smooth, rather sweet, and (to
me) somewhat unexciting—but whereas
the 1 was only quite good in every
respect, the 2 is very good in every
respect. It is more open, has better
detail, and does a little better in all
aspects of imaging and soundstage
reproduction than does the 1.
The 2costs S175 more than the I. and
Iwould judge it to be significantly more
than $175 worth of better and thus a
good deal in relation to the Alpha I.
From my point of view, however, the
Alchemist IIIS offers significantly more,
in no circumstances needs a stepup
device, and costs less. I would not
choose the Alpha 2for myself, but if you
liked the Alpha 1you are sure to like the
Alpha 2even more. rm still not all that
hotsy about its sound. 2

SIGNET MK-220E
High-output moving coil. Output: 0.4
mV. Frequency range: 5 Hz to 50 kHz.
Recommended tracking force range: 1
to 2grams. Channel separation: 30 dB at
1 kHz, 20 dB at 10 kHz. Weight: 4.8

2 Lest readers suspect that I'm out to get Monster
Cable for some reason, let me say that Ithink their
Interlink Reference cables are the best that money
can buy, even though a given amount of money
doesn't buy you much of them. (They're 580 apair
for 3feet!)
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grams. Price: Not specified. MANUFACTURER: Signet Division, Audio Technica
U. S., Inc., 4701 Hudson Dr., Stow, OH
44224.
Like Shure cartridges, Signets tend to be
scorned by audio perfectionists because
they lack the mystique of brands like
Talisman and Monster/Alpha. (This may
well be because those "In" brands offer
only a few models, thus giving the
impression—right or wrong—that more
care was lavished on their design.) With
15 models listed in Audio's 1985 Directory, Signet's cartridge line is almost as
large as Shure's, but only three of their
models are MC types. And since Signet
does not publish list prices, it is hard to
ascertain which of their MCs is their
"top-of-the-line" model. (It is also hard
to rate a Signet cartridge according to
dollar value, because the manufacturer
does not assign such values.) Signet's
regional sales manager John Harrow told
us, however, that the "usual" selling
price of the MK-220E is between $300
and $350, which puts it in the medium
price range for MCs.
Signet doesn't publish compliance
figures either. Unlike the lack of pricing,
which Iconsider merely apersonal inconvenience, I find the lack of compliance ratings to be unforgivable, as
compliance is anecessary parameter in
determining the optimum mass at an
arm's headshell. And Icould not ascertain the MK-220E's compliance because
(1) Idon't know the effective mass of the
WTA arm, and (2) it's so well damped
that
there's
no
well-defined
LF
resonance anyway. Judging by the 220E's
ability to track deep-bass material (the
Telarc cannon blasts, for example), as
well as the amount of cantilever deflecton resulting from a 1.7-gram tracking
force, Iwould estimate the compliance
at between 15 and 20, which is quite
high for aMC cartridge and rules out the
use of high-mass arms. Like the others in
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this group, the Signet had no trackability problems at all. Outstanding trackability is no longer the exclusive province of Shure's top-line cartridges.
At 0.4 volts output, this is usable with
most preamps without an MC step-up; a
definite plus as far as I'm concerned, particularly in view of the cartridge's sound.
This proved to be a real sleeper! The
MK-220E was the most alive and upfront-sounding of all of this group.
Although it does not have quite the delicacy, inner detailing, and ingratiating
transparency of the Talisman Alchemist
111, 3 it is fully the equal of that cartridge
in every other respect. It gives abroad,
deep, uniform and spacious soundstage

with excellent imaging specificity, and
(at least in the WTA) it has abeautifully
open and delicate, if very slightly
elevated, extreme high end. This cartridge did not, however, do at all well in
the Souther, sounding just alittle less obnoxious than did the Fidelity Research in
the Souther.
In view of its (usual) selling price, this
is areal winner! It is easy to install and
free from hum problems. Highly
recommended.
JGH
:1 Ido not agree with AFIC that the Alchemist Ill
sounds "forward. - Ifeel, rather, that it sounds less
withdrawn than most NICs—that is. that it is morenearly neutral than most. Same observation. different value system.

TWO JEWELS HAVE DYNAVECTOR
by Bill Sommerwerck

DYNAVECTOR KARAT 17DS
Type: moving coil. Output: 0.2 mV.
Compliance: 15 Cu. Impedance: 35
ohms. Inductance: 0.09 mH. Stylus
shape: Micro Reach with .08-mil scanning radius. Cantilever: solid diamond.
Tracking force: 1.7-2.0 grams. Weight:
5.3 grams. Price: $700. MANUFACTURER: Dynavector, 1721 Newport Circle, Santa Ana, CA 92705.
Since Iam not writing asuspense story,
and you don't expect to be reading one
here, I'll tell you at the outset how these
tests came out. But do you want the bad
news first, or the even worse news? The
bad news is that of these four pickups
the most expensive is the best-sounding.
How can anything be worse than that?
Easy. If this pickup were merely alittle
more detailed than the others, or just
had slightly better imaging, the decision
of which to buy would be far less difficult. The even worse news is that this
pickup also sounds more natural and
realistic than the others (which is what
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high fidelity is all about), and it doesn't
take much time to hear the difference,
especially on voice. Why do the little improvements in naturalness have to come
at such ahigh price?'
Yes, the Dynavector 17DS is the winner, and is in fact the best pickup this
reviewer has yet auditioned. In terms of
imaging, ambience, and detail (especially
low-level), it is audibly, though not
grossly, superior to the other three. But
as Isaid before, if these were its only
strengths it would hardly be worth considering, since it costs twice as much as
the others. Its true superiority lies in
three other areas.
First, it is the most coherent pickup
I've yet heard. All the component parts
of an instrument's sound (particularly
the midrange and treble) have the same
character. By comparison, the other
pickups impart aslightly different sound
1 That, unfortunately, is also what high fidelity is all
about.
JGH
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In reviewing the 17D many issues ago
(Vol. 5, Number 8), Icommented that it
quality to different parts of the audible
range. This is adeficiency Ihad never
before noticed in any pickup until Ihad
the 17DS for comparison.
Second, it reveals more of aparticular
instrument's individual character. An
oboe or guitar, for example, sounds like
aparticular oboe or guitar, rather than
asonically generic representative of its
class. This improvement is not audible
on all discs all the time, but when it is, it
adds greatly to the sense of realism.
Third, the 17DS is the most "alive"
and least electronic-sounding of these
pickups. This is particularly noticeable
on voice. Take, for example, band 7on
side Aof Opus 3's Test Record: Depth of
/mage. Deivert's voice is almost palpably
real, with anaturalness of ambience and
lack of electronic quality that the other
pickups do not quite match. It represents a significant reduction in the
distance that separates the listener from
the live performance.
made me think the phonograph record
just might be agood recording medium.
The 17DS goes further. Its rendering of
high quality recordings is so life-like and
so full of the subtleties that distinguish
live from reproduced sound, that it is,
for this listener, the first pickup that he
can truly call high fidelity. 2
Irecently listened to excerpts from
about 20 CDs on the Magnavox player
JGH was recommending before he discovered the Meridian. Except for aDelos
recording, not one CD came close to
matching the quality of my own digital
masters. Using the 17DS as a phono
source, however, the best analog discs
did come close to my digital master tapes
in overall sound quality, though not
necessarily in all respects. It would appear that given the quality of program
material currently available (note the
qualification!), the best disc reproduc-

2 Oh, come now! Isn't that laying it on abit thick?
JGH
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tion is obtained from expensive MC pickups playing black vinyl, not from CD.
Each of the other pickups has a
number of weaknesses (without any
compensating strengths) that keep it out
of the 17DS's league. All show reduced
ambience, less detailing of inner voices,
and have aless natural, more electronic
quality, in addition to their individual
defects. The Karat 23R has the fewest
and least severe faults, and seems to me
to be the one most worth considering.

DYNAVECTOR KARAT 23R
'type: moving coil. Output: 0.2 mV.
Compliance: 15 cu. Impedance: 35
ohms resistive. Inductance: 0.1 mH.
Stylus shape: Elliptical. Cantilever: Solid
ruby. Tracking Force: 1.2-1.8 grams.
Weight: 5.3 grams. Price: $310. Replacement stylus: $170. MANUFACTURER:
Dynavector, 1721 Newport Circle, Santa
Ana, CA 92705.

This is the latest version of what used to
be called the 100R Ruby. Neither this nor
either of the two diamond-cantilever
Dynavectors have suffered from the reliability problems that plagued the original Rubys. Not surprisingly, since they
share common construction features
and design philosophies, the overall
sound of the 23R more closely approaches that of the 17DS than any of
the other pickups.
The 23R doesn't have too many deficiencies. Compared with the 17DS, its
sound is softer, darker, and less lively,
with reduced transient snap. Detail is
more blurred in complex passages,
while brass instruments are harder71

sounding and less articulated. Nasty sounding discs have the nasties toned
down abit, without too much loss of
detail. If you're rich, this is an interesting
backup cartridge for those records that
make you wish you hadn't bought a
state-of-the-art pickup. Or, if you can't
afford the 17DS, this approaches that
king of sound. On the other hand, I
would advise you to save your money
until you can get aDiamond.
Publisher's Note:
BS also reviewed the Signet TK-10ML,
which JGH covered in Volume 7,
Number 5. He didn't like it, and encountered the same problem with low
frequency resonance as did JGH. Signet
requested that we await arevised version
of the TK-10ML which addresses the excessively high compliance of the
original, and we have complied. A
review should appear before summer.
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The Merrill Turntable is handbuilt,
one at a time. No assemb y line is
used. Our turntable is straight-forward. No gimmicks. Just like this
ad.
As to the design of the Merrill Turntable, we have addressed ourselves
to all customary parameters, plus
we've broken new ground in many
heretofore untouched areas. We do
not believe in trying to make something exotic by virtue of its price.
We're proud of the workmanship,
quality, and performance of our
Merrill Turntable. We're also proud
of our small but dedicated dealer
network Without exception, they
are gentlemen truly knowledgeable
in the science and art of Audio
Reproduction.
— DEALERS —
AUDIO BY CONTI
A. J. Conti

38A Gowing Road /Hudson, NH 03051
(603) 883-4504

AUDIO CONNECTION

Hart Huschens
615 Bloomfield Ave. Verona, NJ 07044
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AUDIO CLASSICS

Christopher Tilghman
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Oklahoma City, OK 73112
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SUPERIOR AUDIO SYSTEMS

Joe Galanti
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AUDIO ONE

Ken Mavrick
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West Hollywood, CA 90069
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UNDERGROUND SOUND
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THE UNSPEAKER
•No artificial sweeteners,
artificial flavors or
colorants added.
•The First Minimum
Periodicity Loudspeaker
System.
•Minimum Periodicity is
anew measurement and
design technique from
Dayton Wright Research.
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INTEGRATED CARTRIDGE/TONEARM

PURE GOLD
by Alvin Gold
Alvin Gold. the latest addition to the staff of Stereophile, is a British writer
best known for his work in Hi -Fi News & Record Review and Hi -Fi For
Pleasure. We are delighted to welcome him to these pages; you may expect
to see considerable commentary from him on the British hi-fi scene—a
fascinating place. Thanks go to Rod Herman of SOTA for recruiting Alvin
on our behalf
Ihave seen psychoanalysis defined as
the disease it purports to cure and Isee
something of that in the way we look at
hi-fi. A lot of what is wrong with hi-fi is
not the equipment we use to gain access
to music, it's that most fallible of all creations, ourselves.
As amatter of strict demonstrable fact,
musical ignorami like myself need good
hi -fi —the better the noises it makes, the
greater the access to music it gives and
the better I, at least, get along with what
it's trying to reproduce. But give atop
class musician who really knows his stuff
a good hi-fi and he'll probably turn
round and say, "so what?" Iknow; I've
seen it when Iwas serving my time
behind ashop counter.
Mind you, that musician's grotty
music centre just may not be enough to
sell him on atype of music with which
he's unfamiliar, but the real point is that
we place unrealistic and perhaps
unreasonable demands on the equipment. Half the time we're not looking for
music, we're looking for alittle touch of
music. We tend to prefer soothsayers to
truthtellers. It's just human nature.
This preamble is alengthy way of saying that we all have our own individual
requirements and needs from hi-fi
equipment. At least up to apoint Ican
see that national characteristics play a
part in this, but so does simple fashion
and plain ordinary differences between
one individual and his neighbor. You
may have your Krells and Maggies, we
on the other hand have Linns and Naims.
There is no one fixed, immutable truth.
There are lots of them, but there are cer74

tain common factors shared amongst
them.
It is the job of the hi-fi journalist to
find those common factors rather than
to preach religion, viz: reciting a
catechism or Immutable Truths that
Must Be Followed by All True Believers.
This column specifically is designed to
report on the British hi-fi scene as Isee
it, but not in anarrow parochial or nationalistic way. As George Bernard Shaw
once said, "patriotism is the conviction
that your country is superior to all others
because you were born in it." I'll be
looking for the common ground between American and British hi-fi. And if
you really want credentials, I count
myself as something of an Americophile,
strengthened by the couple of visits I've
made to the USA. The only things Ireally didn't like were the cars. ...

FLAT RESPONSE
Actually we have our true believers in
England too. We may not have succumbed to Jerry Falwell just yet, but we do
have something called the Flat Response,
ablatantly sycophantic organ designed
to preach Linn and Naim. Or maybe
you've seen it already. Not many copies
get distributed in the United Kingdom,
but Naim Audio ship them across "to
take up spare space in the containers that
go to the 'States," and Audiophile
Systems, Ltd. handle it from there on in!
1 On the other hand. U.S. manufacturers like SOTA
don't need aseparate journal to promote their product, they have The Absolute Sound. whose reviews
of SOTA products bear an astonishing resemblance
to the same manufacturer's promotional literature,
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loudspeaker that stakes a reasonable
claim on being revolutionary. A rare
event that. The project name was The
Magic Box and 1was hoping that is what
it might have been called when it went
on sale. The Magic Box does, after all,
conjure up an image of something alittle special, and it's also easy to
remember. So what do AR decide to call
their revolutionary new design, their
break with the tradition of decades, their
statement of intent for the future? You
got it, the RS-1.... 3
Modesty forbids me from explaining
that Keith Howard (editor of Hi Fi
Answers) and Iwere flown across to
Boston because they were a little nervous and they knew we would go
straight for the jugular—which is a
damn sight less embarrassing than having aroomful of all the best-known U.S.
journalists doing the same thing. So I
won't. All I'll tell you is that they locked
us up in this cupboard they called a
room for two solid days with apair of,
er, RS-Is and atrunk full of amplifiers,
letting us out into the light only for the
odd tacos at the local greasy spoon and,
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH SERIES one night, a visit to the Boston Symphony Hall, avisit Ihad made apreconRS-1
dition of coming.
There's virtue in being in the right place
At the end of that time, we had apretat the right time. The right place in this
ty firm impression of what the RS- Iwas
story was the headquarters of Acoustic
all about. AR's pitch is simpler than the
Research in Boston, Mass., and the right
voluble press release issued at the New
time was just acouple of weeks or so
York press conference makes out. They
before the subject of this piece was to be
discussed their old designs, traditionally
shown (but not heard) at apress conoptimised for a flat in-room power
ference in New York.
response. They also referred also to a
Even within that short two weeks, the
concept of nondirectional loudspeakers
rot started to set in. What Isaw (and
made popular by another Massachusetts
heard) in Boston on that occasion was a manufacturer. In their quite different
ways, both approaches were meant to
energise the listening room and give
Footnote Icontinued from previous page.
some semblance of an acoustic aura
to do it for them. Which doesn't mean the SOTA
around the music.
isn't agood 'table; nor the Linn, for that matter. LA
This they both achieved of course, but
at considerable cost. Neither type of
2 It is true that resistive losses are pretty low on an

Objections to this organ were put to
me succinctly by one UK company as
follows: "I saw on the cover that one
review had abunch of cartridges which
included aLinn Basik. Another had two
tuners including aNaim. And so on and
so forth. Iknew what the reviews are going to say, what did Ineed to read them
for?"
Myself? Idon't go along with organised religion. That's alegacy of my liberal
Jewish upbringing. One person's toy
poodle is another's rat with aperm. It all
depends from which direction you're
looking. Most of all though Ifind the
Flat Response indigestible. It's quite
amazingly badly written. What can you
say about a magazine that wrote of
itself—as part of an advertisement—that
it was "the magazine that is not afraid to
pull its punches." Wow. As asequel, I
have suggested to Julian Verreker, Naim
Audio's El Supremo, that having the Flat
Response as an acolyte was hardly doing
his company's credibility any good, and
he agreed, readily. But as far as Iknow
he's still shipping. ...

absolute basis, but the flat impedance curve is a
must for the positive observation noted here. In a
speaker with alot of impedance variation the frequency response variations introduced by a thin
cable are dramatically obvious.
LA
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3 This has since been changed, but we know not to
what.
LA
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SAEC TONEARMS

THE TONEARM OF CHOICE AMONG JAPANESE AUDIOPHILES

AnnouncIng superb englneering quality construction and precision manufacturing In the U S we offer eIght d•
ferent tonearms, priced from $250 to $850. Each uses the SAE C patented Double Knife Edge Bearing for excellent sound reproductIon Recently voted the *I Japanese tonearm nStereo Sound Quarterly. Japan's most prest,gious both° magazine These high nod:11[y high mass arms are known for their Inherent strength and ease of use.
Tracking error Is zero at onermost groove Two transcription length arms evadable. along with awItle selectIon of
,eadshells, cables. and accessories
EVERY TONEARM IS INDIVIDUALLY BALANCED IN EACH OF THE X Y. AND 7 PLANES
FULL LINE BROCHURE AVAILABLE. DEALERS INQUIRIES INVITED
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1-IIGHPHONIC MC CARTRIDGES
CREATED BY AUDIO ENGINEERS FOR AUDIOPHILES
•• ,'.orst pure movIng-Lod Lartrldges voll track even the must ckfticult passages at
lust Igram — or less ,These cartr.dges have design features that no other manuf a,
turer offers, and each is made wIth a care and precIsion that larger ferns can't equal
Illustrated the MC-R5 SpecifIcatIons Especially narrow line contact stylus 10 1x1 2
mil). Cantilever Ruby Response 10-75 000 Hz w.th no high-end 20kHz r,se Channel
separation greater than 32d13 Channel Output Balance wIthIn 2 1000ths mV (w/thin
25d8) for superb ImagIng U S lIst $350 HughphonIc cartrtdges are known for the,
exCeptIonally clear balanced and uncolored sound reproductIon

o

FOR OUR FULL UNE BROCHURE AND DEALERS INQUIRIES. WRITE,
ANALOG EXCELLENCE, P.O. BOX 69A97, LOS ANGELES, CA 90069
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JANS BASS SYSIEV

FOR MANY YEARS A
REFERENCE STANDARD FOR SUBWOOFER PERFORMANCE
ITS THE CHOICE W-EN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO

ASK FOR CUR C_,ÍETE LiTERATURE

THE REFERENCE BASS SYSTE1A

JOH\ VAROVSKIS AUDIO SYSTEVS, I\C

2889 Roebling Aienue, Bronx, Nkevv C-rk 10461 (212) 89274'9

loudspeaker could be made to produce
a flat spectral response in the case of
both the direct sound from the speakers
and the reverberant field at one and the
same time. One or other had to be
sacrificed, and in the nature of such
things that meant that the music reproduction itself was irrevocably and terminally wrong.
But AR also made another observation, perhaps the crucial one, and certainly the one that impressed me most
deeply. What happens, they argued, if
the reverberant soundfield, or amajor
part of it, arrives at the listeners ears
nearly coincidentally with the direct
sound, as must happen in normal rooms
with their relatively short reflected path
lengths? Simple, the ear cannot distinguish between them, so it jumbles and
smears them all together and, hey presto,
you get ajumbled, smeared sound.
From these observations the design of
the RS-1 (I still can't believe that name)
flows quite naturally. What you want is a
pair of loudspeakers that are strongly
directional to fire straight at the listener.
Forget the bass for amoment; you're onto a loser trying to focus very long
wavelengths. Forget the extreme treble,
too, where the sound is going to be pretty directional. But at least make the middle frequencies beam over acontrolled
narrow arc. This is best done by suitable
high crossover frequencies, fitting sound
absorbent materials on the baffle around
the drivers, and by making the speaker
tall so the drivers in question can be kept
well away from the floor, and therefore
kept from reflecting off the floor.
The other half of the equation is to
add some reverberant sound, which if it
is bounced off the side walls will give
the kind of spread you get in areal concert hall. But, and this is the crucial
point, the reflected sound must be
delayed just sufficiently that the ear
doesn't perceive it as part of the direct
sound, but not for so long that it sounds
like a discrete echo. An empirically
determined 20 mS, more or less, turns
out to be the critical value for the time
Stereophile

delay, and this is quite simply accomplished by using abucket brigade
delay line feeding power amplifiers
which drive the sideways firing
loudspeakers.

Put these things together and you
have the makings of the RS-1. But a
number of refinements have been added. The indirect sound is band-limited
between about 300 Hz and about 5kHz,
for the reasons given earlier. Also, the
spectral balance of the indirect sound is
shaped to correspond to what you might
expect in real life. Because this sound
isn't heard as first arrival sound, and
because the ear learns most about sound
from the first arrival, this tonal modification doesn't give the colored sound you
might expect.
There are other points that could be
made about these speakers, but I've
covered the main ones. Clearly the idea
has alot of merit, but equally the system
is highly complex because there are so
many variables. To alarge extent, then,
the kind of results from this speaker are
going to be as dependent on how the
design is optimised as on the validity of
the original design itself. For my money,
though (and that of KH —we were in
broad agreement) AR have got it about
right.
Several things impressed. First looking
only at the RS- Is when used in the con77

AZDEN
STATE OF THE ART MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES

The AZDEN is the result of cartridge manufacturing experience developed over many years—since 1952, in fact Little known to American
audiophiles, AZDEN has been aworld-class OEM supplier of cartridges
well known under other names for the past 30 years
Tue AZDEN P5L is aP-mount cartridge that virtually eliminates transient and resonant distortions A special vibration-resistant construction for the housing is used The P5L's cantilever is constructed of
Boron, a high-technology material that is hard, light, and inherently
non-resonant A Line Contact Stylus made of nude diamond is employed The electromagnetic generator uses ahigh energy samarium
magnet
With the P5L. the typically over-etched and underdamped "movingcoil - sound is replaced with the full range of harmonic subtleties One
audition will convince you of the P5L's musically natural reproduction
cabildies.
For your nearest dealer. contact
AZDEN Corporation

147 New Hyde Park Road,

Franklin Square, NY 11010

516.328-7500
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ventional forward-facing mode, the
sound was a great deal sharper and
clearer than any AR model I've heard to
date. All traces of that old forward, colored, and rather smeared sound
(smeared, we are now told, because of
poorly controlled directivity through
the midband) that we've come to
associate with AR loudspeakers in the
past has gone. This in itself is going to
give some listeners culture shock.
What really rattled me, though, was
that when the sideways firing drivers
were brought into action, all the inherent precision of the direct sound was
retained, whilst a bloom or halo or
reverberant sound was added, but in a
musically consistent way. Stereo images
developed additional width and depth,
but remained stable as the music progressed. Different recordings, recorded
in different ways, all yielded stereo
reproduction which continued to have
as much integrity as the original recording allowed. Altering the time delays
could introduce anomalies, making the
music unpredictable and frequently uncomfortable to listen to. It also made the
sound from the system seem more colored and instrumental separation was
reduced.
Equally persuasive was the additional
sense of scale the RS-1 introduced. Image size was greatly increased and
dynamics appeared to happen in amore
realistic and unforced way as a result.
Very high replay volumes became easy
to endure, again afinding that directly
parallels the Real World.
There were some unexpected effects
as well. Whilst the engineers were keen
on an optimum listening position quite
close to the loudspeakers, to my ears the
RS-1 system gave very good stereo in
most listening locations. Even near the
back wall, or well off to one side. But I
was never very happy listening to the
system very close up, perhaps because at
the time they were alittle untidy in certain respects, and listening too closely
had the effect of dissecting the sound.
One other effect we were not able to
Stereophile

resolve was aloss of central image focus
using mono signals, but Ken Kantor
believed he had the answer to that one
and was tackling it as we left. Curiously,
though, this had little if any noticeable
effect on the reproduction of stereo.
We tried anumber of alterations to the
system whilst we were there. At first they
centered on the ancillary equipment,
which proved an intractable problem in
the end because the system was active
(no passive crossovers had been designed at that stage) and too many bits of
hardware were involved. But some headway was made, and this made more
sense of the speakers, as did tweaking
them to take out some brightness, not to
mention pulling them afew inches away
from the rear walls.
Iformed a distinct impression that
Acoustic Research is going to have to run
to bring its driver and cabinet development programs up to the level demanded by what they've achieved with the
RS-1 so far. The project is abeginning as
well as an end.
But Idon't wish to detract from what
AR have achieved. In their direct
radiating form the system sounded like a
pretty good piece of hi-fi. With the indirect sound included they system began
to sound rather more like pretty good
music. Any purely sonic shortcomings
seemed to take something of aback seat,
and my instinct tells me that this is
because the important jobs at least were
being done right. Final assessments must
wait until fully finished loudspeakers are
shipped sometime this year, but I'm
hopeful of something alittle special.
In the meantime, I've been thinking
about how other loudspeakers work and
how this ties in with the way they
sound. Flat diaphragm loudspeakers for
example, with their very tightly controlled figure-of eight radiation patterns. And
one particular relatively inexpensive
new design from the UK that Ihope to
tell you about very soon.
AG
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
DESKTOP LOUDSPEAKERS
Dear Editor:
As amanufacturer's comment on your
report, first let me address which consumer needs are met by our speaker
system. Our warranty cards tell us that
one of the largest groups of purchasers
are serious listeners with large quality
speakers and amplifiers already in their
main listening rooms. These customers
are used to wide dynamic range and excellent imaging from their main systems
and we are the only micro speaker
system which sounds uncompressed
and effortless enough for them, in aformat that is small enough for areas with
space restrictions, attractive enough for
stereo video locations or easily transportable. Many of our customers dislike the
ugly boxes that are used by most speaker
companies. While it is true that we are
used as a"near field" monitor in recording studios and stereo television production trucks, our primary dealers (RCA
Broadcast and Hoffman Video) find that
it is our imaging and realistic vocals
which the clients are buying.
We designed the speaker system to
have such high power handling that our
failure rate is less than 0.3%, so
customers with large amplifiers needn't
worry that dynamic program material
from quality records or Compact Discs
will ever damage our system (as is often
the case with other mini speakers).
The usual consumer response is that
we have great imaging and uncompressed dynamic range with very natural
vocal reproduction, and all of this in a
format which is more convenient and attractive than anything else they could
find.
A very important factor in consumer
satisfaction is the effort made by our
dealers and installers in correctly positioning our speaker system for playback
that does not exhibit the characteristics
your reviewers disliked. We are aware
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that it is possible to set up our speakers
(or any) so that they do not sound good.
All previous reviewers, and our dealers
and installers are so concerned with proper positioning, that they have contacted
our factory in the few cases where the
speaker's performance was poorer than
normal. No one from Stereophile has
ever contacted our factory to discuss this
situation, although it is obvious the
Stereophile reviewers are unaware of the
DLS design philosophy. Our dealers and
other reviewers have been very concerned with proper positioning and installation and, so when in doubt they call us,
instead of rushing ahead with unresearched opinion.
Paul Gardocki
Simi, CA
The original review of the Desktops was
written in the Spring of 1984, with
delays in publication due to replacements of the original pair and our
laziness; we can hardly be accused of
"rushing ahead." In fact, our publication of the report as soon as we did
came about because of Mr Gardocki's
repeated urgings.
Significant time was spent in setting
up the speakers, with no good possibilities available as far as we could determine. JGH reviews tens of pairs of loudspeakers annually—for 23 years
now—and is more aware than most
people of the problems caused by unfavorable room interaction.
LA

ADEQUATE
TWEEK

COVERAGE

OF

Editor:
Ican't tell you how much Ienjoyed
reading Tony Cordesman's pharmacology of Tweek in your Vol. 7, No. 6issue. I
can tell you that the people in our office
enjoyed watching (all 230 tall-but-notthin pounds of) me rolling around the
floor after reading Tony's last paragraph.
Stereophile

This is not my normal reaction to the
waspish Mr. Cordesman's dry humor, but
the quiet absurdity really struck home.

to the difference. Then, of course, treat
the other channel.
Joe Abrams
Berkeley, CA

PRECISION
FIDELITY
HYBRID AMP

Will the Real IBM-Clone
Please Step Forward?
Actually, Sumiko, Inc. does employ
one (1) tall, thin, blond WASP, but that's
just because the city of Berkeley forces
us to have one such token person on the
payroll. We can't get her to wear athreepiece, though. David Fletcher does own
atie; you know, the kind with the little
hook that clips on behind the collar button., I'm sure Tony wrote that last
paragraph to divert attention from
himself. Reliable sources inform me that
Mr. Cordesman has acollection of illicit
magazines that feature pictures of small
children playing with war toys.
Seriously though, the write-up on
Tweek adequately covered the idea that
Tweek does improve the releability of
loose or marginal electrical connections,
but didn't cover Tweek's primary purpose. Even when you start with
mechanically good connections and
clean connectors, Tweek will give you an
audible sonic improvement and/or visual
improvement when used in video—if
used throughout they system. You don't
have to be a"golden ears" to prove this
.
to yourself. Anyone can hear the improvement by (completely) Tweeking
one channel of their system and listening

1 Ican verify this; Mr. Fletcher made a point of
producing said tie (he wasn't wearing it. wouldncha
know) at the recent CES.
LA
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M-8

Editor:
Thank you (and SWW) for athorough
review of our new M-8 Hybrid amplifier.
We feel, as SWW indicates, that we are
offering an unusually musical and wellmade product in the under-S1000 price
range.
We should also mention, that due in
part to Steve's early comments, additional work has just recently been finished on the bottom end performance of
the amplifier, with anoticeable improvement in performance below 40 cycles
the result.
As you and your staff know, being a
small audio manufacturer can sometimes
be very "challenging." Reviews such as
this one that honestly compare "apples
with apples" are much needed, and can
only do our industry good.
Happy holidays to all!
Jamie Griffin
Portland, OR

THE SOUTHER TONEARM
Editor:
First of all Iwant to extend my sincere
thanks to you and to the "Old Master"
for his excellent review of the Souther
and its sonic capabilities. Equally fine
was his historical preamble, going back
as far as the "Ultimate Master," Tom
Edison!
Gordon is quite right in his assessment
of SLT's being potentially superior when
properly designed. One important form
of distortion eliminated by all SLT's is the
audible "Doppler" distortion referred to
in your "Miscellany Column" of Volume
7, Issue 4, page 88, as pointed out by
Raymond Kilmanas in his paper published in the Journal of the Audio Engineer81

Experts agree...
we've made "the wonl
best cartridge
even better:'

Shure's
V15 Type V.
with new
MR Tip.

"We mere hardis surprised to find that the VI.5
"1-,peli-MR is asterling performer...with
unsurpassed clarM and freedom from distortion
...Shure has made one of the worlds best
cartridges esen better':
High Fidelit, Magazine
"Shore's nest VIA hp:7:MR actualb prosides
asubstantial improement in the tracking Mullis
of uhat aas al ead> the best tracking cartridge
sic Insu k
Stereo Review Magazine
The Shure V15 T>pel/-NIR -- no mher corn fument can bring so much sound out of
sour s> stem for so little none>. A combination of the reiolutionary Micro-Ridge
Tip and Shure's extraordinar>-Beryllium
Stylus Shank, this cartridge has redefined the
upper limits of high-frequency trackability.

Save up to $25
Sate on the k'15Tupe
7-MR as well as oilier
selected cartridges
and styli Februar> In thru April 19. 1485.
See your Shure dealer for complete details!

You'll hear more from us.

WITH WHICH CABLES DO TIFFANY CONNECTORS SOUND BEST?
We, like almost everyone in the audio business, have strong feelings about
which interconnect cables are the best. There are some who believe that,
since each cable has its own "sound", a cable that sounds good with one
system won't sound as good with another.
But most of the cables don't use aconnector that is as good as the cable
itself, which results in signal loss, added noise, and possible RF interference. It's
like using a$.10 lock on a $100 chain: you end up with a $10 locking system.
Many manufacturers use our RCA Female Chassis Mount connectors to which
are hooked any variety of cables (and, unfortunately male RCA's, too). They
use the CM-series because their equipment's sound is better than with the
TIFFANY CONNECTORS. So if TIFFANY CONNECTORS will improve most equipment, they will undoubtedly improve most cables.
If your preferred cables don't have TIFFANY's on them, buy the cable in bulk
and either you or your dealer can install them. And tell us. We'll try to get that
cable company to offer TIFFANY's as an option.
For details, write to:
US/Canada dealer sales: SOUND CONNECTIONS
(813-985-7033)
POB 16543 Tampa, FL 33687
OEM/Export: M. BERNS INDUSTRIES (212-869-4580)
Box 'D', NY NY 10028

ing Society (Sept. 1982). Iconsider this
article to be "must reading" for any
technically oriented audiophile.
Iread with interest Gordon's assessment of the". ..extraordinarily expensive" Goldmund when he describes its
". ..proportional angle sensing system."
Ifell compelled to add that the servos
are never actuated until after the arm is
into tangential error. Ishould also like to
state here that each Souther tonearm and
carriage is set up to better than 1/100th of
one degree. When aseven inch, fortyfive RPM record (running at 33 RPM) is
placed on the platter, with the 11
/"
2
centerhole offset the full amount, the
results are positively amazing. Even a
high compliance cartridge can be
observed staying "in the groove" and
always at dead ninety! (All this being accomplished without any servos behaving in aconfused and erratic manner.)
With respect to the "very low" friction JGH noted, ". ..judging the lack of
flexing from ahigh compliance stylus as
it transversed adisc," we have done extensive lab testing that has shown that
the force necessary to start carriage motion is only two-thirds of the skating
force (a variable) that is exerted on all
pivoted arms due to the cartridge offset
required by the design. (This side force
is always increased with an increase in
stylus force.)
Ireally appreciated Gordon's comments on the sonic attributes of my
brainchild, and now that he has our pure
titanium armtube (actually a.095" solid
rod) Iam glad that the skipping "went
away." We are now arranging to send
Gordon apristine pressing of "Growing
Up" to enable him to have nothing but
"perfect records" with which to conduct future arm tests. The reason we
were so surprised at his earlier problem
with the Sheffield Drum Record was
because we have used that particular
recording so extensively at each of the
past eight international shows. After the
record was introduced in 1981, we practically wore out arecord at each show
using it so often to demonstrate just how
Stereophile

well the Souther tracked that exact disc.
With regard to the comments on the
Decca, due to its extreme low compliance (around 5compliance units) it in
fact does require the addition of 26
grams of headshell weights in order to
achieve the proper resonance of the
arm/cartridge combination. It is the only arm/cartridge combination about
which Souther owners do not consistently boast. They invariably claim a
dramatic improvement has been achieved using their Souther, when comparing
it to all other arms with which they have
had experience.
Now, to get down to Gordon's VTA
variations due to X, "variations in record
surfaces, (if 1find arecord warped that
much Ieither trashcan it or use my
SOTA. vacuum table to flatten it out). If
you wish to consider record thickness
variations, however slight, these can be
readily coped with by adjusting the
Souther's two VTA adjustments. The
mild "detent" suggested by Gordon was
discarded in favor of a "full upward
throw" of the vertical cuing lever. (This
should always be done prior to any
horizontal cuing.) If Gordon had adjusted this vertical travel of the vertical
cuing lever according to our 11-page instruction manual, (including 9 drawings/figures) he would not have had to
squint while cuing.
We appreciate Gordon's mention of
the cartridge skewing on cuing (sort of
rhymes doesn't it?). We have taken appropriate action at our final carriage
assembly bench in the lab, and have
eliminated
this
inconvenience.
Henceforth, the factory set "cuing
screws" on all carriages will be set .003
inches closer. The .015 inches previously
used, allowed for more carriage play
than was probably necessary. But, it did
enable the Souther to be whacked
laterally (inadvertently or otherwise) by
asevere blow, thus allowing the carriage
to oscillate, without the stylus leaving
the grooves. If this were done with any
air-bearing arm, it would literally skate
the stylus assembly all the way across
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the record!
One final note, let's make it a 100
Hertz note, Ihave literally worn out two
Ticonderoga (pencils) tapping and
whacking my Souther, while watching
my scope and analyzer and, lo and
behold, Ican only induce a250 Hz (not
100) everytime, anywhere on the arm.
The identical results are achieved when
Irap the SOTA armboard?? Ihave scientifically decided that all Ticonderogas—
even the #3s which are too hard and I
hate with a passion—all resonate at
precisely 252.5 Hz ±2 Hz, with an
amplitude of 4erasers ±2rubbing particles thereof.
Iguess the only small flaw, in an otherwise enviable review, concerns the matter of the "sound versus price ratios." Using the October, 1984 Audio directory as
a reference on pricing of the "best
pivoted arms," Ifind on pages 228 and
229, 11—yes eleven, —(best?) pivoted
arms at $850.00 or higher in price—up
to $2000 for one, and five were priced at
over $1000 each. Accordingly, my frugal
New England intuition strongly suggest
that at $850 the Souther just has to be a
bargain!
However, you may announce that a
new brainchild is about to be born and
will be introduced at the SCES. The
Ultimate Souther, the SLA TRI -BEAM 12
(or 16 for 16" discs) will sell for $3000
and $3500, complete with many innovations, including an industry first: A
Lifetime Warranty. With every good
wish Iremain, Sincerely,
Lou Souther
Canton, MA

THE TELEDYNE ACOUSTIC
RESEARCH "MAGIC" SPEAKER
Editor:
Many thanks for your article on our
new loudspeaker design. Alvin Gold
demonstrated an excellent understanding of the concepts involved, and did
an enviable job of communicating them
lucidly. Let me add only three short
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comments:1) The model designation
cited, RS-1, was internal only, being
short for Research Series Model 1. The
system is being marketed as the "Magic
Speaker MGC-1."2) Iwould like to clarify
one point about the use of time delay.
The 20 mS value that Mr. Gold mentioned derives from our listening tests and
from the implications of recent
psychoacoustics research. It results from
the combination of electronic and
acoustic path delays. The electronic
delay alone is usually about half this
value, depending on speaker placement.
The delay has an effect identical to moving the side wals away from the
loudspeaker.3) We have made several
specific improvements to the crossover
and cabinets since Mr. Gold auditioned
the prototypes. We feel these result in a
more integrated, less colored sound. The
drivers used were selected strictly on the
basis of sonic merit. We sincerely believe
them to be the best available for the task.
Again, thanks. We will provide production units for Stereophile to evaluate
shortly. Also, any readers interested in
more technical information on the Magic
Speaker are encouraged to contact me.
Ken Kantor
Norwood, MA

ONYX AUDIO
Editor:
We appreciate the opportunity to
comment before you go to press.
Naturally, we agree with SWW when he
said, "The Onyx offered about as clear
and detailed performance as I've heard
from aheadamp." We feel he would have
been even more impressed if he had
been able to test the model 1100 unmodified. Because of his test bed, he had
to disconnect the gold Tiffany phono
connectors and replace them with BNC
connectors to mate with his cables and
equipment. We feel he lost a very
noticeable degree of sonic quality in doing this.
is

SWW said that at $380 the model 100
one of the better bargains in
Stereophile

headamps. Onyx Audio, Inc. makes this
an even better bargain by offering to
upgrade any model 100 to amodel 1100
for $190 anytime the customer wants to
improve his system.
Since the final word on any piece of
stereo equipment is how it sounds to the
customer when he gets it home and uses
it with his sytem, Onyx Audio, Inc. offers
a10-day, factory-backed return privilege
on all of our equipment. We've never
had aunit returned yet!
Jerry Minchey
Leesville, SC

MUSIC AND SOUND IMPORTS
Editor:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the reviews given to the Creek
Electronics and the MAS Econocoil
Phono Cartridge.
The Creek CAS 3040 FM "[liner was
designed to appeal to those audiophiles
who do not have unlimited resources to
spend on their hi-fi, but nevertheless enjoy listening to the highest quality sound
possible. The reception problems experienced by ST are, Ibelieve, unique to
his particular location and antenna setup. While the Creek tuner is not the
most sensitive via laboratory measurements, our experience with same in the
real world of FM reception in the consumers home has shown that the tuner,
to quote David Wren from March 1984
Hi -Fi Answers, "performs as well in difficult reception conditions as the latest
high technology 500 to 1000 pound
tuners and sounds adamn sight better.
For performance, sound quality, reliability and user friendly operation, we rate
the Creek Audio lbner Number 1."
Our excellent Creek dealer in Chicago
(Pro Musica) also informs us that in their
downtown, metropolitan location, the
Creek tuner is the only tuner that
doesn't exhibit multipath distortion problems and outperforms tuners costing
considerably more money than the
Creek. This type of performance is also
Stereophile

achieved in many hi-rise apartment installations they do.
In talking with Creek tuner owners
throughout the country, the most
repeated customer comment to us is
how good the Creek Timer sounds. No
one can accurately predict if any tuner
will or will not work in agiven reception
area. The only true answer is that, if the
Creek lbner captures the signal, the
audio quality will be superior to most
tuners regardless of cost.
While we of course agree with AHC'a
favorable review of our Econocoil high
output moving coil cartridge, we certainly respect and are as interested in ST's
comments mentioned elsewhere in the
same issue. While AHC mentioned the
tonearm and other associated equipment used in his evaluation, ST did not.
That omission alone makes it difficult for
us to make definite comments. ST, with
admirable candor, informed us prior to
our providing him atest sample that he
was not amoving coil enthusiast by any
means, but we nevertheless opted to
provide him with a sample for his
consideration.
As AHC brought out in his review, the
MAS Econocoil is agood cartridge and
provides value for the money. While the
report accurately points out the speed
and transient detail are bettered by $600
cartridges, none of those speed differences are apparent with the type of
loudspeaker most likely to be used with
a$129 cartridge. Our goal in creating the
MAS Econocoil was to give to the
audiophile amoving coil cartridge that
required no step-up device, frequency
response that was without the usual rising high end of most moving coil cartridges, and at an affordable price. We
feel we have met those criteria. Should
anyone have any questions on use of the
Econocoil with various associated
equipment, they are welcome to call me
at (215) 357-7858.
Mel Schilling
Huntingdon Valley, PA
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MAGNUM 95 and 105 FM
BOOSTERS

dB in image rejection.
Such selectivity comes about through
creating atuned circuit for each FM station and the manual effort is one very
small tradeoff for such alarge return. As
a matter of fact, there is no other accessory on the North American market
that can do quite what the Power Sleuth
does for FM reception.

Editor:
First of all, we thank you for presenting avery interesting perspective on our
FM Power Sleuth antenna booster amps
in your Volume 7, Number 7.
However, much as we appreciated the
writer's enthusiastic comments about
Finally, when the word "compared" is
our model 95FM, they inadvertently
used, one assumes that the products ingave this model an unfair advantagte
volved are roughly similar in specificawhen compared with our model 105FM.
tion, or that aproduct in the comparison
Certainly the bypass circuitry in the
has been established as astandard. Was
105FM makes itself known by adding a
there a writeup somewhere on this
small amount of noise and insertion loss.
Radio Shack booster that we missed?
Our published spec does include anoise
Thank you for this opportunity to exfactor of 4 dB maximum and a gain
press our view.
figure of 30 dB.
Breunig
As the writer stated about the model
Brampton, Ontario
95FM, it had again of 33 dB and virtualThe Radio Shack booster was used only
ly no noise (although there had to be
for a brief comparison to the model
some). Addition of the relay circuitry
105FM and has not been reviewed elsewould create a3-4 dB insertion loss and
where in Stereophile Given the results
there would be some 2-3 dB internal
of the comparison, it is unlikely to be
noise. The 105FM uses the 95FM's cirreviewed—certainly not favorably, in
cuit. Therefore, even with these losses,
spite of its very low price. The real unit
the unit would be within spec. As for infor comparison was Magnum's own
dependent proof of the 105's actual gain,
model 95FM, which reviewer DAS clearIcan only refer you to a test that aply
preferredfor well-stated reasons. The
peared recently in Stereo Review which
real reason for preference was not the
rated it at 29 dB.
difference in gain, but instead the
Certainly, the 95FM is abetter deal for
lower internal noise and the lower
those who do not need the antenna
price.
relay circuit and can use 300 ohm twin
lead. However, many urban reception
situations require coaxial cable to
minimize interference. As aresult, most
105 FM owners agree that the price difference is reasonable for the convenience of an amplifier bypass circuit for
the antenna and the more popular 75
ohm input. Coincidentally, the 75 ohm
coaxial system makes it possible to have
abypass circuit. Not so with 300 ohms.
There was also concern about the inconvenience of having to tune for each
FM station. The Power Sleuth substantiates its existence with the level of selectivity it is able to apply to the host FM
tuner's front end. The actual figure is
some 70 dB +, allowing more thatn 100

Mr Breunig correctly points out the
fact that the model 105FM does have the
significant advantage of usability with
the frequently necessary 75 ohm coaxial cable.

GREEN FIELD EQUIPMENT
Audio syster, Sdedicated to the prese , Talioh or the j
rl
THE MUSIC.
ACCUPHASE • ADCOM • ARISTON • AUDIO INTER•
FACE • BEVERIDGE • BERNING • CLASSE AUDIO •
COUNTERPOINT • DISTECH • DYNAVECTOR • EAR
ELECTROCOMPANIET • ELECTRON KINETICS • ENTEC
• GRACE • GRADO • HAFLER • ITC • JSE • KISEKI
• KIMEIR KABLE • KLYNE • KOETSU • NEC •
ORSONIC • PRECISION FIDELITY • PROFILE • REGA •
SPECTRUM • SIDEREAL AKUSTIC • SOUTHER •
SPICA • STAX • SUPEX • THORENS • TRIAD • VPI •
VSP LABS • VAN DEN HUL
Audittons by appouttmer'. • ShIppeng and export tacthtles
7805 Greenfield Street • River Forest, Illinois 60305
312/771-4660

The BSC Compusound 100

A Breakthrough in Value
Introduced at Las Vegas '84 —
the unequaled transient response
of the BSC Compusound in anew
two-way system.
The complete system—speakers, electronic
processors and crossovers, tweeter amplifiers—
is less than $1,300 retail.
The size is compact (7" wide), the sound
wide open—hear it for yourself.

Prr compusound°
rs

SPEAKER 'SYSTEMS

POST OFFICE BOX 565 •RESEDA, CALIFORNIA 91335 •(818) 345-1608

r,

THE NEW AMPLIFYING CHAIN
FROM KINERGETICS

With the absence of hysteresis distortion* the decades-old
promise of transistor superiority can finally be realized.
Listen to the KBA-100 Amplifier and the KPA-1 Preamplifier.
We think it is the best amplifying system available.
Suggested retail:

KBA-100 Amplifier $795.00
KPA-1 Preamplifier $775.00

Write for information —
*
LiSR
eiNNM

LvaKINERGETICS
,rde
- INCORPORATED

6029 Reseda Boulevard •Tarzana California 91356 •(818) 345 2851

THE AUDIO CHEAPSKATE
THE AUDIO CHEAPSKATE MEETS
THE CREEK CAS 4040, THE CREEK 3040 and THE HOLY GRAIL
by Sam ftllig

THE CREEK CAS 4040 AND 3040

Creek. The name could only be
English—it seems straight out of
Dickens. Being a rabid anglophile, I
Creek out on the name, but Iwonder
how someone will react who's in the
market for something by Pioneer, Sony,
or Sanyo. "Creek? You gotta be kidding."
Not everyone's cup of tea, then—this
compact 40 watts/ch English integrated
amp that lacks lights, meters, and fluorescent displays.
Like so many other British audio
manufacturers, Michael Creek knows
what music sounds like. And the CAS
4040 amp sounds right—superbly right.
Idon't mean to get carried away. To
some extent, the Creek sounds like the
40 watt integrated amp that it is. It lacks
the depth, authority and dynamic
oomph of more expensive, more powerful separates. It's also alittle lacking in
the way it presents depth, although the
horizontal placement of instruments
across the soundstage is quite good. It
won't beat the pants off some good
sounding separates.
What the Creek has is afair amount of
definition and avery natural, pleasing
tonal balance. There is nothing shrill or
transistory about this amp. And with the
right pair of speakers, like the efficient
88

Spectrum 108As, the Creek can sound
very good indeed. The Creek even did a
fair job of driving my Quad ESL-63s,
speakers for which it is not recommended, by the way. Ialso understand that the
Creek is very good with a pair of
LS3/5As.
No, 40 watts/ch is not going to sound
like 80 or 100. If you push it, the Creek
will clip. But when clipping does occur,
you will likely hear it in the bass rather
than the treble. Barring gross negligence,
you won't fry your tweeters.
And then there are the tone controls.
Nondefeatable—that
won't
please
purists. But truly excellent and well
thought-out. As JGH mentioned,' the effect of the tone controls is to move farther away from the ends of the frequency spectrum as you turn them up or
down. This is subtle and sensible; it
keeps fiddling to aminimum.
There are other alternatives to consider. NAD, for instance. Or Harman/Kardon. Good as the Creek is, its not the only integrated to represent good value for
the dollar; it is, however, one of least expensive ways to get good sound into
1JGH reviewed an earlier version of the Creek in
Volume 5, No. ??
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your house. If you're strapped for cash,
live in a small apartment, need something for your den or office, or are putting together a low-cost system for a
non-audiophile friend, then you might
Creek out over this little number, too.
There's also a matching CAS 3040
tuner, about which I'm less enthusiastic.
Ihave never met aBritish tuner that can
cope effectively with the difficult reception conditions that prevail in most parts
of the U.S., and the Creek is no
exception.
The sound quality is quite good, provided you have astrong signal without
adjacent channel interference. Where
the Creek falls down is pulling in astation 50 miles away with strong local stations on either side. 2 If you can receive
the station at all, reception is quite noisy
and the "blend" switch doesn't help
much.
The tuner lacks pushbuttons (a convenience that Ipersonally would insist on
having) and an AM section (I think
tuners should include acrummy AM section for listening to news and baseball
games).
What bothers me most about the
tuner is its price: $295. It doesn't represent nearly as good adeal at that price as
does the integrated amp, which costs the
same. If it could come into this country
at something less than twice its British
price of 120 pounds Imight feel different about it.
If you need a tuner and you've got
$300 to spend, you might go for something like the Hitachi FT5500. It's $350
list, but often discounted to around
$250. It outperforms the Creek in every
respect.
Ialso received from M & SImports a
$129.95 moving coil cartridge called the
Econocoil, which looks like it's made by
Dynavector (the importer isn't saying);
there's no name on the cartridge body.
Sonically, it seems identical to the $160
2 Does this sound familiar? Not coincidentally (for
this particular problem), Sam lives in the same part
of Connecticut as Don Scott, our tuner reviewer.LA
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Dynavector 10X-4. Which is to say, not
great. At least there's no rising high end:
the frequency response seems flat—but
so does the souncistage. Ifeel this cartridge is dull, lacking in depth and fine
detail, and just alittle raspy sounding.
Too bad.

THE CHEAPSKATE'S HOLY GRAIL
THE SPECTRUM 108As
And now for agenuine bargain. Good
low-priced speakers are hard to find.
There are some in Britain, but they tend
not to be bargains once they've crossed
the Atlantic. If you can find a good
American speaker, you're better off.
Well, Holy Toledo, here are just the
speakers: the Spectrum 108As, from
Toledo, Ohio. Well, why not Toledo?
Does agood speaker have to be made in
Cambridge, Massachusetts or Cambridgeshire, England?
Ihad intended to listen to the Spectrums for afew days, after having sold
my Quads. Actually, Ilistened to these
speakers with pleasure for several weeks.
And Igrew to like them so much that I
bought them for extension speakers. Only $195 apair!
Like many more expensive speakers,
the Spectrums get the midrange right;
it's natural and smooth. And there's none
of that mid-bass, upper-bass boominess
that mar so many other inexpensive
speakers. Of course, these being small
speakers, there isn't much deep bass.
Imaging is good but not outstanding,
which is to say not quite up to that of the
ILS3/5As. And the high end seems alittle
bright. But what the hell, most people
who buy these speakers will have tone
controls: they can boost the bass abit
and take aslight treble cut.
Incidentally, it's well worth fiddling
with the 108As to get the best performance. They sound best about four to
five feet off the floor on spiked stands
(this tightens up the bass—which can
use some tightening up). In my listening
room about two and ahalf feet out from
the wall was optimum.
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OMOSCODET" TUBE CIRCUITRY
A Rose Is A Rose
Gertrude Stein and Julius Futterman were in complete agreement about the design of audio
circuits. When she said that arose is arose. Julius completed that statement by saying "A
bipolar transistor is abipolar transistor, and atube is atube." No matter how brilliant the
design effort, no matter how technically sophisticated the research facility, no matter how
impassioned the love of music, any company that produces audio gear with conventional bipolar
transistors is up against the wall aesethetically. And that wall has written on it, in very large
letters, ONLY TUBES ARE ABLE TO REPRODUCE THE NATURAL HARMON ICS '"
OF LIVE MUSIC. This is the most elementary explanation of a unique technological
phenomenon—these ancient gizmos that glow in the dark are eminent in audio circuits. If
any company en flagrante claims that they have created the natural harmonics of tube circuitry
ask them where the tubes are ...
Before we describe some of MOSCODE T"TUBE CIRCUITRY let met describe aunique
state of being—AUDIO NERD BLISS. This state of being is rare and is only achieved when
every single minute question about an audio circuit is answered. How do you achieve this
nirvana-like state ...read UNDERSTANDING TUBE ELECTRONICS, our 120-page book
which deals with music, technology, and tube circuitry. UNDERSTANDING TUBE ELECTRONICS is the only way (at this moment) to achieve AUDIO NERD BLISS, and is abargain
at $4 domestic and $6 foreign. Won't you join me in audio nerd heaven?
There are 12 different MOSCODE T"TUBE PRODUCTS (including amplifiers, preamps,
FM tuners, and kits galore). Pictured below is the MOSCODE T"300 TUBE AMPLIFIER
which will deliver 150 watts of liquid power into 8ohms and 225 watts into 4ohms. Priced
at $899 ($799 kit) it is appropriate to compare its sound quality and construction quality to
Futterman amplifiers. If you have ever wanted to own ahigh powered tube amplifier where
there would be no worry about reliability, replacing output tubes, making bias and balance
adjustments, and the ability to drive low impedance speakers, you may now do back flips;
because MOSCODE T"TUBE PRODUCTS are affordable, high quality tube products that
eliminate the tube tremors.

NEW YORK AUDIO LABORATORIES
33 N. Riverside Avenue •Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520 •(914) 271-5146

The Spectrum 108As are one of a
growing number of audio products that
offer extraordinary value for the money.
Like the AR turntable or the Shure V-15
VMR or the B&K 140 amp (about which
Iam even more enthusiastic than JGH, if
that's possible) 3 or the Superphon
preamp (coming up), the Spectrums are
a fantastic bargain. Ithink you would
have to spend twice the money to get
better sound—from the small Dayton
Wrights or the Spicas, for instance,
which offer amore refined and delicate
treble and (in the case of the Spicas) better imaging.
Iwas originally going to do areview
comparing the Spectrum 108As and the
Boston Acoustics A40s ($150 apair). On
first lesson, Iwas mightily impressed by
the A40s. But after LA schlepped me out
apair of the 108As, Ididn't much want
to listen to the A40s. The Boston
Acoustics have become "legendary" (i.e.,
3 See JGH's review in Volume 7, Number 4(???).

they've stayed around for awhile), probably because they image as well as
IS3/5As. Unfortunately, they are no
match for the IS3/5As in terms of
smooth midrange response. Of course,
at $150 apair, they shouldn't be.
In all fairness, the A40s are probably
the best $150-a-pair speakers, and they
are not bad in video installations, kids'
systems, college dorm rooms and the
like. The problem is that the Spectrum
108As are alot better for just 50 bucks
more. The A40s' crossover may be the
problem. It occurs at 3.5 kHz—and 3.5
kHz is about where Ihear the problems.
However, the A40s are sometimes discounted to as little as $120 apair, and the
108As tend to sell at list price. So if
you're trying to put together asystem on
areally rock-bottom budget, the A40s
could be the right speakers at the right
price. Just remember—you could do a
lot worse for $120-150! In fact, Ibought
a pair of A40s—for my 15-year-old
daughter.
ST

If you can't solder it, TWEEK it!
The better the contact, the cleaner the signal. Contact resistance
occurs wherever two conductors are fitted together and
can seriously degrade electronic signal quality Tweee
dramatically reduces contact resistance in every
interconnection—audio, video, computer,
professional, or industrial.
TweeIC—it's serious medicine for
your interconnections.
Patent apphed or
The Dayton-Wnght Group

contact enhancer
Flenble epphcator

Sumiko, Inc. P.O. 5046, Berkeley CA 94705

tial
MODEL 2.5 FI

NEW
AUTOMATIC

RECORD
CLEANERS
FROM
(WHO ELSE?.)
NITTY GRITTY

The 1985 generation of record cleaners from Nitty Gritty makes record
cleaning easy. Each of the three new models features motorized fluid
application, automatic scrubbing, capstan record drive, and the most
powerful record vacuums available. Gone is the need for flipping over
the record; gone is the need to manually squirt the fluid from a bottle;
and gone is the need to manually scrub the disc. After cleaning a record
on one of the new Nitty Grittys, gone is the static charge, gone is the
finger grease, and gone is every microscopic trace of dust.
Record Cleaning Perfected.
MODEL 2.5 FI ($399), MODEL 3.5 FI ($519), MODEL PRO II ($699)
AS RECOMMENDED BY:
AUDIO VIDEO INTERNATIONAL -Voted "Product of the Year" by
audio retailers for innovation in design, and performance versus
cost.
AUDIO MAGAZINE -"(Nifty Gritty) yielded massive improvements in noise and musical detail over the best
hand brushes... "
STEREOPHILE - The effect of the (model) 3.5 . .is
quite extraordinary. Many ticks and pops thought to be
due to scratches or pressing defects magically disappear
. . . this cleaner in either of its versions is highly
recommended."

HI -Fi
GRAND PRIX
>AWARD
o

AudboVècleo-

SENSIBLE SOUND- "Thanks to Nitty Gritty, there is now no
reason for any music lover to deprive themselves of the best
possible sound their record collection can provide."
AUDIO AMATEUR -"This is the first time Ihave felt that
have record care under control. My only regret is that
waited so long to buy the Nitty Gritty"
SON HI FI -"The Nitty Gritty is, in conclusion, the best
audio component this decade has produced."

NITTY GRITTY RECORD CARE PRODUCTS, 4850 ARROW HWY. *F4, MONTCLAIR, CA 91783, 714/825-5525

HOT NEWS
•

The Hafler Company, which not too long ago purchased Acoustat,
has not only resumed production but is now shipping the entire
product line—including the new "Medallion" transformer
upgrade reviewed by AHC in our last issue. Acoustat can be reached at 305-462-6700.

•

Michael Mussachia, importer of the Swedish Rauna speakers and
Opus 3 records, tells us that Opus 3 will soon be releasing on Compact Disc. JGH has received his first two CDs from Reference
Recordings; the two titles are Dafos and Tafelmusik. Who's next?

•

Record Manufacturer Sine Qua Non is the first to our knowledge to
discontinue manufacture of analog LPs in favor of CDs.

•

Noise-reduction equipment manufacturer dbx has phased out
their dbx-encoded discs. The official word is that no new titles will
be released, the current inventory of about 100 titles is being sold
off at reduced prices, and none will be re-pressed when the supply
runs out. For a free catalog and price list, write to dbx, 71 Chapel
St., Newton, MA 02195. If you're collecting these, this is likely to
be your last chance.

•

The Winter Consumer Electronics Show took place as usual in Las
Vegas, January 5-8. It wasn't jam-packed with revolutionary product announcements, but we've expanded our Hot News section to
give you a quick glimpse of the most significant developments. LA
reports, with in-depth reports from DO and SWW to follow in
Volume 8, Number 1.

•

The Hottest News was Linear Crystal OFC (Oxygen-Free Copper)
cable, which was available both as interconnect and speaker cable.
Standard OFC contains about 150,000 crystals per meter; Linear
Crystal, which is manufactured specially, contains only 300
cystals per meter. The result is radically fewer crystal boundaries
for the electrical signal to cross. Preliminary listening results indicate better performance from LC than from all but the most exotic and expensive standard OFC interconnects. Linear Crystal is
available from Hitachi at $37 per meter-pair, Vecteur of France
(distributed by Famco) for ?? per meter-pair, and van den Hul
(distributed by Sound Connections) for $80 per meter-pair. This
latter is called Mono Crystal, and has numerous other fancy
qualities to justify the higher price. Specially manufactured LC
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wire has been ordered from Hitachi by Randall Research; AudioquestiLivewire also plans to come out with a fancy LC
interconnect.

•

Sony and Cambridge Audio announced the first CD players with
digital output, as predicted in this column some time back. The
Sony's model number is CDP-650, and also has standard analog
output. Price: around $1000. For the digital output, Sony makes a
DAS-702ES discrete component D-to-A converter that's about the
size of their Esprit EA-900 power amplifier. Price: about $1500.
Cambridge Audio's products were in prototype form and without
model numbers or prices.

•

Magnepan put on a one-evening demo of their new Tympani IV, to
spectacular effect. Most notable were the 6-dB claimed increase in
efficiency, tremendous dynamic freedom, and markedly better
midrange clarity than we found in their MG-III. The MG-III has
nevertheless been a tremendous success commercially.

•

Counterpoint gets Honorary Mention for Best Sound at the Show.
The sound was without a doubt the most life-like, but Counterpoint had to be disqualified from the regular award for their use of
a live string quartet. Complaints were heard in some quarters
about the first violin, but overall there's nothing like the real
thing. Thanks go to Michael, Laura, Rich, et al.

•

Most Fun Demo of the Show award goes to Noel Lee of Monster
Cable. Noel was playing around at home with some of his Soundex
absorption panels (not to be confused with Sondex, which does the
same thing), when he found that placing a panel between his two
speakers, edge-on to the listener, markedly improved the sound—
presumably by lessening "crosstalk" between the two speakers.
Noel set up the demonstration by motorizing the listening panel
so that the auditioner could turn it from the face-on position,
where it had little effect, to the edge-on position, where it had
maximum effect. It was a little tricky to manipulate the motor
control so that the panel stopped exactly edge on, and the panel
kept looking like it was about to fall over. What was the effect? A
dramatic increase in midrange clarity and the feeling that the
voice one was listening to was right there in the room. Iwant one
for review!
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B()
Series 140 Power Amplifier
... excellent music reproduction
at an affordable price.
In the Series 140 Power Amplifier,

B & K Components,

Ltd. has developed

a simplified design concept and produced it with rigid quality controls.
The result — a highly reliable unit with excellent capability for under
four hundred dollars.

Check these outstanding features:
-A 47,000 MFD power supply guar-

-3.2 db of Dynamic Headroom,

antees peak demand performance;

-All 1% of Metal Film Resistors;
-Class "A" complementary symmetry
up to the driver stage:

-Digital Audio Disc Compatability
for optimal system flexibility;

-Seventy watts per side mosfet design;

-Gold-plated connector posts.

Call toll-free or
write today for Information.
Toll-Free: 1-800-543-5252
(NY State only) 1-800-235-5020

B & K Components, Ltd.
P.O. Box 331
Orchard Park, N.Y. 14127 U.S.A.
716-652 7667
Telex: 466482
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SIGHT & SOUND

ACCUPHASE. B&W. B&O. BOSTON. BRYSTON. CARVER. DCM. DENON.
ELECTROCOMPANIET. GRADO. HAFLER. JANNIS. KEF. KLOSS. KOETSU.
KYOCERA. MICHELL. MUSICAL CONCEPTS. NAKAMICHI. PINK TRIANGLE.
PS AUDIO. PYRAMID. QUAD. REVOX. ROBERTSON SONOGRAPHE. SOUTHER.
STAX. SUMIKO. TALISMAN. VPI. YAMAHA. ZETA

60 Speedwell Avenue

Morristown. N.J. 07960

(201) 267-6700

HOT NEWS CONTINUED
•

Electrocompaniet took Best Sound at the Show award as far as I'm
concerned—it seems they're always in the running. This year
they were using speakers they themselves are importing, called
the Respons from Sweden. Other than good spectral balance and
superb imaging, what did the Respons have going for them? As
soon as Icame into the room Iimmediately relaxed and wanted to
spend a lot of time listening. Believe me, that almost never happens at CES.

•

Not convinced that subjective reviewers really hear things? Dave
Wilson of Wilson Audio Specialties (known for their WAMMs) was
simultaneously assaulted by both Enid Lumley and this reporter
for exactly the same sonic flaw in his system. Of course Enid and I
were in total disagreement as to the source of the flaw. Perhaps
reeling from the experience, DAW looked deeply into his aural
heart of hearts and found an offending oscillation at 200 kHz in
his equalizer, which was apparently doing grievous damage. A simple fix eliminated the oscillation and, according to reporter DO, the
WAMMs were at their best for the last day of the show.

Finally.

.No Penalty

For years, moving coil cartridge designers
have been laced with aparadox •standard low.
Output moving coils required astep-up device
that compromised their performance, high-output
moving coils had problems that kept them from
approaching state-of-the-art performance
Even though we call it a •high-output moving
coil: the only similarity between Talisman
Alchemist and previous designs is that neither
requires astep-up device Problems of slowed
rise time, poor tracking ability and audible
•straining "at higher modulation were solved by
Sumiko's resident physicist. David W Fletcher
who synthesized the best available technology
into the Alchemist's development
The most important design factor of the
sapphire-cantilevered Alchemist IIIS is the
principle that any phono cartridge is asystem of
interlocking electrical and mechanical relationships Most high-output moving coils are

Sumiko, Inc.
PO, Box 5046
Berkeley, CA 94705
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developed• by adding more windings to the
coils of an existing product More windings
means more voltage, but also more moving
mass—enough to audibly degrade transient (rise
time) response and tracking ability Instead.
Fletcher 's design team developed an entirely new
generating system called 'Intensified Focus •- —
intense magnetic focus at the coils concentrates
the generating mechanism's energy, preventing
virtually all losses and fringing effects Rise-time
is as fast as (or faster than) many of today's
most respected low-output moving coils
Does our Alchemist turn lead into gold'? No,
but it does solve the paradox Don't compare it
to other high-output moving coils compare it to
the most highly rated combinations of low-output
moving coils and step-up devices. And let your
ears decide
Alchemist IIIS —nothing stands between you
and the music

saLchernis t
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RECORD REVIEWS
DEBUSSY: Reflets dans l'Eau;
STRAVINSKY: Sonata, 1924;
SCHOENBERG: Six Little Piano Pieces;
RAVEL: Sonatina.
James Boyk, piano.
Performance Recordings PR-4. (Available
from
Performance
Recordings,
2135
Holmsby Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025,
$13.95 postpaid.)
Performance Recordings is the closest thing
to aone-man label. James Boyk is president,
A&R director, musical director, recording
engineer, production manager, jacket-notes
author, and the star performer. He is also Artist in Residence and lecturer in music and
engineering (specifically, sound recording
and reproduction) at Cal Tech. And he happens to be one of digital's most ardent detractors, having conducted, and widely publicized, several controlled listening tests which
proved to his satisfaction that digital recordings are destructive to musical sound. (I will
not question his methodology or conclusions
here; suffice it to say that James is as stalwartly pro-analog and anti-digital as it is possible
to be.)
As their name implies, all Performance
Recordings to date have been taped at concert performances, before astonishingly quiet
audiences. The jacket notes make no mention, one way or the other, of editing, but if
these recordings are in fact unedited chronicles of live performances, Mr. Boyk must
rank as one of the finest technicians the
pianistic world has ever known. If there are
any flubs on any of these discs, they are
minor enough to escape attention. Icannot
recall having heard any.
PR-4 is aprogram of four short works of
wildly disparate styles from Impressionism to
Atonality, which means there will probably
be something on this disc to please and something to offend practically everybody. My
musical growth came to a screeching halt
with Stravinsky, so Iam not qualified to critique Boyk's performance of the Schoenberg.
But of the others, Ifelt most comfortable
with his Stravinsky. Iprefer a rather more
flexible (okay, romanticized) approach to
Debussy and Ravel than we have here, but 1
emphasize that that is my own personal bias.
Others Ihave talked to have said they cared
less for Boyk's Stravinsky here than they did
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the Impressionist pieces. So, each to his own.
Actually, fine performances of all these
works may be available elsewhere, from artists of far greater reknown than Mr. Boyk,
but Iam willing to take asizeable bet that
there is not another recording whose sound
can hold acandle to PR-4. To begin with, this
is definitely not a self-consciously highpowered hi-fi recording, like the closelymiked Japanese RCA system-buster of
Beethoven's "Appassionata" sonata that
almost got a lot of audiophiles hooked on
solo piano music some years aga This one is,
rather, exactly what it is claimed to be: An
audio chronicle of aconcert recital, as heard
from that legendary "best seat in the house."
At the proper listening level; the piano is
about 15 feet in front of you, in amoderatesized acoustical space that is neither excessively live nor dead. It is merely "there," as
it should be. The stereo imaging is quite extraordinary, with the piano resolutely occupying a space about half as wide as the
distance between the speakers, and staying
there! None of the notes splatter outwards to
one extreme or the other—a tribute both to
the remarkable pattern uniformity of the (ribbon) microphones and lack of uncontrolled
reflections in the recital hall. It all hangs
together so well that it is difficult to remain
aware of the fact this is arecording. Would
that Icould say that about more records!
The only jarring note in the whole thing
was the audience applause which, absent
from the program up to the end, suddenly appears after the Ravel from in front! Irealize
that this is the best one can do with only two
reproducing channels, but the frontal presentation of the piano and its acoustical environment are so convincing that hearing applause
in the wrong place rather shattered the illusion Ihad become so comfortable with for
the past 40-plus minutes.
All in all, though, this is one of the most
astonishingly realistic recordings of agrand
piano! have ever heard, and one that can be
appreciated equally for its sonics or for the

1Areally well-miked piano recording has only one
listening-volume setting that balances the perceived volume of the instrument with its perceived
distance.
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music. Boyk's recordings continue to improve with each release, but Idon't know
how much better they can get than this. A
winner!
JGH
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BERLIOZ
Symphonic Fantastique
Cleveland
Orchestra,
Lorin
Maazel
conducting.
Telarc CD 80076.
Lorin Maazel is aknown audiophile. Perhaps
this explains why so many of his recorded
performances are almost totally lacking in
musical interest. Everything Ihave heard by
Maazel on Compact Disc is abore—including
his Tchaikovsky Fourth and Fifth, and his
Shostakovich Fifth. But this performance is
worse. It is, quite simply, the most lifeless performance of the Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique Ihave ever heard. There is no grace, no
charm, no wit, no magic and no mystery.
Take all these qualities away and you are left
with nothing but bombast.
Admittedly, most performances of this
work tend towards bombast—I heard a
dreadful performance by James Levine and
the Philadelphia Orchestra at Carnegie Hall a
couple of seasons ago. So if be records this
piece too, be forewarned. The Zubin Mehta
performance on London/Decca isn't much
better than Maazel's and offers the harsh
acoustics of New York's Avery Fisher Hall,
which even Decca's engineers can't make appealing. Sonically, this Telarc release is
okay—but as usual the engineers play games
with the bass drum, giving us what's been
described as Telarc's characteristic Barnum
and Bailey sound.
If you must have aSymphonic Fantastique
on Compact Disc, you'd better wait—something decent may turn up. Bernstein, for instance, has away with this piece. And there's
always the possibility that the outstandingly
talented Charles Dutoit may record the piece
for London/Decca (the sooner they remove
the Mehta version from the: -atalog the bet-
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ter). Meanwhile, listen to the early-stereo
Beecham on Seraphim—that's the performance to beat. Or the Andre Previn performance with the London Symphony, recently
reissued on Classics for Pleasure (an English
budget import), if you must have better
sonics.
TG
SCHUBERT
Symphony
No.
4 in
C
minor
("Tragic")Symphony No. 5 in B flat
Academy of St. Martin in the Fields, Neville
Marriner conducting
Philips CD 410 045-2
There are alot of mediocre Compact Discs
around—this is one of them. First, the sound:
it's congested and compressed. This Compact Disc sounds no better than amediocre
LP—and for more than twice the money!
Still, one might forgive the sound if the performances had something special to offer.
Unfortunately, they don't. In fact, they reinforce my view of Neville Marriner as avery,
very boring conductor.'
First, the Fourth Symphony. To see how
uninspired this performance is, you have to
hear the second movement (Andante) which
is one of Schubert's most lovely lyric
movements. Schubert thought of instruments
as living beings—and in afine performance,
that concept comes through in this movement. Here it doesn't.
The Fifth Symphony (my favorite) comes
off even worse—and again the second movement (Andante con modo) suffers the most
from Marriner's superficial treatment. In the
hands of an inspired conductor, there is
something magical and Mozartean about this
movement. (A British reviewer praised Marriner's performance as "crisp." If that's aquality you look for in performances of Schubert
symphonies, maybe you'll be happier than I
was.)
If you like these two pieces, the Karl
Munchinger performances (same pairing)
with the Vienna Philharmonic on London
Treasury would be my first choice—the
recording is 20 years old, but the sound is
warm and rich, and the performances
positively glowing. You can still find this
record if you haunt the cut-out bins (I believe
it's been deleted).
TG

IIhate to say it, but aviolinist friend of mine who's
played under Marriner emphatically agrees.
LA
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Going Against
the Grain

Yamaha
SONY
Sansui
Robertson
NAD
Nakamichi
Mitsubishi
Kyocera

Harman /Kardon
Denon
Fisher
Belles Research
How can Belles Research, an
American manufacturer, compete
against all these products from the
Orient? Quite easily.
Belles Research audio components are
all handcrafted. Each transistor is tested,
calibrated, and matched by Belles. No
cost cutting integrated chips are used in
the signal path or power supply. Costly
polyester and polypropylene capacitors
are used throughout. All resistors
are metal film with
lo o tolerances. Connectors are machined
nickel cadmium,
knobs are machined

etc.

from solid aluminum. Belles power
amplifiers require no protection circuitry
whatsoever and can therefore deliver
high current into any speaker load. Belles
preamplifiers accept low output moving
coils straight through with asingle
gain stage.
Which of these competitors from the
Orient offer you all of this?
None, not asingle one. Some are even
more expensive than Belles, considerably more.
What's accomplished quite easily by
us, must be difficult
for them.

Belles Research is proudly presented by:
GALA SOUND, 650 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, NY 14607 (716) 461-3000
BELLES RESEARCH CORP. 875 Merrick Ave.. Westbury. NY 115901516) 683-3000

It has been said that the history of the progress of man is the ability to do more with
less—Perreaux of New Zealand concurs
wholeheartedly.
In the world of audio components,
Perreaux does more than anyone else,
with far less. In fact, Perreaux accomplishes more because it uses less.
The "less" that comes between you and
the original music signal, the more it
sounds like the original music. In audio,
this concept is known as "straight wire
with gain". The ideal amplifier would have
no parts other than awire between the
source and the speakers. Perreaux
comes closer to this ideal than any other
audio component ever created. The renowned British magazine HI Fl FOR
PLEASURE says: "There is little more
that Ican add about the 'sound' of the
Perreaux as it can't really be said to contribute any particular character of its own
to the musical performance—it is as innocent acomponent as Ihave ever been

privileged to hear."
Perreaux circuits are so simple that a
single integrated circuit chip usually
contains more circuitry than aPerreaux
component. No integrated chips or trick
circuits are used by Perreaux. Each
circuit has been refined over and over
again until it accomplishes its task with the
shortest circuit path and the fewest parts.
Perreaux simply designs the most refined
audio components in the world.
Other manufacturers use additional parts
to correct for differences in transistors,
Perreaux tests, calibrates and matches
every transistor. Others use additional
parts to block radio interference, Perreaux
plates its circuit board with 24 karat gold,
creating the most conductive ground
plane possible to "absorb" and isolate interference. Others require complex protection circuits to prevent their amplifiers
from self destructing, Perreaux power
amplifiers require no protection circuitry
whatsoever—the stability is inherent in
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the design. While other manufacturers
require additional circuitry to boost the
gain of alow output moving coil phono
cartridge, Perreaux preamplifiers accept
moving coils without any additional preamplifier circuitry.
Perreaux has even created an amplifier
capable of harnessing all the electricity
your power company can supply to your
home—the PMF51508. Its brute strength
is also derived from elegant simplicity.
Perreaux can deliver more massive power
than any other home amplifier with only
five transistors in the driver stage and
twelve transistors at the output. The filter
capacitors and power transformer can
deliver over 2.000 amps to the circuit,
eliminating the need for dual transformers
which cause severe phase shifts.
Every Perreaux component reflects its internal beauty and simplicity with its external design. Perreaux has no flashing
lights or panels that glow in the dark.
Perreaux has no need to shout its authority.
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Perreaux

Perreaux International
875 Mereck Ave
516 683 3000

Westbury NY 11590

Randall Research Cable Systems
...
the indispensible component

17925-A SKY PARK CIRCLE • IRVINE, CA 92714 • [714] 261-9141

• TELEX 392175

Listen to the BPA-1008 High Technology. High Definition Amplifiers. •Meets all the design criteria of
Ottala and Cherry •Features nested multiple feedback loops, wide bandwidth and high slew rate with
adominant pole frequency of 15KHz. resulting in constant feedback and zéro phaseshift from DC to 20
KHz. •Afully regulated power supply yields true DC coupling and incredibly solid bass. No protection
circuitry within the signal path, yet fully protected 100 w/ch. into 8ohms. 175 w/ch. into 4ohms and
350 winto 8ohms in the built-in bridge-mono mode. •Coming soon: Model LCA-10 preamplifier.
Spectrascan. Inc. 5923 N. Nevada Ave.. Colorado Springs, Colorado 80907,
•
13031 599-9254 Dealer and representative inquiries invited.

AUDIO MART
Rates: Private 35 cents per word; Commercial 75 cents per word. Multiple insertions must be prepaid; we do not bill for Audio Mart. Credit cards accepted; send
card # and expire date with ad.

FOR SALE
JAMES BOYK consults on stereo systems; expert and independent (not adealer); expensive but cheaper than getting it wrong! Sound
Decisions"', 2135 Holmby, LA, CA 90025.
NEW! Performance Recordings° album
PR-4, pianist James Boyk: Debussy, Stravinsky, Schoenberg, Ravel. All-lbbe Analog's' .
Dealers nationwide or contact Harmonia
Mundi USA, POB 64503, Los Angeles, CA
90064. Eager? (213) 474-2139.
HELIUS TONEARMS—Currently imported
by Landes Audio, Rt. 24, Chester Mall,
Chester, NJ. (201) 879-6889. Dealer inquiries
welcomed. Current retail "Orion" $1000,
"Aureus" $500, "Scorpio II" $250.
TANGENT
ACOUSTICS—Imported
by
Landes Audio, Rt. 24, Chester, NJ 07930.
(201) 879-6889. One of the finest British
loudspeakers available. Models range from
$400 to $2500 apair. Upgrade modifications
available on all pre 1983 models.
ORPHEUS AUDIO—LONG ISLAND, NY:
lowest prices! AR (turntable), Grace, Haler,
Kyocera, Orpheus, Sumiko. (516)676-5082.
PROAC TABLETTES. Eleven months old.
Perfect. $375. Greg (816)333-30/9.
USED AUDIOPHILE EQUIPMENT: KLH 9s
full range electrostatic speakers, $900/pair;
Audio Research D76A $550; Magnapan MGII $300/pair; NEC 803 CD player $850; Dahlquist electronic crossover $100; Macintosh
MX 114 Itmer/Preamp $300; KLH 4s
$150/pair; Dynakit MK II amp, $100. All in
good condition. (707) 964 -9044.
PRECISION FIDELITY—current M-8 & C-8A
amp & preamp available at Landes Audio, Rt.
24, Chester; NJ 07930. (201)879-6889.
FUTTERMAN
& MOSCODE
AMPS—
Available at Landes Audio, Rt. 24, Chester; NJ
07930.
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AUDIO VIDEO INNOVATIONS. The affordable to the esoteric—ADS,
Boston
Acoustics,
Carver,
Denon,
Heybrook,
Conrad-Johnson, DBX, Hailer, NAD, KEF, PS
Audio, Perreaux, OHM, Spica, Infinity, Tandberg, VSP Lab, ADCOM, DCM, Amber, STAX,
Koss Nova Beam, and others. Call A.V1. (213)
414-0144.
DENON DRM4 NEW—$395 ($600 LIST),
Denon DRM3 new—$315 ($500 list), Yamaha
M70 new—$535 ($950 list), Sansui D77OR
new—$325 ($600 list), Denon DP57L
demo-8375 ($600 list), Denon PMA770
demo—$325 ($600 list), Denon PMA750
demo—$250 ($450 list), Alpine 3502
new—$265, Alpine 3506 new—$145, Alpine
3000 new—$155, Revox 13780 new —$1750
($2200 list), Revox B795 new —$425 ($580
list), Revox B791 new—$525 ($725 list).
(609)466-2021, 6-9 PM M-S Gary (NJ).
CONRAD-JOHNSON Premier IV almost new,
$1699. Monster Alpha 5179. (303)329-9061.
ATTENTION CANADIAN AUDIOPHILES!!!
Spectral, Robertson, Raven, Counterpoint,
Infinity, VPI, Michell, Pink Triangle, Zeta,
Sumiko, Koetsu, Alchemist, Grado, Last,
Tweek, Monster, plus many more exceptional
products now available at Audio Concepts in
Mississauga (Toronto). (416) 821-0327 or
(416) 624-9010.
GAS THOEBE PREAMP, $185; Kenwood Basic
Cl preamp, $150; Onkyo 630-D cassette
deck, 5125. (803) 533-0988.
CONRAD JOHNSON Premiere 4 amplifier
$1800; Audio Research D110 amplifier $795;
Revox A-700 recorder $1400; Pyramid T-1
Ribbon Tweeters $500; Magneplaner Bass
panels $500. (402) 779-2589.
THRESHOLD AMP MODEL 4000, $1275;
Dunlop Clark Model 1000, $750; Dayton
Wright Pre-amp, SPA, $650; Watson Model 10
Speakers, $950; Bozak Concert Grand
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Moorish Speakers, $1275; Technics 305 MC
Cartridge, $135; Dynavector Ruby Cartridge,
$135; Dayton Wright XG10 Mark II Speakers,
latest modes, $1500; Sota Sapphire lluntable
w/Linn LVX, $675. Call (201) 991-6311 between 9AM & 9PM
SIEMENS 12AX7 tubes, new, unused. $5
each! Day (718) 259-9320, Eve (718)
380-3144.
DBP-SC "CLEVER CLAMP" record clamp
designed by Souther Engineering. 23 grams,
clear poly-carbonate, simple to use. $12.50 includes handling. DB SYSTEMS, Rindge, NH
03461. (603) 899-5121.
GRACE TONEARMS-704, 940. Both new in
boxes. Sell together or separate. Best offers.
Tony Fasola, 206 Sope Creek Lane #302,
Marietta, GA 30067. (404) 971-8967.
AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS at DISCOUNT
prices: Mobile Fidelity, Reference, Sheffield,
Wilson, CDs, plus LAST cleaners, VPI, and
more. FREE catalog: CLASS-A-UNDERGROUND, 35 North Greenbusb Road, West
Nyack, NY 10994. Phone (914) 638-4089
(10-4 EST). Quick delivery, MastercardNisa.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO-Linn, Naim, Rega,
Thorens, Hafler, Conrad-Johnson, Creek,
Rotel, AR, Precision Fidelity, Wharfedale,
Celestion, Spendor, B & W, Akroyd, Stax, &
more. (818) 571-1299 or (213)283-0001.
THE RIGHT STUFF IN ST. LOUIS. Conrad
Johnson, VPI, Infinity, Hafler, Musical Concepts Mods, Grado, Systemdek, Profile, Harman/Kardon, Apature; plus audiophile
records. The Speaker & Stereo Store 8183 Big
Bend Blvd., Webster Groves, MO 63119. (314)
968-9995.
MISSION 775SM TURNTABLE, 774 Arm;
Both $525 or best offer. Call (817)926-3900
or write T Bartzen, 3141 "B" South University Dr, Fort Worth, TX 76109.
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER TWO, mint
with warranty. (803) 445-2762 evenings.
$895.
THE ABSOWTE SOUND, Vol. 1No. 3, Mint +
$450; Vol. 1No. 4, Mint + 8450; Vol. 1No. 5,
VG 8400; Vol. 1No. 10, VG 8400. Threshold
CAS-1 Amplifier, Mint 8400. Redi-Line Motor
Generator; 500 watt, 120V. Sine, Mint $275.
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Trade for: ARC, CJ, Quicksilver, 'Ilibe? (505)
988-5477.
BEETHOVEN DELUXE RECORD SET.
Beethoven bicentenial (1770-1970) Deutsche
Grammophon (USA) collection. 17 five
record boxed sets (85 records) with booklets.
Included 275 page, full color, 12 "x 12 "hard
cover book, nice (in English but printed in
Germany). Like new, 1only. Bill Becker, Box
3482, Shawnee, KS 66203. (913) 631-7742.
GSI INTRODUCES THE 4tp. A thermionic
preamp fat in performance, yet lean in price!
SASE-GSI,
578
Nepperban
Avenue,
Yonkers, NY 10701.
MAPLEKNOLL AIR-BEARING II turntable,
$900. Thorens TD-160 Super with Grace
tonearm, $200. Music Reference RM-4a tube
headamp, $150. Bedini 100/100 amplifier,
$450. Robertson 4010 amplifier, $500. Series
20 M-22 30 wpc Class A amplifier, $300.
DCM Time Window Three, $700 pr. Thiel
04a speakers, teak finish, $450.(419)
243-0054.
JSE INFINITE SLOPE model 2loudspeakers,
latest, perfect. $1600 plus shipping. (215)
379-4971.
PROMETHEAN GREEN-GRACE F9E Ruby
phone cartridges, both unused, make
reasonable offer. (301)687-4678.
COMPONENTS FOR THE CONNOISSEURAudio Research, Audire, Apt Holman, Audible
Illusion, Meitner Audio, Streets Electronics, B
& K, Thiel, Perkins, Vandersteen, Raven Ribbons, Transducteurs Acoustiques Apogee,
Duntech, Rauna, MCM, VPI, Elite Rock, Rega,
Souther, MMT, Maplenoll, Eminent Technology, Peterson, Grado, SACRIFICE B&O 8000,
Acoustat 2+2, Magnepan IIB, Daybreak, SKS
Intaglio, Sequerra Pyramids, Sumo Amps,
preamps, tuners, Robertson 4010, Mac C26,
300 new Dynaudio drivers, Pioneer &
Teknilca Monitors, Satellite Equipment, much
more. Paul Heath Audio, 217 Alexander
Rochester NY (716) 262-4310 evening
346-5630.
AUDIOPHILE records, compact discs, imports, M.F.S.L. Stones collection, LAST
cleaners and accessories at huge savings. Free
Catalog: Class-A-Underground, 35 North
Greenbusb Road, West Nyack, NY 10994 or
call (914) 638-4089.
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A GREAT PRODUCT IMPROVED! Our
threaded MOD SQUAD TIPTOES replace the
feet on your Oracle or Sota; TIPTOES also
with woodscrews to firmly couple to your
speakers, custom versions too! Michael
Percy (415) 669- 7/8/.

Qualitp Tapes .
"
THIS TOW
MONTH'S UUUUU SPHICIALS
SA 90
SA 60
SAX 90
SAX 60
ADX 90
AD 90
#0 60
090

QUICKSILVER MS 190 Amp with both triode
and pentode boards $1799, Helius Aurm
Tonearm $239, B & K ST-140 Amp $299,
Meridian CD Player $550 Dick Olsber, (50 5)
672-9263, evenings.

60
........ 1.05
HO-01 DYnea 12.49
MA 90 .............. 4.19
MA 60 ............ 3.89
MX-5 90 New
4.15
112(-5 60 New
3.89
MAR 90 ........... 585
MAR 60 ............ 4.79
LX 35.90à ......... 4.79
LX 35-90 ........ 5.85
7-120 ......
5 25

NEW FR-4 PCB WITH DC CIRCUITRY, Active VR, & Precision Components. Definitive,
Dynamic, Precise Imaging. Old amps +
$1200. Also COMPLETE Preamp Revisions:
AR, CJ, Marantz, Theta, etc.; $600. Write: J.
Curcio, PO. Box 10503, State College, PA
16805-0503.

PRCHEIU1811

T-1 20115

649

SONY
UCXS 90
UCXS 60
LNX 90 ...

AUDIO
NOISE SUPPRESSOR

195
185
l05

LNX 60
1,750 ..
L-750 HC
T-120

For all recorded sound media

The choice of recording industry, archives and collectors
around the world
Three processors for reduction of transient and steady-state
noises Plus special features for optimum reproduction of old
records, lateral or vertical
Mono model $1.950: Mono/Stereo $2,450
Write for literature to
P0 Box 335 Dewitt NY USA 13210-0335

175
169
269
2.49
2.55
.... 1.85
...... 1.45
..... 1.15

in

85
4 99
749
4 99

CALL NOW

711-434-3417

MAXIELL
UDXL II 90 ....... 1.89
UDXLII60 .
...... 1.75
XL II S90 .......... /65
MX 90
......... 4.59
UD 90
......... 1.85
UD60 . ..... 1.65
LN 90
1.15
LN 60
1.05
U035.90 .
XL I35-908
T-120
...
T.120 HCX
...

4.89
6.39
5.25
6.99

FUJI
FR METAL 90
FRI190 ............
T-120 ............
T-120.
......
"MAC

3.49
1.99
3.35
6.75

Reefs In Can«.
CDC 90 ............. 2.89
CRC 90
3.19
DISCIWASNER
DISCKIT
32.09
SYSTEM
9.49

rape Care Set
16 oz Fluid
D•rnag
DISCSET

949
9.99
12 49
14 49

Off 01OFff II HAS

Contonental USA elrt 5150 tor shoppInq on orders up to SID Over
Pa «Al S ot torao enter Elsewhere .n USA arid SI on orner; up ro
S10 Over S70 add 10
Outhrle USA wrote MC visa aortuhnp,

960 IN« 7th Street Dept. S. Brooklyn. NY 11230
MIEMMONMINNwommum......

Finally. Someone's done it right.
A full-function budget preamplifier that provides state-of-the-art performance
only from PS Audio
Solderless Kit

Assembled

419

S 329

Up till now. budget preamplifiers have typically
sounded poor, or were so
bare-bones they were apain to
use-Or both
PS Audio's SR -1 Source
preamplifier not only solves
these problems, but will offer
you years of musical enjoyment and ease of operation
The SR-1 will set new
sonic standards for budget
preamplifiers

And look what you get
with the SR -1 Moving coil
ready Full cartridge loading
Close-tracking stereo volume
and balance controls Passive
RIAA FO Defeatable line
stage Taping flexibility that
allows you to record any program source while you listen
to any other source Remote
power supply Class Aheadphone amplifier And of course
the uncompromised sound

you expect from PS Audio
A KIT BUILDER'S
DREAM. The SR-1 is the
world's first setderless kit
This will undoubtedly be the
easiest kit you've ever assembled Typical times are under
one hour. start to finish No
experience necessary If you
can read, you can assemble a
PS kit-no sweat' And PS kits
are fully warranted for 3
years. parts and labor'
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SKYWAY DR #301 •SANTA MARIA CA

93455 • 18051 928 2631 • TELEX 289974
PLEASE WRITE US FOR FREE 20-PG BROCHURE AND E-PART TECHNICAL SERIES
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ELECTRON KINETICS Eagle 7a #142. Mint,
$2200. (512)695-9763.
ACOUSTAT TNP, $475, Beming EA-250 $495
Conrad-Johnson PV-2A-R $450, Fuselier
Model $2500, Linn, latest mods $550, Macintosh MC-240 $475, Qaud 405-2 latest grey
cosmetics, $425, Nakamichi 70011 $495, All
Mint. Jeff, (313)478-0857.

The
Decca
SUPER GOLD
Cartridge
with van den Hul
Diamond Stylus

AMPZILLA AND SON OF AMPZILLA
MODIFICATION. Audio grade parts. Improved low impedence power supply. Circuitry
fine-tuned and brought up to 1985 standards.
Improved definition and focus. Equal to the
best. Call or write: GASWORKS by Eagle
Audio, 4570 West State Street, Boise, Idaho
83703. (208) 343-3266.
AUDIO RESEARCH D-79B. Excellent condition.
$2500
or
best
offer.
Allan
Mandelstamm, 600 Landsdowne Dr, Blacksburg, VA 24060. (703) 552-6869 nights and
weekends.
AUDIO RESEARCH D9OB Amp $975 plus
shipping. Will trade if you will. (615)
755-1794, (615)265-5605.
DRAMATICALLY IMPROVE your "new" AR
turntable: Audio Quest Sorbothane Mat, $35;
Predrilled Aluminum Armboards, MMT or
Linn Arms, $25, All others (provide template),
$25. We guarantee these products to improve
the AR's transparency, detail and smoothness
or we will refund purchase price. Tbe Audio
Advisor Inc., Box 6202, Grand Rapids, MI
49506.
(616)
451-3868.
Shipping:
53.00/item.
ARC SP-6B, $795; 2D-52s, $495 ea.; Linn Active SARAS, w/Electronic Crossover, $850/pr.;
Dahlquist Subwoofer, $175; NAD 1020
Preamp, $95. (602)947-6877.
PHOENIX
ARIZONA—SOUND
ALTERNATIVES OFFERS products from: VPI, Precision Fidelity, Audioquest, Rauna, QLN,
Alphason, Walker, MAS, Creek, Sonex, and
others. Call (602)947-6877 for information
or free newsletter.
AUDIO RESEARCH D79B AMP Mint Condition $2000, and SP-8 Revised Preamp $1100.
Call (212) 349-6496 or (212) 929-8386. Ask
for Mike Spulo.
COUNTERPOINT SA-2 $500; new tubes.
Denon 103D, Dynavector Ruby $50/ea. Al,
(3 12)398-2843.

The culmination of
3decades
Research and Development
The elite of the elite
maintaining the established heritage
or integrity and innovation in the design
of esoteric audio products, the Super
Gold cartridge maintains Decca's status
as the world's leading manufacturer of
prestigious phono cartridges.
Incorporating the renowned van den
Hul diamond stylus, the new model is
the result of dedicated development
based on the needs of music lovers
and audiophiles throughout the world
whose opinions, requests and recommendations, were studiously considered and analysed before work commenced.
Natural and realistic. Refined and
musical. Clean and dynamic. Well
balanced and articulate. Effortless and
non-fatiguing.

Decca SUPER GOLD
the world's most
sought after cartridge
Suggested list $450
In U.S.A.
Precision Sound Marketing
21601-66th Avenue West, Suite B
Mount Lake Terrace, Washington 98043
Toll free 1-800-547-7715
In Canada
Rocelco Inc.-24 Viceroy Road
Concord, Ontario 14K 219
Phone: 416-738-0737

Unit #1

The Dynamic
Loudspeaker
Just Came
Of Age.

Although the dynamic lodspeaker has been around
for a long time, it is safe to say that even the better

nology is now available, and in fact, the dynamic
loudspeaker has just entered a new era. In our WE•1,

ones have generally sounded more spectacular than

we have applied the best of current technology, along

musical. So most critical

with our own innovative and exclusive Watkins
dual-drive woofer, rear radiation absorption, and

listeners

have preferred

electrostatics in spite of their problems with lack of
low bass and dynamic range, room placement, imaging,
and unreliability—the very areas where dynamics
excell What the electrostats had (low coloration,

damped first order crossover tall three features
patented). The WE-1 actually has transient response
with less hangover than electrostatics. It breaks

detailing, and musicality), the dynamics lacked

away from obsolete designs of the past with pure

Recently there has been a movement to improve
the dynamic loudspeaker, and Watkins Engineering

uncolored high-definition sound And whether dynamic

has been a part of this since 1972

a more musical loudspeaker.

be

Much new tech.

or electrostatic, we are confident that you cannot buy

, Watkins Engineering
1019E Cent, St ,hing,port, TN f/660.1615)246-3701

EPIK MONITOR SYSTEMS
Finally, aline of dynamic
speakers offering the transient
and phase accuracy of top planar
loudspeakers, while avoiding
many of their flaws! Engineering,
hand craftmanship and
economics stand behind our
claim: For ultimate quality, Ell
MONITOR SYSTEMS are your
only choice! Check out our
detailed information to see if you
might agree!

Audipmmi
Cónnection
Turntables: Goldmund Merrill Heybrook
VPI Industries Systemdek IIX
Toneorrns: Eminent Technology Goldmund ,lurne
Grodo Signature LSTR Souther Synru
Cortridges: Alpha RudioQuest Dec«) vdHul
Grado Signature Prometheon
Electronics: tube

Audible Illusions Berning

Eidolon Jadis Quicksilver
solid stote

Electrocomponiet leoch LSR&D

FM Acoustics Klyne Magnum PS Audio
Speohers: Fuselier Heybrook Kindel Awn°
Spend°, Spica 3D Vondersteen
Accessories: Goldmund mot iS clomp livelUire
Lost Randall Kinergeucs Kimber Hable
Peterson. Sims Vibration Eng. Tiptoes Tweek 1./Pl
1-201-239.1799

EPIK AUDIO
653 Overland Trail
Roselle, II 60172
(312)894-0294

615 Bloomfield Avenue
Verona NJ 07044
Also for sole

occasional close-outs used

equipment and display pieces

Single speaker

demonstration record cleaning audiophile discs
Hours

Mon

Thurs

Tues Ai

12-9 Sot

12-7

11-6

Please call for on oppointment I

WANTED
MITSUBISHI LT-5V AND LT-30 turntable in
mint condition. K. Krueger 1000 Tanbark
West, Jackson, MI 49203.
LATEST ARC-SP-8 pre-amp and either Classe
DR-2 or DR-3 amplifier. (419) 243-0054.
OLD TANNOMENSEN/JBL SPEAKERS. McIntosh, Marantz, Quad, "Ibbe Amps. Hartsfield.
Patricians. Garrard 301. Western Electric
Equipments (including Tübes). JBL Drivers.
(818) 5'6-2642. David Yo, PO. Box 832,
Monterey Park, CA 91'54.
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THE MUSIC CONDUCTOR"

SPEAKER CABLES

STRAIGHT WIRE TEFLON-12 and POLY-12 represent the next generation of audio cable performance and value While other speaker cables are designed to avoid afew sonically degrading
effects, only TEFLON-12 and POLY-12 provide the benefits of comprehensive engineering.
Both cables feature the same advanced design, utilizing concentric tubular conductors of oxygen free, high conductivity copper. This configuration permits optimization of the characteristics
which affect sound quality.

FEATURES
• Large effective surface area with minimal
time delay, which results in cleaner and more
dynamic high frequency performance
• Minimal capacitance parallel to the cables
resistance, which improves low frequency extension and dynamics.
• Uniform spacing between the strands of
opposing conductors, which prevents the high
frequency roughness caused by "proximity effect" in lamp cord style speaker wires.

• Close spacing of positive and negative
conductors controls "phase she' (a time error)
and reduces high frequency loss This results in
improved preservation of focus, dimensionality, and harmonic structure
• Superior mechanical stability enables the
conductors to resist movement caused by the
electromagnetic force of the music signal. This
stability
improves
dynamic
contrast,
coherence, and bass definition.
TEFLON-12 exceeds the performance of POLY-12 through the greater mechanical stability afforded by its harder jacket and the superior electrical optimization facilitated by its teflon
dielectric
Applied physical theory, objective listening tests, and advanced measurement techniques support our belief that STRAIGHT WIRE cables reveal more music and introduce less coloration than
any other audio cable& We invite you to experience the benefits of STRAIGHT WIRE in your music
system.

43 East Ocean Blvd., Stuart, FL 33494

305-925-2470

BREAKTHROUGH
FOR MOVING COILS...

Aulos
Onyx Audio, Inc
IN

o

11
OUT

o
PWR

GNU

FROM ONYX AUDIO.
Onyx Audio's new interface
allows you to enjoy all of the
music your moving coil
cartridge has to offer, without
the noise problems that
plagued previous head amp
designs. The lifetime warranty solid-state design
eliminates the periodic
maintenance and expense
of tube replacement.
MODEL 1100 This top-of the-line interface incorporates Tiffany - phono
connectors, premium-grade
passive components well
known throughout the audio
industry for sonic merit, and
FET's matched over six
device parameters. Suggested retail $560.

The step-up of alifetime.

ONYX AUDIO, INC.
Route 3, Box 147

Leesville, SC 29070

803-532-5664

Equalizer without peer- all passive coil filters...
Analyzer without equal- 0.1dB readout accuracy..
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..and on one compact chassis combines one of the world's most
accurate Real-Time Spectrum Analyzers with an Octave Equalizer of
unparalleled performance. The Analyzer's automatic octave scanning mode makes incredibly fast, accurate analyzation of room
acoustics possible, and the 100 LED full-frequency spectrum BarGraph display constantly shows Real-Time frequency response.

,

11.

tortion common to inexpensive equalizers, while Soundcraftsmen's
True Zero-Gain circuitry perfectly matches input and output voltages, crucial to the undistorted reproduction of the new wide dynamic-range records and tapes. Since it uses passive, precision

coil-type inductors instead of conventional IC OP-Amps in its filter
circuits, there is no unnatural "coloration" of the music.
The precision-tuned, passive, wire-wound coil filter circuits (no synthetic ICs) of the equalizer eliminate unwanted noise, hiss, and dis - Call or write for complete specifications, test reports, etc.

Accuracy, ease of operation and musical purity...
these albthe hallmarks
Ie
dcraftsmen AE2000. Affordable excellence...

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN INC., 220G So TiltIe
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